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Abstract 
 
Today the oil and gas industry suffers significant production losses due to fines migrations in 
high permeability sandstone formations or sand packs. During drilling, production or 
injection, fines migration continues to cause formation impairment resulting in oil and gas 
inflow reductions or injectivity resistance.   The problem is further enhanced in mature 
reservoirs where increased water ingress and multiphase production aggravate the fines 
mobilisation. Proper fines management can optimise productivity, injectivity, safeguard 
facilities and reduce well maintenance cost. Today‘s core flood tests as part of risk 
assessment limit tests to single phase or at best two-phase oil/water flow. Meanwhile existing 
reservoir simulators have no facilities to analyse solid particles impact on productivity and 
injectivity. 
This research work presents the unique technique adopted to analyse fines migration 
mechanisms in a true multiphase environment. The methodologies adopted include studies of 
fines particle impacts on pressure drawdowns in several sensitivities of rock permeability, 
water cut, multiphase flow, liquid flow, porosity, fines grain size, and the rest of relevant 
rock and fluid properties performed using an appropriate Computational Fluid Dynamics 
(CFD) simulator. The resultant drawdown pressures were then used to back-calculate 
corresponding particle-damaged permeabilities using a conventional field approach. From the 
results obtained, detailed mapping of prevailing pore blocking mechanisms and 
corresponding permeability impairment profiles are presented as functions of operating 
conditions. The technique integrates the CFD and 3-D reservoir simulation concepts to define 
and quantify the effects of different operating conditions on discretised reservoir blocks.  
Among the major research outcomes are two developed particle-damaged absolute 
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permeability models for multiphase and liquid flow conditions involving fines migration in 
porous media. The models were tested and validated using ten examples of field data with 
acceptable error margins in the majority of the cases.  
Contributions to knowledge include: i) new analysis of particle impact in multiphase and 
liquid flows, ii) integration of CFD with 3-dimensional reservoir simulator and iii) the 
developed particle-damaged models.  
Areas where more study is required include: a) dry gas CFD simulation, b) use of real rock 
(thin-section) pore structure scans as the computational mesh and c) adapting the application 
to EOR (enhanced oil recovery) operations such as steam injection, miscible fluid injection 
and others. These are highlighted as suggestions for further work to improve effectiveness of 
the developed advances towards better fines migration management. The research work is 
concluded with recommendations (supported by flow efficiency case studies) on 
contemporary innovations in fines management. 
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Nomenclature 
 
The following table contains symbols used in this thesis. Symbols having more than one 
meaning or those which are relevant to only a specific section are defined in the appropriate 
sections in the text. 
 
 
 
 
 
 a = A constant 
 a = Large half-axis of the drainage ellipsoid formed by a horizontal well (ft) 
 a1, a2, a3 = Constants that apply over several ranges of Re 
 A = Area of pore (in2) 
 AOFP = Absolute open-flow potential or maximum gas flow rate (MMScf/d) 
 b = Constant accounting for mechanical stability of filter cake 
 Bg = Gas formation volume factor (res bbl/STB) 
 Bo = Oil formation volume factor, (res bbl/STB). 
 Bw = Water formation volume factor (res bbl/STB) 
 C = Dynamic fluid loss coefficient (in3/in2-hr1/2) 
 CFD = Computational fluid dynamics 
 Ct  = Total reservoir compressibility (1/psi) 
 
i
C2  
= Inertial resistance factor (m-1) 
 D = Perforation /or completion interval thickness, (ft) 
 DF = Fines grain mean diameter size m) 
 DG = Gravel mean diameter m) 
 DP = Pore mean diameter size m) 
 
r
p
d
d  = Transient pressure gradient (psi/ft) 
 ew = Coefficient of restitution for particle-wall collisions (dimensionless) 
 EGP = External gravel pack 
 ESS = Expandable sand screen 
 F = Average pore length (ft) multiplied by a tortuosity factor 
 FD  Drag force 
 gx  Gravitational acceleration in horizontal (x) direction 
 h = Reservoir (Pay zone) thickness (ft) 
 I = Inlet cell type 
 IGP = Internal gravel pack  
 Jh = Horizontal productivity index (b/d)/(psi) 
 Jv = Vertical productivity index (b/d)/(psi) 
 k = Formation absolute permeability, (md) 
 kg = Gas permeability (mD) 
 kh = Horizontal permeability, (md) 
Symbol  Definition 
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 K = Constant, characteristic of fluid 
 ki(DG,χi) = Damaged permeability at i
th length of the drainage length as a function of GF (md) 
 ko = Oil effective permeability (md) 
 kro = Relative oil permeability (md) 
 krw = Relative water permeability (md) 
 kv = Vertical permeability, (md) 
 kw = Water effective permeability (md) 
 kx = Horizontal permeability (md) 
 kz = Vertical/ z-direction permeability (md) 
 L = Live cell type 
 L = Length of the ellipsoid (ft) 
 Lx = Width of drainage boundary (ft) 
 Ly = Length of drainage boundary  (ft) 
 LN = Natural logarithm 
 Lp = Liquid phase 
 M = Number of grid blocks along the horizontal side. 
 m = Slope of the graph of Pressure vs. Log time ratio, in pressure test analysis (psi/log cycle) 
 Mp = Multiphase. 
 n = Total number of layers perforated 
 Np = Total production volume (stb) 
 O = Outlet cell type 
 __p  = Average pressure within the drainage volume (psi) 
 P = Porous cell type 
 PDL = Pre-drilled liner 
 pe = (Far-field) external reservoir pressure (psi) 
 pe = Extrapolated pressure in the pressure test curve to log{(t+Δt)/Δt}= 1 (psig) 
 Pi = Initial reservoir pressure (psi) 
 PIF = Productivity improvement factor 
 pwf = Flowing well pressure (psi) 
 Pwp = Expected near-wellbore pore pressure (psi). 
 pws = Shut-in well pressure (psia) 
 q = Liquid production rate (bbl/d) 
 qg = Gas flow rate, (stb/d) (converted from MMscf/d) 
 qh = Horizontal liquid flow rate (bbl/d) 
 qv = Vertical liquid flow rate (bbl/d) 
 qw = Water injection/ invasion rate (bbl/d). 
 qwc = Critical/maximum oil rate above which water coning happens (STB/d) 
 r = Radius distance from wellbore (ft) 
 re = External drainage radius (ft) 
 reh = Effective radius based on acre spacing (ft) 
 ri = Radius of grid (ft) 
 rp = Radius of penetration or depth of mud filtrate (in) 
 rw = Wellbore radius (ft) 
 rv = Ratio of Vw to Vs 
 Re  Reynolds number 
 S = Mechanical skin and un-stimulated filter cake damage skin (unitless) 
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 S = Saturation (always expressed as a fraction of the pore volume) 
 Sg = Gas saturation (fraction) 
 Sgr = Residual gas saturation to water (fraction) 
 S.L. = Slotted liner 
 So = Oil saturation (fraction) 
 Sor = Residual oil saturation to water (fraction) 
 Sw = Water saturation (fraction) 
 Swc = Connate (or irreducible) water saturation (fraction) 
 Swi = Initial water saturations (fraction) 
 T = Absolute temperature (○R) 
 t = Exposure time (hr) 
 t = Total production time before the well was shut-in (hr) 
 Tsc = Temperature at standard condition = 520 ○R 
 tp = Production time (hrs) 
 TWC = Thick-walled cylinder strength (bar), (1bar=14.5 psi). 
 
 
= Solids velocity at the wall 
 Vs = Volume of solids (in
3) 
 Vw = Volume of continuous phase (in
3) 
 W = Wall cell type 
 wc = Water  cut 
 WWS = Wire-wrapped screen 
 Z = Gas compressibility (deviation) factor (fraction) 
    
   Greek Symbols 
 
S  = Solids volume fraction (fraction) 
 
max,S  = Solids volume fraction at the packing limit (fraction) 
  = i
th length of the drainage area (ft) 
 
ix
p


 
 Pressure drop through the medium at each ith distance (Pa/m) 
 ∆Pdd = Drawdown pressure applied near the wellbore (psi). 
 ∆Pde = Field wide depletion pressure (psi) 
 P (DG,χi) = Pressure drawdown as function of fines grain size and ith drainage length (psi). 
 P = Pressure drop or drawdown pressure (psi) 
 Δp/Δδ = Change in pressure with drainage distance (psi/ft) 
 Δt = Pressure build-up time or shut-in time fraction (hrs) 
   = Grid block average porosity (fraction) 
 Φ  = Porosity (fraction) 
  = Hydraulic diffusivity (md)/[psi(cp)]  
 p = Number of pores per cubic centimetre (N/in
3).  
 Iani = Permeability anisotropy (unitless)  
  = Air permeability (md).  
  = Pore mean diameter m)  
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INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background  
Today the oil and gas industry suffers significant production losses due to impairment of 
unconsolidated sandstone reservoirs caused by fine sand particles (fines) migration within the 
reservoir zones as well as particles injected into producing zones. Effective management of fines 
particles in hydrocarbon fields today requires careful studies of multiphase liquid-particles 
mixture flow characteristics through porous media. The studies should incorporate several 
sensitivities and scenarios to mimic complex flow mechanisms occurring in pore structures. 
Appropriate sand/ fines management could help not only in enhancing oil and gas production, 
but also in preserving well integrity by minimising fines flow accumulation which may affect 
well completion devices in high production rate wells. This research work demonstrates proven 
processes which can be used to selectively model solid fines particles migration flowing with 
multiphase hydrocarbon fluid mixture through reservoir pore structures. Hence the approach, 
unlike core laboratory analysis is not limited to fluid types such as hydrocarbon gas flow effects. 
Unfortunately, the ongoing core lab experiments and fluid flow analysis do not involve injection 
of hydrocarbon gas for safety reasons. The core lab methodology also does not incorporate 
continuous multiple sensitivities analysis of fines grain size and various fines concentrations in 
oil, gas, water and particle flow mixture. Furthermore, the results obtained from core plugs 
analysis are not always representative of the entire reservoir drainage area despite the fact that 
the data is scaled-up to reservoir size, and used in field development activities. This research‘s 
objectives as outlined below, are to conduct extensive studies and employ novel approaches 
tested and validated using field data in order to minimise the uncertainties existing today in the 
oil and gas industry.   
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1.2 Objectives  
The main objectives of this research are summarised as follows: 
(a) To study the characteristics of (gas free) liquid mixture of oil, water and fines particles flow 
into and within a porous medium and then determine flow impacts due to several sensitivities of 
reservoir properties. 
(b) To study characteristics of multiphase complex mixture (gas, liquid hydrocarbon and fines 
particles) flow within and into a porous medium and then determine hydrocarbon multiphase 
effects (due to gas presence) and induced fines pore blocking mechanisms at several scenarios of 
reservoir properties. 
(c) To determine reservoir permeability reduction due to solid particles dictated by multiphase 
(gas presence) and liquid (gas free) flow media. 
(d) To develop particle-damaged permeability models in both multiphase and liquid scenarios. 
Thus the main focus is to analyze fines migration characteristics through different pore structures 
and then simulate various conditions that have impact on the migration mechanisms. The key 
objective therefore is to offer the oil and gas industry the best available means of managing fluid 
production from wells having fines influx tendency which applies to the majority of wells in all 
high permeability sandstone reservoirs. In high permeability (> 500 milli Darcy (mD)) sandstone 
reservoirs, 60% to 70% of the wells have fines related problems (1).  
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Table 1.1: Size limits of soil in the USDA soil textural classification system 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As explained in chapter 2, several fines definitions exist; some investigators (2) refer to  
fines as fine-grained sand particles having grain sizes of less than 62 microns referring to the 
silt and clay while others (3) consider fines grains sizes of up to 250 microns. In this research 
fines are fine-grained sand particles having various grain sizes ranging from 10 to 200 μm in 
some cases including the silt and clay group having less grain size than Brown‘s analysis 
given in table 1.1. 
Fines are made of loose solid materials composed of silt group of particles mixed with clay 
minerals existing in hydrocarbon reservoirs (4, 5) and very fine sand. The silt group includes 
silica, feldspar, mica, calcite, dolomite, siderite and chloride particles; whereas the clay 
minerals include kaolinite, illite, chlorite, smectite and other types of clay called mixed-layer 
clays (5).. 
Today the oil and gas industry tries sub-optimally to manage fine sand through a sand control 
strategy which includes use of mechanical devices such as: internal gravel packs (IGP), external 
gravel packs (EGP), wire-wrapped screens (WWS), pre-drilled liners (PDL), meshrite (premium 
screen), slotted liners (SL), expandable sand screens (ESS) and so forth.  
Name of soil separate Diameter limit 
(mm) 
Diameter limits (microns) 
Very coarse sand 2.00 - 1.00 2000 - 1000 
Coarse sand 1.00 - 0.50 1000 - 500 
Medium sand 0.50 - 0.25 500 - 250 
Fine sand 0.25 - 0.10 250 -100 
Very fine sand 0.10 - 0.05 100 - 50 
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Based on field observations the more the fines production is restricted the more the  reduction of 
reservoir production capacity; hence in order to obtain production rate increases, the current 
industry strategy allows fines production which depending on conditions explained later in this 
research, cause pore blockage and thus tend to affect production. Figure 1.1 is a simple 
horizontal well layout showing well components including 4 ½‖ wire-wrapped screens which are 
used for particles control usually of up to 200 m grain size. In high permeability sandstone 
reservoirs, hydrocarbon fluids and particles flow together.  
To minimise particles impact on production, well equipment and surface facilities, sand particles 
control devices such as WWS, ESS, PDL, SL etc.  are installed right at the reservoir level. 
 
Figure 1.1: A simple well diagram showing particles control measures at reservoir 
Horizontal well layout with particles control 
Particles control devices 
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This study is intended to improve the industry‘s strategy as explained in this thesis. The research 
approach is summarised in section 1.3.  
 
1.3 Approach 
 
The research initially involved studies of existing investigations on the subject carried out by 
various researchers who addressed the topics differently using several approaches ranging from 
analytical, empirical, experimental to numerical modelling.  Reviews of those studies are given 
in chapter 2. In general, analytical and empirical approaches tend to use published correlations 
that compute various formation damage mechanisms such as conditions causing shallow 
invasions, deep invasions, external cake formation, internal bridging and other formation 
damages explained in chapter 2. Experimental approaches refer mainly to core sample and 
formation plug sample analyses. Several core analyses are discussed in chapter 2. Numerical 
modelling of fines migration mechanisms is not widespread. As explained in the next chapter, 
even today‘s leading 3D reservoir simulators do not cater for particle analysis due to limitations 
the industry faces in granular flow modelling.   
Having identified limitations in each of the methodologies used, a very comprehensive 
investigation was employed which involved application of two independent simulation packages, 
a computational fluid dynamic (CFD) for multiphase and solid particles mixture flow analysis in 
a porous medium and a 3-dimensional reservoir performance prediction simulator. Both 
simulators have been used in the oil and gas industry, as explained in Appendix A-1 in case of 
the CFD coded by Fluent Inc; and in appendix A-2 in case of Shell International‘s MoReS 
(Modular Reservoir Simulator).   
The steps in the investigation can be summarised as follows: 
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(a) Using Fluent Inc.‘s CFD program, hydrocarbon multiphase fluids with particles of various 
grain sizes in microns were simulated in a modelled porous medium to determine pressure 
distributions as a result of fines impact to pore structures. The same analysis was repeated 
without hydrocarbon gas and the differences were noted. Then comparison was made between 
the two analyses. The process was carried out in high permeability sandstone‘s conditions of 
1000 mD and was repeated in 2000 mD involving rock and fluid sensitivities explained in 
chapters 2, 3 and 4.   
(b) Reservoir permeability reduction as a function of time was then determined from the 
corresponding damaged reservoir pressure distribution.  
Pore blocking mechanisms which are functions of several factors such as grain size, pore size, 
reservoir indices, flow rate, fluid type, viscosity, water cut, permeability, porosity, drawdown 
pressure and others which are elaborated in the next chapter, were then determined. Furthermore, 
damaged-permeability profile models were developed. The models were then incorporated in one 
of the most advanced 3-dimensional Modular Reservoir Simulator (MoReS) at the collaborating 
establishment (Shell UK Ltd) to perform comprehensive reservoir performance studies as per the 
agreement in appendix A-3.  
With this modelling package, multiple sensitivity scenarios were carried out to test the setup 
using conventional field data.  
 
1.4 Contributions to Knowledge  
This research work has resulted in several additions to the existing knowledge of fines 
migrations and their impacts to production performance, including: 
Development of comprehensive fines migration models which can predict damaged 
permeability decline profiles across the entire drainage area in both multiphase and 
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liquid granular flows. The models take into account all rock and fluid properties. As such 
this research work developed a detailed analysis of particle flow impact in a complex 
hydrocarbon multiphase flow mixture in a porous medium to study hydrocarbon and fines 
movements. Currently this analysis cannot be performed in core labs and does not exist in 
contemporary reservoir simulators used in the oil and gas industry.  
Fully fledged multiphase fines migration analysis at multiple sensitivities of rock and 
fluid properties to hydrocarbon reservoir scale. Today, neither experimental work nor 
numerical reservoir simulators have such a unique capability. Also no existing reservoir 
simulators have solid particle (granular) analysis capability. 
Integration of CFD and reservoir simulation packages. Procedures and methodologies of 
how to create an integrated particle analyzing software package which incorporates a fines 
flow simulator into a hydrocarbon reservoir performance prediction simulator were 
developed. So far no such attempt has been reported elsewhere.   
The output of the above contributions have significantly added new knowledge on fines 
migration and its effects on hydrocarbon production. As a result, better oil prediction method as 
well as improved fines control measures can be achieved to enhance hydrocarbon production. 
Therefore the research minimised significant limitations currently faced by conventional core-
flood laboratory analyses, numerical reservoir simulations and empirical methods. As such it is 
now possible:  
i) To effectively analyse hydrocarbon gas impact in a flowing mixture of solid particles and 
multiphase fluid; then to be able to predict damaged permeability decline profiles across the 
reservoir.  
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ii) To determine fines particles impact on pressure distribution through the entire porous 
medium, then analyse particle-damaged permeability distribution across the entire drainage area. 
iii) To perform more effective granular multiphase flow production and predictions using the 
integrated CFD / 3-dimensional simulation package capable of analysing flow at reservoir 
conditions.   
iv) To predict possible pore plugging mechanisms for several scenarios of reservoir conditions as 
explained in chapter 4.  
These contributions to knowledge are among the major breakthroughs of this research work in 
that they demonstrate and provide means of quantifying lateral variations in reservoir particle-
damaged permeabilities across the sand body and how to incorporate them into a numerical 
simulator, a fact which is normally not accounted for in the oil industry today as fines-affected 
reservoir simulators so far do not exist.  
Figure 1.2 displays the research‘s fundamental focus on the complex fines particles migration in 
a multiphase flow. The figure emphasises the message that since fines sand particles co-exist 
with hydrocarbon fluids (oil, gas and water), reservoir simulations must include rigorous solid 
particle analysis and that core labs need provisions for extensive hydrocarbon gas analyses 
simulating insitu conditions. Similarly, the resultant particle-damaged permeability should be 
mapped across the entire reservoir model and not input in reservoir simulators as constant values 
or simple linear distributions. 
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Clay 
 
Figure 1.2: Modeling Steps of Fines Migration in Multiphase High Permeability Sands 
 
Figure 1.2 summarizes important modelling steps of fines migration and its impact on 
hydrocarbon production prediction. A complex mixture of hydrocarbon liquid, gas and fines 
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particles (kaolinote, apetite, quartz, etc.) flow together in reservoir pores. In the figure the red 
circle is a small cluster of pore spaces example through which a mixture of hydrocarbon oil, 
water, gas and particle sizes or part of the mixture may pass (depending on conditions explained 
in the next chapters). Simulations of liquid and solid particles flow mixture carried out to identify 
impact of grain size on the flow in terms of drawdown pressure are explained in chapter 3. The 
resultant drawdown pressures were then graphically analysed as shown at the top left side of 
figure 1.2. It is a graph of drawdown pressures per fines grain size simulated by the CFD 
reflecting multiphase scenario comprised of 10 – 200 microns fines particles flowing with oil, 
gas and water through a 2000 mD reservoir model‘s pores. The drawdown pressures were then 
used to calculate corresponding reservoir absolute permeability using the Darcy equation and 
other conventional correlations explained in chapters 2 and 4. In the process, two particle-
damaged permeability models were developed; multiphase model and liquid model. An example 
of the multiphase particle-damaged model‘s result is given on the top middle graph in figure 1.2, 
whereas the right hand side graph is a reservoir simulation result showing production prediction 
in a 100 micron particle size scenario.    
 
1.5 Arrangement of Thesis  
Chapter 1 provides research‘s introduction, objectives, approach and contributions to knowledge.  
Extensive reviews and discussions of fines migration mechanisms within the reservoir and solid 
particle intrusion from the wellbore fluids (drilling fluid, water injection, workover fluid and 
completion fluid) into the reservoir are given in chapter 2.  Literature reviews of several 
investigations on the same subject by different researchers are also included in the chapter which 
then discusses current field practices used in fines and sand management. It elaborates on the 
need to carry out an in depth and accurate analysis of fines impact on multiphase hydrocarbon 
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flow using a comprehensive modelling approach which can analyse most of the reservoir 
properties transcending current limitations. The chapter finally introduces a Computational Fluid 
Dynamics (CFD) package which can be used to analyse the impacts of particles on fluid flow. 
Chapter 3 introduces theories of CFD modelling; then explains the software package used in the 
research and the reasons for selecting it. It describes the basic functions, architecture, suitability 
of the package for this research work as well as specific areas of application. The chapter 
provides explanations on interaction between solid particles and porous media in a setup 
reflecting hydrocarbon drainage characteristics. Boundary conditions and essential granular flow 
modelling requirements are elaborated in the chapter. It explains steps which were taken in 
performing several simulations at various scenarios and sensitivities. Results are summarised 
graphically and in tabular form.  
Chapter 4 covers the concept of pore blocking mechanisms due to fines migrations and solid 
intrusions using results obtained from the CFD simulations.  Pore plugging studies carried out in 
multiphase and liquid granular flows and the resultant corresponding pore plugging mechanisms 
are explained in the chapter. As pore plugging studies involve fines diameter, pore diameter, 
porosity and permeability, in this chapter results of all sensitivities carried out in chapter 3 were 
used in the pore plugging analyses. 
Chapter 5 is about particle-damaged permeability model development using results from 
chapters 3 and 4. The damaged permeabilities were back-calculated from the CFD-generated 
drawdown pressure profiles. The approach takes into consideration the effects of fines particles 
of various sizes (10-200 microns) across the entire reservoir at numerous variable sensitivities in 
multiphase, liquid, rock and fluid conditions. Gas was analysed as part of the multiphase fluid 
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mixture comprising oil, water and gas. Two models covering all different particle sizes in both 
liquid and multiphase scenarios were developed.  
The models are based on the nature of hydrocarbon production at the reservoir level. The 
reservoir can be a gas saturated (multiphase) or a non-saturated one (liquid only). The model 
applicable in liquid scenario is different from the multiphase model. The later is much more 
complex due to presence of hydrocarbon gas which involves approaches completely different 
from the liquid analyses. Gas being mixed with liquid, the multiphase analysis is not possible to 
be used for liquid only as the relative permeability determination of each fluid present in a 
mixture is dependant on saturation of each fluid in the mixture. Relative permeability concept is 
presented in chapter 5. 
The chapter also shows how the models can be used into a 3-D modular reservoir simulator 
(MoReS) to predict reservoir production performance. As such MoReS general description is 
provided in the chapter. 
Chapter 6 discusses testing and validations of the developed models. Initially the developed 
models tests against non-simulated grain sizes are demonstrated. Then validations of the 
developed models using actual field practices and well data are demonstrated along with 
resultant error percentages. Chapter 7 covers results discussions, research conclusions and 
recommendations whereas chapter 8 provides suggestions for further work.  
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Chapter 2 
 
REVIEW OF RESERVOIR FINES MIGRATION STUDIES AND PARTICLE INTRUSION 
In order to have a clear understanding of existing technologies and how they evolved to 
current status, literature surveys of related major studies and field practices were carried out 
and are presented in this chapter starting from fines definition, fines migration aspects, 
critical rates, solid particles intrusion through the wellbore into the reservoir to fines 
migration prediction methods. 
 
2.1 Fines Definitions and Measurements  
Different researchers referred to in this chapter investigated the nature of fines which exist in 
unconsolidated hydrocarbon sandstone reservoirs. Fines are fine-grained sand particles 
having various grain sizes in some cases even up to 200 microns are referred to as fine sands 
(3) as per Brown‘s analysis given in table 1.1. 
Fines are made of loose solid materials composed of silt group of particles mixed with clay 
minerals existing in hydrocarbon reservoirs according to Colmenares et al (4). The silt group 
includes silica, feldspar, mica, calcite, dolomite, siderite and chloride particles; whereas the 
clay minerals include kaolinite, illite, chlorite, smectite and mixed-layer clays as explained 
by Civans (5).  
 
 
. 
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Fines are produced "in situ" or due to field operations and are free to migrate through the 
reservoir pore structures along with multiphase flowing fluids which include oil, water and 
hydrocarbon gas depending on reservoir fluid and rock properties. Swelling between the 
particle layers happens because of absorbed water due to the cation exchange chemical 
reaction (6). This process is affected by ionic strength of the introduced fluid, temperature, 
electrical conductivity and the pH of the fluid. Kaolinites are usually attached loosely to the 
surfaces of the rock pores and are released into aqueous fluids by the interaction between 
different fluids (7, 8). Figure 2.1 shows fines images of illite-smectite, kaolinite and smectite 
clay.    
The very fine (< 60 μm) silt and clay particles from core samples, are commonly measured 
using Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), CAT scanning, Back-Scattered Electron (BSE) 
and X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) devices (8). However there are other methods which are used 
in the core laboratories to measure fines properties. These include: (a) X-Ray Fraction (XRF) 
(b) Cryogenic SEM and (c) Thin section analysis.  
Figure 2.1 shows the two major measuring devices commonly used in core laboratories to 
study fines characteristics, Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) and CAT scanning.  
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Scanning Electron Microscopy CAT Scanning
 
Figure 2.1 : Images of kaolinite, illite-smectite fines and measuring devices  
 
In a laboratory analysis conducted by Byrne et al (9), smectites are reported to contain large 
amount of sodium ions which cause the mineral to absorb water and swell to several times 
the original volume in the presence of fresh water. Smectite is a 2:1 type of clay composed of 
SmectiteClay 
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two tetrahedral and one octahedral layer bound together by weak interactive forces. 
Smectites and mixed-layer clays are referred to as swelling clays (9). The swelling of 
smectites on pore surfaces reduces the porosity and permeability of the formation. Smectites 
can also be released from pore surfaces and migrate during the swelling process. Figure 2.2 
depicts two measurement scales of fines particles, the 100µm scale shows a mixture of illite 
and feldspar fines particles called illitised feldspars (IF) and pure feldspar (F) particles. The 
500µm scale illustrates variations in fines grain sizes (9). The figure also shows details of 
clay mineral fines called illite.   
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    Illite   Feldspar 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.2: Fines particles at different scales: illite and feldspar 
 
Illite clay magnification 
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Based on the analysis of fines particles, it has been reported by Recham (10) that illite (a 
hydrous mica) can also swell when it co-exists with smectite  as the analysis showed that 
illite like smectite, is a typical example of a 2:1 type of fines. It has several crystal structures 
and sometimes forms an irregular fibrous network (figure 2.2) in a pore space, reducing the 
capacity of fluid flow. The analysis concluded that pore damage in water-sensitive sandstone 
formations is predominately caused by fines particles. These include clay minerals which 
usually occur as loose pore-filling or pore-lining aggregates in the formation. 
Since this research work focuses on fines migration in high permeability sands, it is 
important to understand what is meant by permeability.  
2.2 Definition of Permeability 
Permeability is the ability of a rock to transmit fluids, and is commonly measured in Darcies 
or milliDarcies (mD). Formations that transmit fluids readily, such as sandstones, are 
described as permeable and tend to have many, well-connected pores. Impermeable 
formations, such as shales and siltstones, tend to be finer grained or of a mixed grain size, 
with smaller, fewer, or less interconnected pores. Figure 2.3 shows how permeability of a 
core sample is measured (11). Although field practice use mD as a permeability unit, Darcy 
(D) is an SI unit of permeability. 
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Permeability Definition
1 cm2
5 Atm
Differential Pressure Gradient
1.0 Atm/cm
1 Darcy
Sandstone
5 cm
Water
Supply
Flow Rate
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Schematic of flow through rock of one darcy permeability
 
Figure 2.3: Core sample measurement of permeability 
 
A Darcy is a permeability measure and is derived from the flow rate q in a porous medium as 
shown in figure 2.4. Hence refering to figures 2.3 and 2.4, one Darcy permeability is obtained 
when water having viscosity of 1 cP is flowing through a core sample having a cross sectional 
area of 1 cm2 at a flow rate 1 cm3 /sec, across which a differential pressure gradient of 1 
atmosphere per cm length is generated. 
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PERMEABILITY MEASUREMENT IN DARCY
q * l * µ
k = ------------------------
a * (p1 - p2)
l
r
p1
p2
q = flow rate cc/sec
a = cross sectional area in sq cm =  r2
p1, p2 = pressure in atmospheres
l = length of core in cm
µ = viscosity of fluid in centipoise
k = permeability in Darcy
 
Figure 2.4: Equation used to determine permeability in Darcy unit 
 
There are three different types of permeabilities which are measured in the oil and gas industry. 
Absolute permeability is the measurement of the permeability when a single fluid, or single 
phase is present in the rock. 
Effective permeability is the ability to preferentially flow or transmit a particular fluid through 
a rock when other immiscible fluids are present in the reservoir (for example, effective 
permeability of gas in a gas-water reservoir). The relative saturations of the fluids as well as 
the nature of the reservoir, affect the effective permeability.  
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Relative permeability is the ratio of effective permeability of a particular fluid at a particular 
saturation to absolute permeability of that fluid at total saturation. If a single fluid is present in 
a rock, its relative permeability is the measured absolute permeability. Calculation of relative 
permeability allows for comparison of the different abilities of fluids to flow in the presence of 
each other, since the presence of more than one fluid may inhibit or increase the mixture flow. 
In other words flow rate of the mixture of oil and water due to oil-water emulsion and resultant 
mixture viscosity will be less compared to water flow rate on its own. If gas is added in the oil-
water mixture, the resultant flow rate will increase.   
Porosity which is a percentage or fraction of void to bulk volume of the rock, has a direct 
relation with permeability since pore spaces which determine fluid capacity if unobstructed 
will result in high permeability. Sandstone reservoir porosities range between 25% and 45% 
(11). Hence porous medium if obstructed say with fines particles, will result in a reduction in 
permeability. Permeability reduction due to particles movement is explained in section 2.2.1.   
2.2.1 Permeability Damage due to Fines Movement   
Following the permeability definition given above, permeability damage, or restriction to flow 
through natural flow paths in the reservoir, can be grouped into three types. These are absolute 
permeability damage, relative permeability reductions, and viscosity effects which are 
explained in this section. Absolute permeability damage is a result of particulate material 
occupying all or a portion of the formation pore spaces. This damage reduces the permeability 
and must be removed or bypassed to overcome its effect. Relative permeability changes or 
reductions often result in reduced permeability to the desired producing fluid. This change in 
relative permeability can occur due to the change in rock wettability (from an oil wetting to a 
water wetting) and/ or by the change in fluid saturations. These changes can occur when fluids 
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are pumped or circulated into the well for example during a workover, stimulation, logging or 
any activity requiring a well entry. Viscosity effect is referred to fluid emulsion rate increase 
on increased fluid viscosity in the reservoir formation fluids. The effect or impact to the fluids 
is reduction in fluid flow rates. Viscosity increase happens when emulsion causing fluids such 
as polymers which are more viscous than the reservoir fluids, are pumped into the well. They 
can result in restricted flow rates.  
In addition, there are two more permeability related damages which are found in the literature. 
These are rate sensitive or non-Darcy skin effect and stress sensitivity, i.e., near wellbore 
drilling effects due to increased effective wellbore stresses and pressure drawdown during 
production. These were not considered as they are not within the scope of this research work.  
2.3 Fines Migration 
Fines migration is defined as the movement of fines particles which include clay, quartz 
particles or similar materials within the reservoir formation due to drag forces during fluid 
flow. The physical fines migration process is related to the motion of the particles and involves 
hydrodynamic forces which get stronger as the particle size increases (12). It happens when the 
fines particles which are loosely adhered to the pore wall surfaces are mobilized by dragging 
forces of flowing fluid (12). Hence fines are physically dislodged and carried by the fluid 
through the micro capillary pore structures of irregular internal diameters. Fines migration may 
result from an unconsolidated or inherently unstable formation, or from use of an incompatible 
treatment fluid that liberates fines particles. These particles which get mobilized during the 
fines migration process, should be removed to avoid near-wellbore pore damage. The reason 
being, within the hydrocarbon reservoir, a complex mixture of oil, gas, water and fines 
particles flow or migrate together through pore structures which should not be obstructed by 
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particles. Figure 2.5 shows Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) images of kaolinite and 
mixed-layer clay particles plugging the pore spaces. Many reservoirs contain significant 
amount of potentially mobile fines. The images are of core (13) with partially degraded rock 
grains. The clay particles shown in the figure are surrounding pore sizes greater than 60 m. 
Fines can be mobilised mechanically (fluid flow velocity) or chemically (pH change, salinity 
reduction, deflocculant invasion), however the mobilization impact on production is often 
worse after water flow increase.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.5: Fines particles  plugging pore spaces during migration 
 
The concept of fines mobilisation has been described by several investigators (13, 14, 15 and 
16) based on a combination of experimental work, analytical approaches and numerical 
modelling. According to them, in order for fines migration to occur, physical activities and/or 
Kaolinite clay fines during migration  
 
Several loose fines particles 
migrating around pore throat 
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chemical reactions in reservoirs must take place. This research work focuses mainly on the 
physical nature of fines migration and solid intrusion activities. Much of the related physical 
fines migration studies such as the work of Vasques et al (15), were conducted in core 
laboratories. Their studies which included fines mobilisation, concluded that fines migration 
usually occur as a result of mechanical dislodgement of fines particles loosely adhering to 
pore walls by flowing fluids. Such a process is considered to happen as a result of 
hydrodynamic flow turbulence (viscous drag) through the porous media which was observed 
during several core tests (15). The mechanical dislodgement action which depended on the 
ratio of pore diameter to grain size, was found to be affected by the viscosity and the fluid 
flow rate according to other core tests conducted at high flow rates (15). 
2.3.1 Fines Migration During Well Operations 
Formation fines can migrate during production and workover operations. During workover or 
completion operations, fines migration can take place due to changes in water salinity since 
the workover fluid‘s salinity will chemically impact the reservoir fluid‘s salinity. During 
production of hydrocarbon fluids, fines can migrate either when a critical flow rate 
(explained in section 2.3.2) is reached, or when water breakthrough into the hydrocarbon 
mixture occurs since the advent of water production instigates fines migration (16). In all 
cases, the outcome was pore plugging which resulted in permeability reduction which in turn 
caused pressure decline hence production impairment. 
Figure 2.6 is a schematic which shows conditions causing particle depositions and/or 
plugging in pore spaces (17). Depending on the jamming ratio (the ratio of mean pore size to 
mean fines grain size) explained in sections 2.5.2 and 2.5.3, the particles may either migrate 
along the flow paths until they reach the wellbore, or accumulate due to factors explained in 
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those sections or get captured in pore throat constrictions. When particles cannot penetrate 
pore spaces, they accumulate and either form pore bridging, surface deposition or 
preferentially block the pore (size exclusion phenomena), as shown in figure 2.6. Suspended 
fines particles adhered to pore walls will reduce pore diameter, and subsequent pore blocking 
will happen as particles continue to accumulate (surface deposition). If the grains are much 
smaller than the pore throat diameter, they may migrate through easily hence no impact on 
pore size reduction; however, at very low velocities, the grain particles may get deposited 
(smooth deposition) due to gravitational forces. If some of the fines particles are larger than 
the pore throat size, then while the smaller can pass through, it takes one such large grain to 
plug the pore diameter stopping other particles from passing through (size exclusion). As a 
result of pore plugging, reservoir formation damage occurs which means reduction of 
permeability around a wellbore which is referred to as a ―skin factor‖ from which additional 
pressure drop created by the formation damage or impairment to the base permeability can be 
calculated.  
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Figure 2.6: Conditions for particles deposition or passage through pore structures  
Figure 2.6 diagrammatically shows situations which may or may not allow fines or solid 
particles to: (a) pass through pores, (b) get deposited in the pore throat structures and/or (c) 
plug pore spaces. Figure 2.7 depicts migrated fines particles and their impact on the reservoir 
production rates based on the PDO‘s Barik field core study (18). According to the study, low 
gravity solid concentrations, though may contain particle sizes smaller than pore throat 
diameter they may build-up at the pore constriction causing other particles to accumulate 
behind them (pore filling) especially at low  fluid velocity and or high viscosity (< 20 m/hr 
velocity, >10 cP viscosity respectively). The study was conducted on a core sample 
recovered from a depth of 2768.7 m in June 2006. Types of fines analysed were: potassium 
Feldspar (F), Plagioclase (P), Clay fines (C) and Quartz (Q). While the upper image shows 
2.2 
(a) smooth deposition (a) s ooth deposition 
(b) size exclusion 
 
(c) pore bridging 
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particles magnification of 170x with a corresponding 20 m scale, the lower image shows 
comparatively higher magnification of 550x with a corresponding 200 m scale. 
 
Figure 2.7: Migrated fines of different origin found in a PDO’s well Barik-12  
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Fines migration studies on different rock wettability by Poynton et al, Recham and Schechter 
(19, 20, and 21), indicated that fines can also migrate in the non-wetting phase based on 
several core analyses which concluded that pore damage is associated with fines migration 
through water phase in an oil-wet pore structure surfaces of the rock pores. In those studies, 
kaolinites fines particles in the process were found to be released into aqueous fluids by 
fluid-fluid interaction which can take place in both wetting and non-wetting phases 
regardless of drilling mud type used. So in both mud types; oil-based mud (OBM) and water-
based mud (WBM), fines migration occurs and causes pore structural damage. Very recently, 
this concept was thoroughly studied by Wagner et al (22) who reported success in applying a 
reversible oil-based reservoir-drilling fluid (RDF) the filter-cake of which reversed 
wettability from oil-wet to water-wet when exposed to an acidic fluid having disolved 
particles. 
2.3.2 Critical Flow Rates Causing Fines Movement   
Critical flow rate is the fluid flow rate above which fines influx may be mobilised along the 
fluid. Critical rates which depend on fines concentration in the fluid, have been analysed by 
Rahman, Arshad and Chen (23).  According to them, the critical velocity of kaolinite 
suspension for particle concentration of 1000 ppm, is 0.28 cm/s (0.009 ft/s), and that a 
decrease in well performance occurs either due to high production flow rates (>10,000 b/d) 
depending on production duration, or fines swelling caused by water salinity related 
problems. However according to them, impacts of fines migration due to high injection or 
hydrocarbon production rates are more than the water salinity effect.  
Since the onset of water production tends to dislodge and mobilise fines (16), water critical 
flow rates tend to be used as guidelines. Excessive water production (either due to water 
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influx from a water layer into an oil layer (―water coning‖) or injection water breakthrough 
from a nearby injector, will accelerate fines and sand mobilization in unconsolidated 
sandstone formations. According to Nguyen et al (24), ―Production of large volumes of 
water, coupled with production of formation sand and fines from oil and gas wells, often 
curtail the reservoir potential production of hydrocarbon. It is therefore highly desirable to 
decrease the volume of water and mitigate the solids produced from producing wells‖. Water 
coning which results in excessive water cut production, is instigated by exceeding a critical 
production rate which several investigators tried to quantify.   Smith et al (25) reported 
Meyer and Garder‘s studies on the critical oil rate at which water coning or excessive water 
production  and hence particles movement acceleration could occur. From the studies, 
equation 2.3 may be used as a guide to determine the critical production rate at which a well 
can produce excessive water which will accelerate sand and fines particles production.  
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Where: 
qwc = critical/maximum oil rate above which water coning happens (STB/d) 
ρw = water density, lb/ft
3 
ρo = oil density, lb/ft
3 
k = formation permeability, mD 
h = pay zone thickness, ft 
D = perforation/completion interval thickness, ft 
μo = viscosity of oil, cP 
Bo = oil formation volume factor, Res bbl/STB 
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re = external drainage radius, ft 
rw =wellbore radius, ft 
According to Van Everdingen et al (26), Barenblat and Entoy (27) as well as Geilikman et al 
(28), a solid particle is subjected to transient pressure gradient dp/dr  when it is mobilised by 
hydrocarbon fluids during production. When a well choke is opened up (beaned-up) 
periodically it induces transient pressure gradient which causes reservoir damage even in 
wells with sand control measures.  Based on their studies, dp/dr can be quantified and is 
expressed as follows: 
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Where:  
r
p
d
d
 is transient pressure gradient  
pe is (far-field) external reservoir pressure  
pwf is flowing wellbore pressure  
t is time  
r is radius distance from wellbore  
a is a constant and can be taken as 2.25 according to (28).  
the hydraulic diffusivity.  
As far as field practices are concerned, most oil and gas operating companies tend to use 
historical observations and analyse them to maintain production rates at which minimal fines 
particles and/or sand production occurs. These companies include BP, Shell International, 
Marathon and Total.  As a result local companies which are affiliated with those international 
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companies also follow similar guidelines (29, 30, 31, 32). Until 1998, Shell Operating 
companies worldwide had never confidently decided on critical gross production rates 
beyond which unacceptable fines/sand production may occur. Instead, they all set production 
limits based on observed produced fines/sand per crude volume produced. Hence ―maximum 
allowable particles rate‖ in lb/ft3 or in pptb (pounds per thousand barrels) from oil wells or in 
pounds per million standard cubic feet (lb/MMscf) from gas wells were established in at least 
six different companies located in different countries (Holland, UK, Nigeria, Oman, 
Malaysia and Brunei) mainly based on production history performance. For example, in Shell 
UK Limited, ranges of maximum gross production rates were defined for each maximum 
tolerable produced sand rate. The fewer the solid particles the well produced, the more total 
gross production was allowed from that well. As an example, for a well producing about 30 
pptb of sand per day, less than 5000 barrel/day (b/d) was the gross liquid production limit set 
for it, meanwhile for a well producing about 10 pptb per day sand, 5000 – 15000 b/d was the 
allowable fluid production (30). Finally more than 15000 b/d was acceptable if a well 
produced sand at about 5 pptb per day or less. Other operating companies adapted a policy of 
progressive increase in hydrocarbon production rate as long as low to medium sand 
concentrations in the order of <1 lb/ft3  is produced.  This is especially the case in wells 
without sand control measures depending on surface facilities‘ robustness and the production 
strategy set in each company. In Shell International operations, subject to reservoir particle 
sizes, drawdown pressure and reservoir radius, the safe drawdown pressure range is 
considered to be between 500 psi and 1000 psi (33). 
It is important to note that, in the oil and gas industry, reasonable care is usually taken in 
increasing the production rate of a well. The reason for this is that at certain critical 
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production rates, water influx and hence reservoir particles production are likely to take 
place. Hence beaning up wells (increasing production by opening the choke further) is a 
procedure which is carried out in accordance to production strategies defined in hydrocarbon 
and sand /fines particles management. This is based on the fact that transient pressure 
gradients generated with rapid production increase could mobilize fines and could damage 
the reservoir formation due to excessive drawdown pressure which may result. Recently, a 
new approach was developed in the Southern North Sea gas fields analysis which involved 
most of field‘s produced particles data to better manage sand issues which are associated 
with fines influx. According to McPhee et al (34), ―It couples sand failure prediction, 
methodical and structured sand control selection (including consideration of production 
performance, longevity and risks) with novel solids lifting and erosion assessment models to 
better quantify the risk…‖   
The following is a review of wellbore particle injection impact on pore structures which 
resulted in pore plugging and thereby reduced production rates.  
2.4 Fines Intrusion From Wellbore Into The Reservoir  
From the wellbore, solid particle penetration or intrusion into the reservoir formation especially 
during water injection, drilling fluid circulation, completion fluid circulation, hydraulic 
fracturing, acid stimulation or workover operations can plug pore spaces and thereby impair 
the formation if particle size control through proper filtration is not carried out (35). Hence 
both injectivity as well as productivity could be affected since solid particle intrusion is a major 
cause of pore blocking. Damage types referred to as ―external filter-cake‖, ―internal cake‖ or 
―shallow/deep invasion‖ depend on the disolved solid‘s grain sizes used in the operation and 
other factors such as injection pressure, pore size and fluid viscosity (36). If proper pore size 
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distribution analysis is not done or is not used in selecting injected particle sizes along with the 
dissolving mechanism to achieve a particular objective, then the solid particles may cause 
reservoir impairment which will affect not only injectivity but also productivity of reservoir 
fluids. Such effects depend on several factors explained in this chapter in addition to jamming 
ratio impacts. The impact on production is dependent on pore size through which fluid and 
particle mixture flow. The higher the ratio the more the fluid will pass through. Jamming ratios 
and their impact on hydrocarbon production are explained in sections 2.5.2 and 2.5.3.   
Injecting fluid into the well tends to result in particle accumulation not only at the wellbore 
sandface but also possibly into the reservoir vicinity and may cause injectivity reduction 
subject to the conditions explained below. The layer caused by particle accumulation is 
referred to as ‗skin‘ and causes resistance to liquid flow through it whether from the well into 
the reservoir in the case of fluid injection or from the reservoir into the wellbore in the case of 
fluid production. As a result, the well is considered to be suffering formation damage as 
explained in section 2.5.1.  
In some cases, however, there could be a requirement to formulate an external filter-cake 
during the drilling or completion phase with an objective of keeping the borehole stable for 
installation and/or removal of drill-strings or completion tubulars. Thereafter attempts can be 
made to clean out the impermeable filter-cake before production/injection starts. In other cases 
an objective could be to achieve under-balance conditions needed to allow reservoir fluid to 
flow into the well. For example, if an under-balanced perforation is required, solids should be 
designed to penetrate pores, meanwhile hydrostatic pressure will be kept less than the reservoir 
pressure at the perforated interval. 
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2.5 Review of Pore Diameter Determination  
Several techniques have been used to characterize pore structure as explained below. One of 
these techniques is Mercury intrusion porosimetry which is often used to characterize the 
pore structure. This technique is commonly used to measure pore size distributions.  The 
theory of mercury porosimetry is based on the physical principle that a non-reactive, non-
wetting liquid will not penetrate pores until sufficient pressure is applied to force its entrance. 
In this technique mercury is forced into pores under pressure and intrusion volume and 
pressure are measured (34). However, this technique detects only the pore volume and 
diameters of continuous and blind pores. None of the other torturous characteristics are 
measurable. Also, mercury intrusion requires very high pressures, which may significantly 
distort the pore structures of the core sample. Mercury used in this technique is harmful to 
one‘s health and pollutes the environment (35). Another well-known technique is  Liquid 
Extrusion Technique. In this technique, a liquid whose surface free energy is lower than that 
of the gas is used to fill the pores of the sample. Because of the reduction in the free energy 
of the system the pores are filled spontaneously. A non-reacting gas is employed to force the 
liquid out of the pores. The gas can displace the liquid in a pore, provided work done by gas 
is equal to the increase in surface free energy required for the replacement of the low free 
energy 
sample-liquid surface by the high free energy sample –gas surface (35). Both methods suffer 
from disadvantages. For instance, with liquid extruction only a mean pore diameter or a 
surface area can be measured and the method is only suitable when the porosity is high. With 
mercury intrusion it is possible to obtain a pore size distribution assuming that the pore space 
is composed of tubular structures with a cylindrical shape. However, in real core sample this 
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assumption is violated since the pores of a sandstone plug will have irregular shapes. This 
effect causes a bias in the pore size distributions as obtained with mercury porosimetry. With 
mercury porosimetry it is also not possible to find out what the real shape of the pores is.  
Numerically, pore diameter quantifications have been carried out by a few researchers (36, 
37, 38, 39) who studied fines migration, pore plugging predictions and pore plugging damage 
mechanisms. 
Dullien‘s analysis (36) showed that pore diameter depends on the square root of the ratio of 
permeability ( ) and porosity. According to him as per equation 2.5, pore mean diameter 
can be calculated as follows: 
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Where:  
   = grid block average porosity (fraction) 
 = Pore diameter m) 
Blake and Kozeny (37), arrived at a different conclusion as far as pore diameter  is 
concerned. According to them, it is a function of particle diameter DFand porosity. Hence 
Blake-Kozeny‘s  correlarion is as follows: 
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Where: 
DF = Mean fines particle grain size m) 
Coberly (38) concluded that pore size simply depends on particle diameter divided by 6.5. 
Hence according to him: 
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5.6
FD  ……………………………………………………………… (2.7)
As explained in section 2.5.2, knowledge of pore size to fines size ratio 
FD
  (jamming ratio) 
is important in analysing pore damage mechanism potential. Hence in each case, it is 
essential to determine possible mean pore diameter.  
Kozeny (39) earlier considered that pore diameter is a square root of permeability to air 
(in mD). Hence  =  . But the equation was later modified by Carman (40) as  =0.95 
 which was later considered obsolete as it was found by Cargnel and Luzardo (41) not to 
be reliable enough. As an example, pore diameter (determined by the Carman-Kozeny 
equation (which was later declared obsolete), was found to be over estimating the real value 
when it was validated by Cargnel and Luzardo (41) against a porous element whose 
permeability was 950 mD. When the porous element was measured using a Scanning 
Electron Microscope, the resultant pore diameter was 10µm. Applying the Carman-Kozeny 
equation, pore size was found to be 29.3µm which is almost 3 times more than the measured 
value. Hence the formula was found to be over estimating. However, Cargnel and Luzardo 
accept the Carman-Kozeny equation as a rule of thumb if the permeability to air is replaced 
with permeability to liquid which is always smaller. Furthermore in 1989, Pautz and Crocker 
(42) comparing the capillary pressure method with the modified equation concluded that 
mean pore diameter is not close or equal to the square root of permeability and that the 
jamming ratio is not a good indicator of permeability reduction.  
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2.5.1 Determination of Pore Blocking Damage Mechanisms  
Pore damage determination based on comparison between fines grains diameters and pore 
size were established by researchers who defined damage mechanism using correlations (43, 
44) which are summarized as follows: 
If (DF >(0.33* DP)),"Instant  bridging/ external filter cake‖---------------------------- (2.8) 
If ((0.1* DP)< DF <(0.33* DP)),"Invasion & deposition" ---------------------------- (2.9) 
If (1/7* DP < DF <1/3 DP ), ―Invasion & Internal filter-cake formation‖ ----------- (2.10) 
If (DF <1/7* DP), ―There is no formation damage expected‖ ------------------------- (2.11) 
Where: 
DF = Fines grain size m) 
DP = Pore diameter m)  
   = grid block average porosity (fraction) 
Furthermore, pore blocking damage mechanisms were determined based on other published 
correlations by several other researchers (45, 46, 47, 48). Although the criteria are similar to 
those used for the gravel packs and particles, in this case they are referring to fines particles 
and pore sizes. The correlations are summarised as follows: 
If (DP / DF) >15, "no interaction",--------------------------------------------------------- (2.12) 
If (10< DP / DF <15), "Pore filling",------------------------------------------------------- (2.13) 
If (6.5< DP / DF <10), "Internal bridging/single pore blocking",---------------------- (2.14) 
If (5< DP / DF <6.5), "Shallow internal bridging",---------------------------------------(2.15) 
If (DP /DF <5), "External cake/ no invasion"-------------------------------------------- (2.16) 
If (DF >(0.33* DP)),"Instant bridging", -------------------------------------------------- (2.17) 
If ((0.1* DP)< DF <(0.33* DP)),"Invasion & deposition" ) ---------------------------- (2.l8) 
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2.5.2 Review of Jamming Ratio: Concept of Pore Plugging  
Based on the studies carried out by Oyeneyin et al (45) involving gravel-sizing for effective 
sand control design and evaluation, a summary of ways of determining pore plugging 
mechanisms is given in table 2.2. 
Table 2.2: Pore plug mechanisms based on jamming ratios 
If (DG/DF) >15 then the state of "No interaction" will occur.  
If (10<DG/DF<15) then  a state of "Pore filling" is possible. 
If (6.5< DG/DF <10) then "Internal bridging" may occur. 
If (5< DG/DF <6.5) then "Shallow internal bridging" may happen. 
If (DG/DF <5) then "External/ no invasion" may happen.  
If (DF> 0.33 DP) then "Instant bridging" should be expected. 
If (0.1 DP <DF<0.33 DP) then "Invasion & deposition" is likely to happen. 
 
Where: 
DG = Gravel mean diameter  
DF = Fines mean grain size  
DP = Pore mean diameter  
Tables 2.3 and 2.4 are examples of how to determine pore plugging mechanisms in various 
gravel pack sizes and various fines particle grain sizes based on the principles reported in 
(45, 46, 47). 
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Table 2.3 : Pore Plugging Mechanisms of 50µm fines and various gravel packs 
Gravel 
type  
Gravel   
mean-size 
(millimetres) 
Gravel 
mean-
size 
(inches) 
DG/DF Possible Pore  blocking  
Mechanism 
#12/20 1.13 0.044 22.6 No interaction 
#20/40 0.584 0.023 11.68 Pore filling 
#30/50 0.464 0.018 9.28 Internal bridging 
#40/60 0.332 0.013 6.64 Internal bridging 
#50/70 0.26 0.010 5.2 shallow internal bridging 
 
Table 2.4: Pore Plugging Mechanisms in #20/40 (0.584mm) gravel DG due to various fines sizes 
Fines size  
( microns) 
Fines size DF 
( mm) 
DG/DF Possible Pore  blocking  
Mechanism 
30 0.03 19.47 No interaction 
50 0.05 11.68 Pore filling 
80 0.08 7.30 Internal bridging/single pore blocking 
100 0.1 5.84 Shallow internal bridging 
120 0.12 4.87 External / no invasion 
 
2.5.3 Review of Uncertainties of Jamming Ratios 
Jamming ratio is based on the ratio of mean pore diameter to mean fines diameter (DP/DF). It 
has been pointed out by several researchers that the jamming ratio analysis is quite 
subjective. Example of conditions for fluid passage identified by several investigators can be 
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summarised as follow: Abrams (49) presented the following empirical criteria for 
permeability impairment due to suspended solid particles: 
a) If DF > DP/3, particles can bridge pores immediately and form external filter-cake 
b) If DP /7<DF< DP /3 particles can invade the formation and form internal filter-cake. 
c) If DF< DP /7 there is no formation damage expected.  
Other researchers such as Velzen and Leerlooijer (50) having analysed the above jamming 
ratio criteria, found them to be not satisfactory. According to them, particle grain size of 1/3 rd 
of DP is too large since even less than that was found to be causing instant bridging. They 
suggested that the ratio should be between 1/4th and 1/3rd of DP. Other investigators such as 
Pautz and Crocker (51) considered 1/5th whereas Zhang et al (52) suggested 1/8th of DP as a 
minimum grain size if particles are to penetrate pores. Hence it should be clear that the 
jamming ratios (DP/DF) are just indicative of particles possibility of entering estimated pore 
diameter. Correlations used to estimate pore diameter (explained in section 2.5) are also 
subjective as they have been compared with laboratory analyses and were found either over 
estimating or underestimating the measured pore sizes. Uncertainties on formation damage 
mechanism identifications exist, since different jamming ratio criteria based on different 
correlations are used. Table 2.5 summarises the criteria used. Mathematical expressions of 
the four correlations in table 2.5 are given in section 2.5. 
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Table 2.5: Pore Plugging Damage Mechanisms based on jamming ratios 
 
Correlation 
If 
F
P
D
D
 
Damage Mechanism 
Coberly 6.5 External cake/Shallow internal bridging 
Blake-Kozeny 4.5 External cake/No invasion  
Dullien 3.3 External cake/No invasion 
Carman-Kozeny 1.0 External cake/No invasion 
 
2.5.4 Review Of Formation Damage Caused by Various Factors 
Formation damage near and around the reservoir section open to the wellbore may happen if 
one of the following or a combination of them occur:  
i)  Injecting liquids with solid particles which have diameters greater than or similar to or 
slightly less than formation pores. The size ratios and their uncertainties are discussed in 
sections 2.5.2 and 2.5.3. 
ii) If the injected fluid is incompatible with the reservoir fluids, it is likely to result in solid 
precipitates which will affect the injectivity by plugging formation pores. 
iii) If bacterial growth develops (both aerobic and anaerobic), it will form an impermeable 
layer, and hence injection rate reduction will result. 
The following are rock and fluid properties which are directly related to formation damage. If 
they get affected and their properties changed by the drilling process or water injection process, 
formation damage is likely to occur:  
mechanical properties of formation,  
pore stress magnitude and orientation,  
pore pressure,  
porosity—primary and secondary,  
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permeability,  
formation fluids,  
formation temperature,  
formation mineralogy.  
The mechanical properties, pore stress magnitude and orientation all relate to wellbore stability 
and may dictate drilling and well completion requirements to maintain a stable hole and well 
control, especially in highly deviated and horizontal wells. Significant overbalance pressure 
can cause fluid invasion and damage. In some cases, these formation imparement may also 
indicate that wells could be drilled underbalanced, possibly preventing considerable formation 
damage while drilling (thus possibly eliminating the need for acidizing after initial production). 
Additionally, pore pressure is important since it helps in restricting fluid invasion and assists in 
removing damage if it has occurred. Porosity and permeability are the most significant 
formation properties as far as production rates are concerned; hence formation damage will be 
a result of their damage.  
As stated in clause ii) in this section, incompatibility between injected fluids and reservoir 
formation fluids tends to result in solid precipitates if appropriate conditions of reservoir 
temperature, pressure and mineralogy prevail.   
2.5.5 Reservoir Formation Damage due to Fluids Injection 
Studies carried out by Economides et al (53), suggest that drilling mud particle damage is 
estimated to penetrate reservoir formation layer a length ranging between 1‖ and 12‖ (1ft) 
whereas drill filtrate goes further and can penetrate up to 6ft of formation. According to 
them, the filtrate could have reached further but as initial filtrate builds up, it slowly prevents 
subsequent filtrates and becomes logged or saturated decreasing further filtrate invasion. 
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Based on studies carried out by Patchett et al (54), solid particle intrusion and mud filtrate 
can cause pore bridging if particle sizes are 1/3rd to 1/7th of the pore throat or larger. 
According to them, damaged absolute permeability studies revealed that mud filtrate invasion 
resulted in 10-90% permeability reductions. Determination of the extent of permeability 
damage (kd) was carried out in 2001 by Karacan et al, (55). They found out that, kd was a 
function of and is proportional to average pore diameter, pore area and number of pores per 
cubic inch. Hence:  
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Where: 
F = Average pore diameter (in) multiplied by a tortuosity factor 
A = Area of pore (in2) 
p = Number of pores per cubic inches (N/in
3). 
kd = Damaged absolute permeability (unit depends on proportionality constant) 
 
According to Millhone‘s studies (56), to avoid formation damage, it is recommended to 
inject completion fluid particles of < 2 μm in the order of 2ppm or less. 
 2.5.6 Impact of Particles on Water Injection Rate in Horizontal Wells 
Studies carried out by Suryanarayana et al (57) showed that both horizontal and vertical 
permeabilities have direct impact on injection rate. According to them, the directional 
permeabilities (kx, kz) values are critical in the study of horizontal well injection or production 
and are directly affected by injected particles. The studies revealed a method of calculating 
water injection invasion rate given in equation 2.20. Based on equation 2.20, the larger the 
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permeability, the higher the injection rate in barrel per day (b/d) (57). The reservoir model in 
this case is divided into grids where M is the total number of grids in the model.  
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Where:  
qw = water injection/ invasion rate (b/d). 
M = the number of grids in the reservoir model. 
S = skin factor  
ri = radius of grid (ft) 
rw = wellbore radius (ft) 
Bw = water formation volume factor (res bbl/STB) 
μw = water viscocity (cP)
kx = horizontal permeability (md) 
kz = vertical/ z-direction permeability (md) 
krw = relative water permeability (dimensionless) 
Δh = reservoir thickness (ft) 
pi = injection pressure (psi) 
pwf  = bottom hole pressure (psi) 
As explained in section 2.5.3, extra care needs to be taken so that ideal particle sizes can be 
selected and properly disolved in the injection fluid in order to avoid the creation of 
impermeable layers which are detrimental to the injection process. The reason being, 
formation of filter-cake for example during drilling, is associated with filtrate loss of the 
drilling fluid escaping into the borehole formation leaving solids (clays etc.) behind. With 
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time the solids will build-up on the wellbore surface depending on particle size circulation 
velocity and pore diameters. As elaborated in sections 2.5.2, 2.5.3 and 2.5.4, if the pore size 
distribution is much larger than the solid particles in the fluid mixture, a deeper invasion of 
fluid and particles can occur in permeable zones. Otherwise, if particle sizes are larger than 
pore sizes deposition of fine solids on the wellbore face will take place. As the invasion 
increases, the thickness of the filter cake also increases until a strong impermeable filter-cake 
layer is formed which will prevent further invasion of liquid. Although during drilling the 
filter cake or mud cake is required to strengthen the wellbore surface thereby preventing the 
formation caving-in, however, there is a great chance of causing formation damage of 
various degrees depending on filtrate invasion depth and the size of grain particles penetrated 
into the pay zone. Temporary removable shallow invasion may be favoured if the well is 
completed with an IGP (internal gravel pack) to minimise fines and sand blocking the gravel 
pack. Deeper invasion is always detrimental as it will prevent hydrocarbon fluid movement 
from the reservoir to the wellbore or vice versa. In the case of water injection, like in 
workover fluid circulation, if proper pore size distribution analysis is not done to determine 
optimal solid particle sizes, formation damage caused by particle invasion is likely to occur. 
The depth of invasion of solid particles from the wellbore into the formation is dependent on 
the distribution and size of formation pores, pore structure, injection rate, viscosity, shape 
and size of the particles (58). Favourable ratios of pore size to particle size  are discussed in 
sections 2.5.2, 2.5.3 and 2.5.4. Hence fluid movement from the wellbore into the formation is 
restricted by pore diameter and particle size injected, and in the worst case even injectivity 
can be prevented although the filtrate can penetrate further. Studies carried out by 
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Economides et al (59), showed that depth of mud filtrate invasion with time can be calculated 
as follows:                 
)360)2)(/2()( 2 byttCrrr wwp       -----------------------------------------------(2.21) 
Where: 
 rp = radius of penetration or depth of mud filtrate (in) 
 r w = well-bore radius (in) 
 = porosity (fraction) 
 C = dynamic fluid loss coefficient (in3/in2-hr1/2) 
 t = exposure time (hr) 
 b = constant accounting for mechanical stability of the filter cake (cm3/cm2). 
y  = mud filtrate shear rate at the wall (sec-1) 
Equation 2.21 does not account for particles size though it accounts for porosity. In this case 
only the dynamic fluid loss coefficient (C) is associated with jamming ratios. Studies on 
formation damage mechanisms by Barkman and Davidson (60) indicate that there are four 
types of wellbore induced formation damage: 
a) Wellbore narrowing or external filter-cake formation, b) Particle invasion or internal filter-
cake formation, c) Wellbore fill-up, and d) Perforation plugging 
These damage mechanisms are summarised in Figure 2.8. The white section in the figure is 
the wellbore which ideally should be unobstructed to maximise fluid injection volume. The 
black bar denotes a layer of solid particles accumulation invading the reservoir denoted by 
light green zone. Depending on the size of the suspended solid particle sizes versus the 
reservoir‘s pore sizes through which liquid and particles are injected, the particles may or 
may not penetrate. Hence they may or not get accumulated outside the reservoir at wellbore 
face despite fluid penetration through the reservoir. This phenomena is called filter-cake 
formation on the face of the wellbore which will reduce or narrow wellbore space as shown 
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in part (a) of the figure 2.8. If the solid particles were smaller than pore sizes, the particles 
could have penetrated or invaded the reservoir resulting in internal filter cake and pore 
bridging as shown in part (b) of the figure. Part (c) shows gravitational effect on solid 
accumulation at the bottom of the well normally caused by low injection rate and / or much 
bigger solid particle sizes compared with pore sizes. In this case the well will be filled up 
with particles. Part (d) shows a perforation done by an explosive to allow reservoir 
hydrocarbon fluid to flow from the reservoir into the wellbore. Since perforation is done 
while the wellbore is filled with fluid mixed with some solid particles, the particles can be 
forced to pass and accumulate deeper into the reservoir resulting in plugging some of the 
reservoir pores if the perforation process is done in an over-balanced pressure condition. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.8: Formation damages according to Barkman and Davidson (60)  
Review of fines migration and its impact on reservoir fluid flow, suggests that there are 
opposing conclusions as far as particle penetration through pores and particle pore blockage 
are concerned. For example, studies by Gruesbeck and Collins (61) concluded that fines 
entrainment is directly proportional to the flow rate. However, this concept was disproved by 
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Wojtanowicz et al (62) who claimed that fines particles release is not a linear function of 
velocity. Rather it depends on two factors: i) the mechanism with which the fines particles 
are released and deposited, as well as ii) the available quantity of suspended particles ready 
to be mobilised. 
Donaldson and Baker (63) stated that there are three factors which cause gradual stoppage of 
particles that initially entered large pore spaces. The factors are: i) sedimentation, ii) direct 
interception and iii) surface deposition. According to them, plugging of pores is a result of 
the combination of internal blockage of pores and filter-cake build-up. They appear to 
support the claim that particle release is directly proportional to the velocity of the fluid. 
Particle filtration tests were carried out by Vetter et al (64) who concluded that any particle 
size can cause formation damage. According to them particle grain sizes as small as 0.05 
microns (µm) to 7 µm can result in formation damage. Depending on velocity, the smaller 
particles (sub-microns) can cause gradual permeability decline while they penetrate deeper 
into the formation. In this case, depth of penetration is directly proportional to the fluid 
velocity. 
The studies suggest that, the bigger particles result in rapid permeability decline and do not 
penetrate deeper into the formation. The authors also state that, although the particles causing 
external cake usually cannot invade the formation deeply, such an invading process causes 
extremely severe formation damage near the wellbore.    
Studies carried out by Oyeneyin et al (65) identified the following pore blocking damage 
mechanisms:  
(i) Gradual pore blocking mechanism       
(ii) Single pore blocking mechanism          
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(iii) Internal cake formation 
(iv) State of no clog (No invasion)        
(v) Process of self filtration (Internal filter cake)       
(vi) State of clog (Gradual Invasion). 
Details of how to determine each of the mechanisms are given in sections 2.5.1-2.5.3.  
2.6 Causes of Formation Damage Observed in the Oil and Gas Industry  
Most hydrocarbon unconsolidated sandstone fields happen to suffer fines particles production 
problems depending on how the production is managed. Though it is a common problem, 
causes happen to differ from one field to another. For example, the major root causes of 
formation damage identified in a West Coalinga (California) field according to studies 
carried out by Tague (66) are summarised as follows: 
1. Fines migration occurs due to the presence of uncemented, or weakly cemented   
    clay particles. 
2. Extremely fine grain sized sand particles entry usually takes place due to the    
unconsolidated and poorly sorted nature of particle sizes mobilised by the reservoir 
fluids. 
3. Clay swelling of smectites and migration of illite clays tend to happen upon  
    contact with fresh water. Both smectites and illite clays are naturally occurring  
    particles in sandstone  (clastic) reservoirs.  
While those are typical to the West Coalinga field, studies carried out in Shell International 
operated oil fields (67) concluded that the use of slotted liners in Nigeria, Malaysia, Oman 
and Brunei created several unique forms of potential formation damage. According to the 
studies the first potential source of formation damage identified as clay swelling was caused 
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by the fresh water foam used in drilling. Hence it was concluded that, if the foam quality is 
not monitored or closely controlled, there is likelihood that fresh water could be pumped into 
the producing interval leading to clay swelling and clay migration hence pore space 
constriction as well as liner slot plugging. 
Several reports (68, 69, 70) demonstrate that sand and fines migration can lead to rapid 
production declines from wells completed with slotted liners, pre-drilled liners and wire-
wrapped screens, due to the ability of the sand and fines to act as plugging agents which tend 
to reduce reservoir fluid inflow into the well. In addition to sand and fines migration, 
compositional analysis of the produced water was identified as another probable source of 
formation damage particularly when mixed with injected water of different composition 
resulting in precipitates such as calcium carbonate scale and/or barium sulphate scale which 
is most difficult to remove (70). Iron sulphides and other corrosion related products are also 
considered a possible source of formation damage due to the presence of hydrogen sulphide 
(71). All of these formation damage causes are sometimes classified as primary plugging 
agents that are capable of reducing reservoir fluid flow in the near wellbore region through 
narrow openings of sand control measures such as slots of the liners. In the near wellbore 
region, several other potential forms of formation damage were identified including 
wettability alteration and emulsions. These were considered likely especially in hydrocarbon 
fields having high asphaltene content of the oil.  
One of the major causes of fines particles accumulation is a high production rate through 
partially perforated (limited completed) reservoir interval which may result in high flow 
velocities, promoting mechanical dislodgment of formation fines (71). Once fines have been 
detached from the pore walls they migrate and clog at pore throats impairing permeability 
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and thus reduce well productivity. This behaviour is evidenced by a decline in both flowing 
tubing head pressure and production rate with time. In the case of artificially lifted wells, 
especially using electrical submersible pumping (ESP) systems, if this situation is not 
corrected or prevented, the drop in production inflow may lead to insufficient intake pressure 
rendering inefficient operation of the pump and consequently a premature pump failure is 
likely to happen (72). 
Reports from the oil and gas industry‘s major companies (73) agree on the types of well 
operational activities which induce formation damage or impairment. According to them, the 
activities that reduce well inflow and injectivity potentials can occur during the following 
phases of a well‘s life cycle:  
Drilling: Reservoir formation damage or impairment is caused primarily by the ingress of 
solids in the drilling fluids into pore structures which tend to be blocked due to uncontrolled 
solids particle size in the absence of proper filtration. Also damage tends to occur due to bit 
crushing of the formation during drilling operations. In addition in some cases due to 
incompatibility of the drilling fluid with the formation fluid, solid precipitates are formed 
which clog formation pores thereby affecting injectivity and productivity.  
Completion: Reservoir formation impairment can also be caused by the fluids and solids 
circulated in the well during completion operations. Excessive solid and filtrates not only 
impair formation pores which cause inflow or injectivity reductions but also plug 
completions components including sand control equipment such as wire–wrapped screens, 
gravel packs, pre-packed screens, expandable screens, pre-drilled liners and slotted liners 
depending on the amount, concentration and size of solid particles injected in the completion 
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fluids versus slot sizes or flow space available in the sand control measure. However, what 
goes into the pores does not plug screens when it flows out.  
Water flooding: pore structure impairment caused by particulates in the injection water or 
by incompatibility of the injection water with the formation fluids has been observed via 
reductions in injectivity indices. To avoid or minimise injection reduction, proper procedure 
is required to filter out all particles which may plug pore spaces. Solid intrusions and their 
impact to pore spaces were elaborated in section 2.4. 
2.7 Fines/ Sand Management Practices in the Oil and Gas Industry  
Having analysed produced solid particle management processes in many exploration and 
production (E&P) companies such as Shell, Petroleum Development Oman, SPDC, Total, 
Daleel Petroleum, Petrogas, Exxon Mobile, BP, Amoco and a few others (74, 75, 76, 77), 
there are no dedicated practical fines control measures. Rather there are sand control 
measures which are explained below. The reasons for discussing sand control are three fold:  
a) Definition of fines as given in section 2.1 covers particle sizes discussed below which are 
regarded as fines although other people refer to them as sands.  
b) Through the process of controlling coarser grained (sand) particles, the finer particles to 
some extent get restricted too.  
c) Because the industry has observed reduction in flow capacity by further reduction in finer 
sand particles, so far the fines management strategy allows for fines production to avoid 
related production deferment due to fines restrictions; hence sand control strategy is part of 
fines control process.  
Today fines and sand managements are carried out differently in different areas. However, 
many oil field operators attempt to control fines and sand productions by choke adjustments, 
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drawdown pressure control, water shutoff, downhole sand control installation and by the use 
of surface installed abrasion resistant particle filters such as ‗desanders‘ etc.  
Since well operations such as production, water injection, acid stimulation, fraccing, scale 
inhibition and so forth, can instigate fines migration which can cause formation impairment, 
several attempts and measures are in place to mitigate resultant formation damage. 
One of the common practises in managing fines-affected/sand production is called a ‗bean-
down‘ approach or choke size reduction to reduce production once solid particles are 
observed on the surface. Depending on facilities available to monitor sand production, once 
fines concentrations reach a set threshold amount in lb/ft3 are detected, based on production 
operation policies of the company, beaning down (reduction of) production takes place 
automatically or manually. It should be realised that beaning down production is not a cure 
for particles influx; it rather reduces particles production which otherwise may not only cause 
pore blockage, but also may result in abrasive erosion of completion accessories due to  
corresponding velocity rates depending on reservoir pressure or lifting pump pressures. 
Particles erosion of completion components or pump internals will eventually affect well 
integrity as a result not only production will be lost but also may end up in an unsafe 
operation.   
In most cases, ‗bean-down‘ or drawdown pressure control is carried out by choke size 
reduction on surface. Some operators use downhole chokes operated from surface near 
wellheads. 
Water shutoff is another effective means of particles influx reduction since the advent of 
fines influx is accelerated or at least instigated by excessive water production as explained in 
sections 2.3, 2.3.1, 2.3.2 and 2.4. Hence water shutoff normally reduces fines production. 
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The challenge is to avoid/ minimize ―in situ‖ water channel and preventing it from 
percolating through other perforations or other producing layers which previously had been 
producing less water. In a well having cemented production casing, this may happen either in 
the absence of a geological barrier (e.g. shale layer) or if cement isolation behind the casing 
is not adequate. In open-hole completion cases, external casing packers (ECPs) as well as 
swelling packers are being used in horizontal wells. However, in the majority of artificially 
lifted wells other than gas-lifted ones, identification of water influx zone is very costly and 
may not be possible in some cases due to access difficulties while the well is kept on 
production based on completion type and in some cases completion inclination, size and 
depth vs. available logging tools. Nowadays use of expensive by-pass tubulars called ‗Y-
tool‘ in electric submersible pump (ESP) wells permits well entry. Recently operators such as 
Petroleum Development Oman, started to complete wells with two completion strings in 
wells lifted using sucker rod (beam) pump. One is used as a well entry tubing while the other 
is used as a producing tubing. Thus identification of the water zone by itself remains a 
challenge. Moreover, even when water influx is identified, depending on the geological 
complexity of the zone, sometimes it may not be possible to shutoff the water zone 
mechanically or chemically. 
As far as sand control measures are concerned, almost all downhole sand control measures 
contribute to major inflow reduction. However, their advantages include sand particles influx 
minimisation and wellbore containment which are helpful in terms of well productivity, 
accessibility say for logging, cleaning or any remedial action. The common mechanical sand 
control equipment includes: expandable sand screens (ESS), wire-wrapped screens (WWS), 
internal gravel packs (IGP), external gravel packs (EGP), conventional slotted liners (SL), 
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keystone slotted liners, pre-packed screens, pre-drilled liners (PDL),  meshrite (premium 
screen) and so forth. One example of an area which employs such measures in 
unconsolidated sandstone reservoirs is PDO (Petroleum Development Oman). Oil production 
contributions derived from such control measures are shown in figures 2.9 and 2.10 which 
also show sand control varieties and percentage utilisation of each type in Oman‘s PDO 
fields (78). These are typical control measures found in many other fields worldwide. 
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Figure 2.9: PDO’s South Oman oil production affected by sand particles. 
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Figure 2.10: Types of sand control measures in Oman to minimise sand/fines impact. 
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These measures need to be installed during the initial well completion stage, otherwise if 
installed after that stage, the issue will involve expensive workover costs.  
Use of ‗desanders’ on the surface can help in securing surface facilities integrity against 
particles erosion. A desander is a vessel which catches sand particles from the wellhead or 
flow-line and allows evacuation of particle-less flow through its downstream outlet. It 
requires frequent cleaning depending on the sand influx rate and the unit‘s size.   In an 
offshore platform environment, space availability can be an issue. Depending on the amount 
of sand production, the size and design of the desander may vary accordingly. In most cases 
the more the sand influx, the larger the vessel. However, the desander being a surface unit, 
neither protects subsurface completion components nor reduces down-hole sand inflow or 
accumulation. Disposal of the accumulated sand from the device based on environmental 
regulations is another challenge and a costly activity especially in offshore operations. 
2.8 Research Work in the Oil and Gas Industry 
Of the little fines migration research undertaken in the industry, only a fraction of the 
outcomes are practised by hydrocarbon producing companies. One of those, which managed 
to obtain worldwide recognition and application, despite its known limitations, is the Shell 
Research Centre‘s developed sand prediction package called FIST (Fully Integrated Sand 
Tool) (79). The relationship between sand prediction and fines prediction is given in section 
2.8.1.  
FIST uses several combined sources of information such as historical failure data, 
overburden stresses, horizontal forces, spatial interpolation of core data, log data, pore 
pressures etc. to produce joint probability distribution and to evaluate several sand 
production patterns as follows: 
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Per each producing reservoir layer, the probability of sand production risk at particular 
time is calculated and reported. Advice is given on whether to selectively monitor zones of 
interest or to carry out preventive measures of the most hazardous areas. 
It provides probability distribution of the fraction of particular failed producing interval 
(out of all intervals analysed) as a function of time using Monte-Carlo simulations. This 
allows assessments of the relative risk of all failures in different wells thereby decisions 
can be made on the overall field‘s sand control measures. Monte-Carlo simulation is used 
to generate probability estimates when a certain number of producing intervals in a group 
of many intervals may fail before a given time.  
FIST analysis is suitable for both oil and gas wells with or without water cut productions. 
Hence the software package can also be used to analyse some sand layer failure expectations 
in water producing wells. It is applicable for vertical wells, highly deviated wells, as well as 
horizontal wells, with open hole or cemented perforated completions.    
The Shell‘s research on reservoir sand failure which was used to develop FIST, involved 
experimental, empirical and numerical approaches. The assumption is that the behaviour of 
sand particles surrounding perforation tunnels can be simulated using Thick-Walled-Cylinder 
(TWC) (80) tests on a hollow cylindrical core sample having dimensions of 1‖ outside 
diameter by 0.33‖ inside diameter by 2‖ length. Figure 2.11 shows how the core sample is 
positioned in the high pressure cell used for TWC tests. During the test, an external pressure 
is exerted to the sample using pressurised hydraulic oil via the blue area keeping the inner 
hollow (white area) at atmospheric pressure. The hydraulic pressure is increased to a fixed 
rate (say 300 psi/minute) until catastrophic core sample collapse occurs. The pressure at 
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which this failure happens is called the TWC strength. Catastrophic failure is explained later 
in this section.    
 
Figure 2.11: Thick wall cylinder test layout 
 
According to this analysis, initial sand influx based on perforation instability is likely to 
happen when the following conditions occurs: 
vwf ≥ 1.07 TWC ------------------------------------------------------------------------------(2.22) 
Where: 
 vwf is expected near-wellbore vertical effective stress at perforation depth (bar).  
Note: 1 bar = 14.5 psi. 
TWC is thick-walled cylinder strength (bar). 
vwf  = vf  - Pwf ---------------------------------------------------------------------------(2.23) 
TWC core sample 
High pressure cell 
No pressure zone 
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Where: 
 vf is expected far-field vertical total stress (bar). 
Pwf is expected near-wellbore pore pressure (bar), and is expressed as follows: 
Pwf = Pi – (∆Pde + ∆Pdd) = Pi – Total Drawdown -----------------------------------(2.24) 
Where: 
Pi is initial reservoir pressure (bar) 
∆Pde  is field wide depletion pressure (bar) 
∆Pdd is drawdown pressure applied near the wellbore (bar). 
Figure 2.12 is a graphical presentation of the analysis: 
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Figure 2.12: Thick-walled cylinder technique used in determining sand influx zone 
The main concern about the above criterion is that it is based on a core ―thick-wall cylinder‖ 
test which may not necessarily represent the vast majority of formations world wide. Also 
even when a petrophysical approach is taken where logs are used to estimate rock strength, 
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the measurement is regarded as qualitative and not quantitative. Hence prediction is 
presented qualitatively as transient sand failure, massive transient failure and catastrophic 
failure. These are summarised as follows (81): 
Initial transient failure is referred to as a situation where the normal circular wellbore starts to 
take a different shape, elliptical for example. The dominant force is a compressive force. In 
such a situation, it is still quite possible to adjust production operations so that the risk of 
producing initial sand is minimised or prevented. Reduction of drawdown pressure or 
increase in reservoir pressure e.g. by increasing water injection rate in a nearby water injector 
(if any), may restore well stability and thereby long term sand-free production can be 
acquired.  
Massive transient failure occurs as a follow-up to the initial transient failure and is more 
sensitive to drawdown as some tensile forces start on the wellbore at the perforated intervals. 
Even at this stage, the well stability in terms of fines/sand production can be restored 
especially by reduction in pressure drawdown. 
Catastrophic failure is a very rare type of failure but once it happens, the sand will keep on 
being produced continuously and nothing much can be done except a workover to install 
sand control measures such as wire wrapped screens, pre-packed screens, gravel packs, 
slotted liners, expandable screens etc.  
The stress calculations are based on many input parameters such as density, porosity, 
reservoir pressure profile, drawdown pressure profile, inclination, perforation interval and the 
rest of rock mechanical properties. The prediction involves 50/50 failure probability concept.  
This is based on the combined probability formula (82), which states that: 
Combined  probability = 1-(risk of no failure)(No. of layers)---------------------------(2.25) 
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Or, 
     
n 
   i = [1-(1-i)
n]  -------------------------------------------------------------(2.26) 
    
i=1 
 
Where: 
i = Probability of failure of individual layer  
n =  Total number of layers perforated 
The sum of individual failure probabilities in this case will be higher than the individual layer 
probabilities. 
Shell‘s recent laboratory analysis of sand failure by Van Den Hoek et al (83), confirmed that 
there is a tendency of increasing sand production in a high effective vertical stress well 
having exceeded the ―thick-walled cylinder‖ (TWC) stress limit for initial perforation failure. 
In other words, initial perforation will always cause excessive sand/fines production if the 
near-wellbore vertical stress (vwf) exceeds the laboratory measured stress using a thick-
walled cylinder stress (TWC) system. Based on similar studies by Amory (84), fine/sand 
mobilisation into the wellbore is expected to commence when vwf ≥ 1.07 ( TWC).
 
The implied reason is that at higher near-wellbore stresses, a large cavity around the wellbore 
is required for well stabilisation. As a result, wells which have higher near-wellbore stresses 
(exceeding TWC-limit), are expected to produce large volumes of sand before the well 
finally cleans up. Hence fully opened choke (beaned-up) in a newly drilled well may produce 
significant ―transient‖ fines because the bottomhole cavity is being formed instantly. 
Whereas in an old producing well, a stable bottomhole cavity exists, hence a bean-up is not 
expected to cause significant sand influx. 
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2.8.1 Relationship between Sand Prediction and Formation Damage Prediction 
Formation damage prediction is referred to particle-damaged permeability prediction. In this 
research as can be seen in chapter 5, particle size, pressure drop, fluid properties and rock 
properties were used to develop particle-damaged permeability models. Hence knowledge of 
particle size in additional to the petrophysical measurements done in FIST analysis provide 
useful information to predict fines-damaged permeability.  
A few researches such as those done by Oyeneyin and Faga indicate possibility of obtaining 
fines grain sizes distribution using electric logging devices (85-86). According to the reports, 
formation fines grain size distribution along with geological information on expected 
minerals can be used to estimate particle hardness. The relationship between the response of 
the gamma ray tool and grain-size and the relationship between porosity, permeability and 
texture can be used for grain-size prediction using the pattern recognition capabilities of 
backpropagation neural networks. The selection of a backpropagation neural network 
methodology was additionally justified on the basis of its reported superiority over 
conventional linear and non-linear regression techniques in dealing with complex non-linear 
relationships such as those existing between petrophysical properties (85 – 86). 
Other investigations such as those referred to by Faga (86) indicate that fines grain size 
determination was demonstrated. According to him, ―A network trained using data from the 
fluvio-deltaic depositional environment of the Brent Group could be applied for prediction in 
the marine environment of the Statfjord sands which have mean grain-sizes that are higher 
than those of the Brent by at least 200 microns‖.  
Sand and fines particles dislodgement from the formation are then expected to take place at 
conditions causing formation failure. The magnitude of that can be minimal, moderate or 
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catastrophic. Hence the relationship is in fines particle size and its mineralogical information 
from which formation hardness can be estimated. Therefore if the type and size of fines along 
with corresponding reservoir pressure at the zone of interest are identified along with other 
rock mechanical information, particle-damaged permeability can be calculated as explained 
in chapters  4 and 5.  
2.9 Core Laboratory Analysis and Reservoir Simulation Limitations 
Sand particle analyses are usually carried out in the oil and gas industry‘s core laboratories 
using specialized core analysis laboratories (SCAL) techniques. Common core plug sample 
scales vary; however in most cases the usual size is about 2.5‖ length and 1‖ diameter size. It 
is important to note that in most cases, only dead liquid (without gas) is used in the 
experiments due to safety precautions while working in a confined space. The liquid used is 
often brine (salty water particularly mixed with 3 % KCl (potassium chloride) solution). The 
Reason being that is the usual type of liquid mixture circulated into the well during and after 
well completion as well as during a work-over operation. Confining pressure of up to 500 psi 
is used to test core plugs with brine or other solvents. Thereafter higher pressures up to 2500 
psi are applied in analysing plug permeability based on flow rate and pressure changes. 
There are quite a few limitations in core fines analysis. It is important to note that in most 
high permeability unconsolidated sands, it is very difficult to get proper representative core 
sample due to difficulties in obtaining a complete (100%) sample recovery. This is besides 
the problems of core damage often encountered even after partial recovery. It is subject to the 
nature of the composition of the core which include complex clay particles such as kaolinites, 
smectites, illites etc. Below is a list of several limitations in the conventional fines/sand 
analyses used by the oil and gas industry today. Both core laboratory experimental work as 
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well as leading commercial reservoir simulators, suffer significant shortcomings such as 
those listed below. Hence a need to further eliminate uncertainties in the oil and gas industry 
still prevails. So far the core lab‘s limitations include inability to inject hydrocarbon gas in a 
confined space (deemed a safety hazard). In addition, although the analyses are limited to 
core plug scales only, core plug results are nevertheless scaled-up to reservoir size extent and 
are assumed to represent the entire reservoir extent. This particular procedure poses several 
uncertainties such as the followings: 
i) Representative-ness of the core data in terms of rock properties over the entire 
reservoir interval. A one foot-long piece of core plug may not represent the entire 
reservoir layer. Hence core pressure, temperature, permeability, porosity, fluid 
saturations, particle size and other rock and fluid properties may not be distributed 
across entire reservoir in the similar manner as in the core sample.  
ii) Variations in reservoir geology away from the wellbore at which the core sample 
was taken. The heterogeneity of the reservoir rock and fluid properties in terms of 
particle shape, roundness, sorting and combinations of shale and sand along with 
faults and fractures can not be reproduced from core plug samples.  
iii) Many averaging methods and flow models are used, each having its own various 
uncertainties. Hence errors tend to happen based on uncertainties related to the 
averaging method used in experiments. 
iv) Core data need to undergo regression analysis due to wide spread range of data on 
permeability vs. porosity semi-log plots. There are a lot of uncertainties in the 
regression process which may result in measurement errors. 
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The above assume that the core sample recovery is 100%. Quite often samples recovered are 
small broken pieces which may not be suitable for the analysis, and yet tend to be used, as 
such the results could be questionable. Furthermore, there is a tendency that fields from 
which cores have never been taken, get similar core description analyses based on 
assumptions that depositional environment is similar if some similarities on 
permeability/porosity were identified.  Hence, not only are results scaled-up to a single well 
reservoir but they are extended to cover even wider fields where core data may not be 
available. As far as leading reservoir simulators such as Eclipse, MoReS, Stars, CMG, etc. 
are concerned, they do not have the capability of carrying out solid fines migration analysis. 
As such fines are not analysed as part of fluid transmissibility simulation in discretized grid 
blocks. 
2.9.1 Reservoir Permeability Determination Using Well Inflow Analysis 
Determination of reservoir permeability at reservoir conditions usually considers pressure 
drop in the process; being part of the principles of near wellbore well inflow analysis. Figure 
2.13 is a schematic of a reservoir and a wellbore showing reservoir fluid mechanics driven by 
reservoir pressure with a changing reservoir diameter according to well flowing pressure 
(87).  
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Figure 2.13: Principles of reservoir fluid flow fundamentals 
In a radial flow such as that given in figure 2.13, based on fluid flow mechanics, production 
rate (q) is a function of draw down pressure ( wfpp  ). This is from the principles of flow 
dynamics (86) which are expressed as follows:  
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Where: 
p  = the average pressure within the drainage volume (psi) 
q   = production rate (bbl/d) 
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           wfp = flowing well pressure (psi) 
μ   = viscosity (cP) 
re   = external drainage radius (ft) 
rw  = wellbore radius (ft) 
k   = permeability (md) 
 h   = reservoir thickness (ft)         
According to Dake (87), integrating equation 2.27 thereafter including the mechanical skin 
factor ( S ), eventually will result in the modified inflow equation expressed in field units 
(stb/d, psi, mD, ft.) as follows: 
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Where: B  is a formation volume factor (res bbl/STB). 
From equation 2.29 pressure drops ( wfpp  ) of the simulated liquid (oil + water) and 
multiphase fluids can be used to calculate corresponding permeabilities. Individual phase 
analysis is demonstrated in chapter 5 section 5.3.1 which provides relative and effective 
permeability analyses of individual phases (oil, water, etc…). No free gas on its own was 
simulated, however mixtures of liquid and gas (multiphase) were simulated.  
2.10 The Need for Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) Simulations  
The fines migration studies discussed above identified potential causes of pore damage and 
types of damage mechanisms but there are no details on how to deal with them at a reservoir 
scale and how they can be numerically modelled at a reservoir scale; whereas in this research 
work, as explained in the next chapters, more realistic analyses are proposed to minimise 
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suboptimal production or injection due to fines migration or solid particles intrusion are 
proposed. Furthermore, investigations involving laboratory work such as core analyses to 
determine permeability and other parameters are still being conducted using liquid and in 
some cases with very minimal gas and not fully fledged multiphase fluids since hydrocarbon 
gas especially in the absence of liquid cannot safely be analysed in confined spaces at various 
large volumes. In addition, core lab analysis does not involve various fines particles injection 
into core samples at different scenarios of grain sizes, water cuts, pressures etc. as discussed 
in this research work. Having analysed limitations of special core analysis (SCAL) and 
leading commercial simulators the necessity of reducing existing uncertainties became very 
clear and was the basis of this research work. As such, as illustrated in this thesis, an 
integrated solution was developed using an appropriate computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 
package for fines migration analyses and MoReS for corresponding reservoir performance 
prediction analysis.  
Hence detailed analyses of fines migration were carried out with a main objective of an in 
depth investigation of the impact of fines in hydrocarbon multiphase fluids as they flow in a 
porous medium. The studies were done using a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 
software package from which corresponding damaged permeabilities were calculated. The 
damaged permeabilities can be incorporation into a comprehensive reservoir 3-dimensional 
simulator for reservoir performance predictions as elaborated in chapter 5. The CFD package 
is amongst the latest and has already been tested elsewhere such as in the aircraft and other 
industries (Appendix A-1) to analyse hydraulic fluid dynamics. It is a good package in 
simulating multiphase fluid and granulate particles (such as fines/sand) together flowing in a 
porous medium.   
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In undertaking such a comprehensive approach, initially detailed simulations were performed 
using a modelled porous medium block to identify and analyse even minute effects as 
presented in the first part of chapter 3. Later on, a reservoir scale model was set-up through 
which multiple sensitivity scenarios were simulated. Both approaches and their results are 
presented in chapters 3 to 5. 
The results of the CFD analyses including pressure drop simulations, were the basis of 
damaged permeability distribution determinations. The permeability distributions were 
further studied involving many scenarios and sensitivities. As a result, two particle-damaged 
permeability models were developed as explained in chapter 5. The developed models 
applicable in multiphase and liquid media, can be incorporated into a 3D reservoir simulator 
such as MoReS which is explained in chapter 5 and Appendix A-2. MoReS was available at 
the collaborating (Appendix A-3) establishment (Shell UK) to perform comprehensive 
reservoir performance and prediction studies.   
In order to validate the developed particle-damaged permeability models using real field 
practices, relevant field analyses were reviewed and are explained in section 2.11.  
2.11 Field Practices Used in the Validations of the Developed Models  
The most commonly used conventional field procedures in determining absolute and 
effective permeabilities from reservoir pressure drawdown measurements (production test) or 
from pressure fall-off/ build-up data (shut-in test), are discussed below in sections 2.11.1 and 
2.11.2. These transient pressure tests and the CFD simulations carried out in this research all 
use pressure drop analyses hence the reason for comparing well test outcomes with the 
developed model results.  
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Bottomhole pressures of hydrocarbon producing wells, water injection wells, as well as gas 
wells are normally measured and analysed using well test standard procedures to obtain 
permeabilities (87, 88) given reservoir thicknesses. In addition, from well tests, it is possible 
to obtain skin factors, reservoir boundaries (with boundary types), distances to boundaries, 
faults (if any), radius of investigation, initial reservoir pressure, average reservoir pressure 
and a few other parameters. While the field‘s well test practices result in single permeability 
values (89, 90), the models offer arrays of permeability data across the porous medium. In 
other words, today a typical well test field practice results in only one single permeability 
value, while the developed model using the same well test‘s range of pressure drawdown 
measurements results in a profile of permeability values across the drainage area.  
The following are the conventional well test methods used in oil and gas fields: 
1. Drawdown Pressure Surveys  
2. Build-up Pressure Surveys 
3. Fall-off Pressure Surveys 
4. Injection Pressure Surveys  
5. Multi-well Pressure Surveys 
While the first two are done in hydrocarbon producing wells, the third and the fourth are 
done in water injecting wells. The last type of well test involves more than one well, and in 
most cases determines the influence of one well on another (interference test), or 
alternatively produce and shut-in a well while observing pressure /production responses from 
offset wells (pulse test). In validating the developed models, a drawdown pressure test, build-
up pressure test and fall-off test are presented in chapter 6 since these field practices are used 
today to determine permeability and involve  pressure drawdown data. Hence, while the CFD 
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process also includes the same type of data, those practices are the most appropriate and 
relevant ones in validating the developed models compared to any other field practice. 
2.11.1 Drawdown Pressure Theory Used in Validating Developed Model 
Referring to figure 2.14, several reservoir activities occur during the pressure drawdown test 
(89, 90). Important activities can be summarized as follows:  Initially at t = 0 hour, the 
pressure is uniform throughout the reservoir. At the beginning of the pressure drawdown at 
about t = 0.01 hour, only a small region within about 10 ft of the wellbore has shown the 
effects of the pressure transient. Sometime later, at t =1 hour, the pressure transient has 
moved into a larger region which could reach up to 100 ft from the wellbore depending on 
reservoir pressure energy. Still later, at t =100 hours, the pressure transient has moved even 
further from the wellbore and entered the reservoir dominated region also called infinite 
pressure acting region. This is the period during which steady state pressure could be 
achieved if the reservoir pressure and wellbore pressure difference is kept constant. As 
production continues, the pressure transient continues to move through the reservoir until it 
reaches all boundaries of the reservoir. In case the reservoir pressure is maintained say with 
water flood pressure supplement, then the pressure behaviour will be infinite acting till the 
reservoir pressure reduces.  
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Figure 2.14: Reservoir behaviour during a pressure drawdown (production) test 
2.11.2 Build-Up Pressure Analysis Used in Validating Developed Model 
Referring to figure 2.15, during a pressure build-up test, at the instant of shut-in, t = 0 hour, 
the pressure begins to build up in the well (89, 90). However, this rise in pressure does not 
affect the entire reservoir at once. Soon thereafter, at t = 0.01 hour, the pressure buildup has 
affected only that part of the reservoir within about 10 ft or so from the wellbore. A pressure 
gradient still exists in the bulk of the reservoir. This means that fluid continues to flow in 
most of the reservoir during this early pressure buildup. At t =1 hour, the pressure has built 
up in a larger area which may reach about 100 ft or so from the wellbore depending on 
reservoir pressure energy, which is the pressure extent available in the reservoir. As the shut-
in period continues, the region within which the pressure has built up grows until the entire 
reservoir is at uniform pressure. 
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Figure 2.15 Reservoir behaviour during a pressure build-up test 
In all these (drawdown, build-up) surveys pressures are recorded continuously with time 
while the pressure gauge is located near the reservoir inlet to the wellbore with a pressure 
shut-in tool above the gauge to avoid/ minimise impact of pressure due to liquid flow into the 
well (wellbore storage effects). 
From the pressure and time data, standard pressure drawdown (or fall-off) and pressure 
build-up analyses can be carried out using pressure vs. log 
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   graphical approach. 
details of these analyses are given in chapter 6. From the graph, ―m‖ which is a slope in the 
graph can be determined, the permeability can be obtained from the following equation:  
---------------------------------------------------------------------(2.30) 
‗m‘ which is the slope of the extrapolated curve in pressure vs. log 
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expressed as follows: 
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------------------------------------------------------- (2.31) 
Where: 
q = flow rate (bbl/d) 
μ = produced fluid viscosity (cP) 
Boi= initial oil reservoir formation factor (res bbl/STB) 
h  = reservoir height (ft) 
While the above equations 2.30 and 2.31 are applicable for liquid producing or injecting 
wells, the conventional pressure build-up equation for gas well is given as follows (91): 
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Where  Bg is expressed as follows: 
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Where: 
pe is extrapolated pressure in the pressure test curve to 1log 
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Z is gas compressibility (deviation) factor (dimensionless) 
pws is shut-in well pressure (psia) 
T is absolute temperature (○R) 
Bg is gas formation volume factor (rb/stb) 
qg is gas flow rate, (stb/d) (converted from MMscf/d) 
μg is gas viscosity (cP)  
kg is gas permeability (mD) 
t is total production time before the well was shut-in (hr) 
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Δt is time interval during which pressure measurement was taken (hr) 
h is reservoir thickness (ft)  
Tsc is standard temperature =520 
○R  
Psc is standard pressure = 14.65 psia  
2.11.3 Horizontal Wells Analyses Used in the Permeability Models Validations  
Validations of the developed permeability models was also carried out for horizontal wells 
having various horizontal lengths. This section discusses theories of horizontal well pressure 
analyses which were used to validate the models. Validations are explained in chapter 6. 
There are many horizontal well production performance analyses but the ones modified after 
Joshi (92), Babu and Odeh (93) are considered the most practical ones as outlined below.  
Horizontal well performance analysis is best carried out using the elliptical inflow pattern 
approach.  According to Joshi, Babu and Odeh  and others (92, 93), a horizontal well 
produces an inflow pattern in an elliptical shape as shown in figure 2.6. In the figure, L 
denotes the length of the ellipsoid, and is directly proportional to the half axis, a (92, 93). 
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Figure 2.16: Inflow pattern formed around a horizontal well    
 
Flow rate determination in a horizontal well using the horizontal ellipsoid inflow pattern 
approach in mixed steady-state horizontal plane and pseudo-steady state vertical plane 
conditions depicted in figure 2.16 is given by equation 2.34 based on recent horizontal 
reservoir studies (93).  
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Where Iani is permeability anisotropy and is expressed as follows: 
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and a which is the major half-axis of the drainage ellipsoid formed by a horizontal well of 
length L is expressed as follows: 
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Where: 
kh =  Horizontal permeability (md) 
kv =  Vertical permeability (md) 
h  = Reservoir height (ft ) 
pi = Initial reservoir pressure (psi) 
pwf = Flowing bottom hole pressure (psi) 
μ = Viscosity (cP ) 
Bo = Oil formation volume factor (res. bbl/STB) 
rw = Wellbore radius size (inches) 
reh = Effective radius based on acre spacing (ft) 
qh = Horizontal flow rate (bbl/d) 
L = Length of the ellipsoid (ft). 
The equations above were further subdivided to manage multiple scenario analyses involving 
other sensitivities as explained below. Hence equation (2.34) was partitioned as follows: 
)( wfih PPhk  , ---------------------------------------------------------------------(2.37) 
 oB2.141 ,----------------------------------------------------------------------------(2.38) 
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In other words, the horizontal flow equation 2.34 became: 
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Chapter 3 provides a unique approach in the study of various combinations of fines particle 
impacts on multiphase production and fluid injection using the CFD which can perform 
granular multiphase simulations. 
The principle objective of this study is to investigate in a much greater detail the impact of 
fines in hydrocarbon multiphase fluids as they flow in a porous medium.  
Hence the outcome of this research work is expected to some extent to help reduce some of 
the existing fines related uncertainties the oil and gas industry experiences. 
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Chapter 3 
 
CFD MODELLING OF FINES FLOW IN MULTIPHASE FLUIDS 
 
3.1 Introduction 
Chapter 2 provided an extensive review of previous and ongoing studies on fines migrations 
within the reservoir and solid particle intrusion from wellbore fluids into the reservoir and 
their impacts on hydrocarbon production. It also outlined previous and current field practices 
of fines management in the oil and gas industry. Towards the end, Chapter 2 introduced 
complex fines migration analysis using a specialised Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) 
approach which is detailed in this chapter.  
The main objective of using the CFD for fines analysis is to minimise uncertainties existing 
in many fines management strategies mentioned in chapter 2. Hence this chapter 
demonstrates how to simulate the impact of fines particles on reservoir performance reflected 
by drawdown pressures across the entire modelled porous medium through which 
hydrocarbon multiphase fluid and solid fines particles flow together. The process in all cases 
is free from most contemporary limitations mentioned in chapter 2, however it cannot 
measure permeability directly but the pressure drawdown which it can measure can be used 
to calculate the corresponding permeabilities as explained in chapter 4.  
Results of the CFD simulations were validated using field data through field practices with 
acceptable outcomes as demonstrated in chapter 6. 
Starting with existing experimental limitations, due to safety related issues in handling 
hydrocarbon gas in a closed environment, solid fines and hydrocarbon gas saturated crude 
mixtures cannot possibly be analysed in laboratories; whereas this specialised CFD is capable 
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of simulating granular multiphase flow (solid particles in gas saturated liquid) much more 
accurately. The CFD used in this study which can handle granular flow, is among the latest 
coded by Fluent Inc. and has already been tested elsewhere in several industrial works such 
as the aircraft industry to analyse hydraulic fluid dynamics and other industries as outlined in 
Appendix A-1. Section 3.1.3 provides various CFD capabilities in analysing several types of 
multiphase-solid-particle flow. In order to examine the effectiveness of the package, 
multiphase flow simulation sensitivities were performed across the entire modelled porous 
medium at several reservoir conditions of temperature, pressure, velocity, water cut, fines 
quantities and multiple fines grain sizes at reservoir dimensions. Multiphase flow referred to 
in this thesis includes a flow mixture of hydrocarbon oil, water and gas flowing with fines 
grains whose sizes range between 10 and 200 m at different fluid proportions which are 
explained in the chapter. Fluent multiphase analysis was done using the Eulerian multiphase 
model (94) explained in sections 3.1.3, 3.2.1 and 3.4. 
Results are shown graphically while data used to draw the graphs are given in Appendix A-6.  
Based on the results which are comparable with actual field observations as illustrated in this 
chapter and chapters 5 and 6, the CFD modelling was robust.  
This chapter is divided into four main parts: (i) Method used in carrying out the CFD  
simulations, (ii) Experimental analyses of computational models, (iii) Results and (iv) 
Discussions. 
3.1.1 Method Used in Carrying Out the CFD Simulations 
3.1.2 Modelling Approach 
 
In undertaking such a modelling process, initially simulations were performed using a porous 
medium block model to identify and analyse the minute fines effects as they were being 
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revealed. Later, on a reservoir scale model was set-up through which multiple sensitivity 
scenarios were simulated. The most important simulation results are the pressure drop 
profiles across the computational grid. Pressure drop values were downloaded as ‗comma 
separated variables‘ (CSV) files into Microsoft Excel software for detailed analysis. The 
pressure drop (drawdown) data are very critical in the study of reservoir rock and fluid 
properties especially the permeability which is discussed later in chapter 4. From the CFD 
simulation results, velocity vectors of fines particles flowing along with crude were measured 
separately as explained in sections 3.3 and 3.5. This provides the possibility of studying 
unique characteristics of fines particles flowing in a mixture flow of water, oil and gas. As 
such, presented in this chapter are individual solid phase and liquid phase characteristics both 
qualitatively and quantitatively. The CFD results which are presented from section 3.3 to 3.6, 
were studied to identify and group all fines related effects, factors and sensitivities 
influencing both multiphase flow and liquid (gas free) flow behaviours. Results discussions 
start from section 3.7 to the end of the chapter. The simulation results comparison of 
instantaneous velocities between liquid phase and solid phase is one of the key features 
which make the investigation more realistic compared to laboratory experimental studies 
which can not measure so accurately individual solid particles speeds separately although 
they flow in a multiphase mixture of oil, water and gas while all continuously flow together.     
3.1.3 Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) Package 
CFD is a computer program which can be used for modelling fluid flow, heat transfer and 
chemical reactions. Significant computational work took place using the Fluent coded 
numerical package. Modelling multiphase fluid flow with solid particle migration in any 
known oil /gas field has never been carried out in the systematic methodology presented in 
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this study. Multiple simulations were carried out using modelled geometrical grid accessible 
through the graphical user interface (GUI) to numerically model liquid (oil, water), 
multiphase (oil, water and gas) fluids and fines particle movement through the porous 
medium model.  A wide range of physical models such as Eulerian multiphase model,  
Laminar and turbulent flow models, Lagrangian trajectory models, thermal effects models 
and so forth were used in simulating numerous types of granular multiphase fluid flow 
problems related to oil, gas, water, reservoir rock and solid particles. Details on fines 
interactions with the porous media are given in section 3.4. The physical models were 
retrieved via the GUI, from which problem definition, computation and graphical post-
processing displays could be viewed. The CFD is capable of handling customised 
sensitivities such as those mentioned later in this chapter; and can be linked to some 
computer aided systems.  
The numerical model used provides possibility of mesh design flexibility and can solve flow 
conditions using both structured and unstructured meshes.  
The CFD supports 2D and 3D mesh types such as tetrahedral, hexahedral, pyramid, wedge, 
quadrilateral, as well as triangular and mixed (hybrid) meshes (95). A 2D quadrilateral mesh 
was used in the analysis because it best fits conventional reservoir simulator‘s mesh 
structures and computational mesh blocks. Reservoir simulator as explained in chapter 5, 
used a reservoir black oil model similar to the one used in the CFD analysis. 
 Both compressible and incompressible fluids can be solved using a pressure-based finite 
volume method.  
The following are the program capabilities related to multiphase fluid flow with solid 
particles. The CFD used is capable of simulating the following nine scenarios (96). All the 
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nine capabilities are relevant to the research work presented in this chapter except for 
scenario number 4 ―Free surface flows with complex surface shapes‖.  
Laminar or turbulent flow, using suite of turbulence models available. 
Steady state or transient flow. 
Any combination of multiphase flow.  
Free surface flows with complex surface shapes.  
Temperature and composition dependent fluid properties. 
Incompressible or compressible flow. 
Laminar flow of non-Newtonian fluids. 
Flow through porous media including thermal effects of the solid media. 
Dispersed second phase of particles /bubbles /droplets including: 
- Lagrangian trajectory calculations with stochastic tracking to account for  
   the effects of turbulence. 
- Inert heating or cooling of solid particle phase.  
- Coupled mass, momentum and heat transfer between the solid particles and      
    liquid phases. 
Fines grain particles having grain sizes: 10m, 50m, 100m, 150 m and 200 m flowing 
with hydrocarbon fluid mixture of oil, water and gas through 1000 mD and 2000 mD porous 
media were simulated. In the CFD, particles interactions with the porous media are explained 
in section 3.4.  
3.1.4 Program Structure  
The Fluent CFD package includes the following program structure elements which are 
explained below in this section. 
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Solver and post-processor 
PrePDF pre-processor  
GeoMesh pre-processor  
Grid filters. 
The basic program structure is shown in Figure 3.1 (97). Referring to figure 3.1,   
the solver does mesh generation or mesh import from mesh creating package (e.g. gambit, T-
grid etc.) and also does mesh adaptation. It does physical models, boundary conditions, fluid 
and solid properties definition, performs calculations and does post-processing work. The 
PDF files are used for viewing and printing using Adobe Acrobat Reader available in both 
Windows and Unix systems. These files have a .pdf suffix in the filename. PDF files are 
easier to access and to print compared to postscript files. Pre-PDF is the pre-processor for 
modelling PDF functions such as calculations of  PDF look up tables. 
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The Fluent solver carries out numerical solutions using a control volume-based finite 
difference technique to solve problems which require conservation equations for mass, 
momentum, energy and chemical species such as hydrocarbon gas (98). 
Pressure-based finite volume method is used for compressible and incompressible fluids. 
The governing equations are discretized on a curvilinear grid to enable computation in 
complex /irregular geometries. A non-staggered system is used for storage of discrete 
velocities and pressures. Interpolation is accomplished via a first-order, power-Law scheme 
or optionally via higher order upwind schemes (98). The equations are solved using 
algorithms with an iterative line-by-line matrix solver and multi-grid acceleration. 
The solver is also a post-processor which has data visualisation capability including graphical 
animations as well as export facilities for graphics manipulations. Figure 3.1 summarises 
what the solver and the pre-processors can perform. 
While the solver has grid generation utilities for 3D/ Cartesian and cylindrical-polar meshes, 
it can also import and copy more complex quadrilateral and hexahedral grids created by the 
pre-processor GeoMesh. Once a grid has been read into the solver, all remaining operations 
including executing the solution, refining the grid, viewing the results are performed within 
the post-processor. Setting up of boundary conditions and defining fluid properties are part of 
pre-processing.  
3.1.5 Objectives of the Fines Analysis Program 
The main objective is to analyse the impact of fines particles of various sizes on pressure 
drawdown across the porous media through which particles in a multiphase (oil, gas and 
water) flow will be simulated using the CFD. Other objectives of the analysis include 
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investigations on pressure changes due to: grain size effects, water cut effects, porosity 
effects, viscosity effects and fluid density effects.  
3.2 Experimental Analysis of the Model Structure 
3.2.1 Initial Set-up: Grid Mesh Model Design 
A number of geometries were initially carried out to perform sensitivities on solutions based 
on mesh size per computational grid. The sensitivities results based on memory availability, 
computing time and final solution accuracy, determined the final set-up of the geometry of 
the computational grid model. Table 3.1 shows comparison of different geometries made and 
corresponding mesh sizes. The numbers of cells penetrated by liquid and fines velocities 
were taken as the basis of optimal grid model selection.  
Table 3.1: Sensitivities on Mesh Sizes and Porous Medium Geometries 
Dimensions (cm) Grid Model Total cells Species Cell type * Statistics for velocity 
Length Height Depth I cell J cell       
Liquid cells 
penetrated 
Fines cells 
penetrated 
100 100 30 60 45 2700 4 I,L,P,L,O,W,W 1114 1792 
                    
100 100 50 50 50 2500 4 I,L,P,L,O,W,W 1204 1797 
                    
100 100 40 50 45 2250 4 I,L,P,L,O,W,W 1203 1767 
 
* Cell type: I = Inlet, L = Live, P =Porous, O = Outlet, W = Wall    
In table 3.1, the J cells are the cell across the x-axis direction whereas the I cells are along the 
y-axis direction. The 4 species are components of the multiphase mixture which are oil, 
water, gas and solid fines particles. Five cell types were used, the inlet cells, outlet cells, wall 
cells, live cell and porous cell which are outlined below in figure 3.2. As far as number of 
cells penetrated it is an indication of flow efficiency through the porous medium model. Note 
that figure 3.2 shows the micro analysis of a small model structure required to study minute 
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details of simulation outcomes. A reservoir scale analysis is given from section 3.5 to the end 
of this chapter.  
The larger the number of cells penetrated the more efficient the set-up was. The no-flow 
borders around ends symbolise reservoir bounds above and below which hydrocarbon does 
not flow. 
 
Figure 3.2: Computational grid cells model 
Figure 3.2 thus is a computational grid which was modelled to simulate fines effects in 
multiphase flow in a porous medium in which high permeability sandstone reservoir 
properties were defined. In the figure, the light blue coloured zone is the porous medium, 
whereas the white coloured meshed areas are unrestricted flow areas. The dark blue boundary 
is the flow inlet while the red boundary is the flow exit. The green boundary is a no-flow 
border. There were other trials which crashed due to memory allocation problems. The 
optimal model of about 40‖ (100 cm) by 40‖ (Figure 3.2) was subdivided into multiple cells. 
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A total of 2700 cells were modelled of which 2500 were open to flow. Each of these cells 
was analysed using partial differential equations designed for granular multiphase fluid 
dynamics (99).  
Hence the optimal grid model set-up was found to be the 50 x 50  cell which resulted in the 
highest numbers of penetrated liquid cells and solid fines cells. The work was carried out 
using a computational grid block as per Figure 3.2 generated by the solver. It is a meshed 
block composed of cells with inlet and outlet boundaries between which a porous medium is 
located. 
Advances in Fluent CFD after the work done in 2000, are more on the Eulerian multiphase 
model which uses separate sets of fluid equations for interpenetrating fluids or phases. The 
main relevant features of the CFD are similar as far as their use in this research is concerned. 
Brief description of Fluent CFD advances are in Appendix A-1.  
Referring to figure 3.2 (micro model), each side of the porous medium measuring 4‖ 
(10.16cm) was modelled to represent conductive fault throw which many reservoirs happen 
to be bounded with. Hence even effects of free-flow scenarios (conducting faults) were 
simulated. The macro (reservoir scale) model is given in section 3.5. The fluids simulated 
were mixtures of hydrocarbon oil, hydrocarbon gas and water which are all together referred 
to as crude. Flowing with the crude are various fines grain sizes at various concentrations. 
The porous medium (blue section) whose dimensions are 24 inches (30 cells) by 37 inches 
(50 cells) was further subdivided to represent all ranges of properties found in multiphase 
sandstone reservoirs. The medium was modelled such that it contained conventional high 
permeability clastic reservoir properties of rock and fluids which are elaborated further in the 
chapter (from section 3.2.2 onwards). The fines grain sizes were chosen based on observed 
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dimensions as revealed by scanning electron micrograph (SEM) presented in chapter 2. 
Hence fines grain size range between 10 microns and 200 microns were used. Low gravity 
fines concentration by volume of water in the mixture in which the water cut was fixed at 
22%, ranged from 20% to 50%. Which means for 20%, the total concentration was 20% of 
22% i.e. 4.4% only. It should be noted that concentration sensitivity by water cut volume was 
confined or fixed within the 22% water cut while simulations carried out at different water 
cuts, the fines concentration was kept at 4.4% of the total fluid volume regardless of water 
cut percentage. This was done to maintain consistency. In all these and the other sensitivities 
carried out in this research, the analyses were on resultant pressure drops. Usually, as 
explained in section 2.3.2, in the oil an gas industry, produced fines particles contents tend to 
exceed 10gm per 1000 lts. of liquid produced which is 10% solid content by volume. Hence 
the concentration range simulated is within the observed field production. Table 3.2 lists a 
range of rock and fluid properties simulated by the CFD. 
3.2.2 Boundary Conditions 
Table 3.2: Range of Simulated Rock and Fluids Properties  
Parameter  Range Units 
crude density  50 - 64        (800 – 1030kg/m3) lb/ft3 
viscosity 1.2 – 10 cP 
water cut 0 – 100 % 
porosity  25 – 45 % 
fines grain sizes 10-200 microns 
permeability 1000 - 2000 mD 
fines concentration  4.4 - 10   % 
gas composition:  78% methane, 21% ethane, 1% propane +.  
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Using the graphical user interface, boundary conditions were set-up, with physical property 
ranges as per Table 3.2. 
In order to closely study the trends of the particle-damage permeability profiles, software 
called MATLAB (100) was used for the CFD-generated pressure drops from which 
permeability profiles were analysed as explained in chapter 5 and Appendix A-4. MATLAB 
is often used in the studies of graphical curve trends in order to extrapolate future predictions. 
3.2.3 CFD Data Trends Prediction Using MATLAB Software  
MATLAB (100) which is short for "matrix laboratory‖, is a numerical computing 
environment and programming language coded by The MathWorks company. It allows easy 
matrix manipulation, plotting of functions and data, implementation of algorithms, creation 
of user interfaces, and interfacing with programs in other languages. It has 2-D and 3-D 
graphics functions for visualizing data, for algorithm development, data visualization, data 
analysis, and numeric computation. In this research MATLAB was used in the studies of 
complex CFD-generated graphical curve trends in order to extrapolate future predictions. It 
was selected also due to its comprehensive data analysis capability and tools which can be 
used for building custom graphical user interfaces as well as functions for integrating 
MATLAB based algorithms with external applications and languages such as Microsoft 
Excel which was used in this research.  In order to closely study the trends of the particle-
damaged permeability profiles, MATLAB was used as explained in Appendix A-4. It has 
development environment for managing code, files, data, interactive tools for iterative 
exploration, design, and problem solving. It has mathematical functions for linear algebra, 
statistics, Fourier analysis, filtering, optimization, and numerical integration.  
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3.3 Simulations Process and Data Acquisition  
Figure 3.3 portrays CFD micro model‘s results of crude velocity magnitudes in m/s. The 
velocity scale is given on the left side in colour codes. The more red the vector, the faster the 
speed. It is evident from the figure that the entrance of the porous medium zone causes 
significant velocity drop based on modelled reservoir properties. The crude started entering 
the free-flow zone at a maximum velocity of 1.211m/s (3.97ft/s) due to pressure energy 
which was not constant since in the real life the reservoir pressure is reducing (depleting 
during production). Hence both velocity and pressure were reducing as happens in the 
majority of oil and gas fields in which no reservoir pressure maintenance (such as water 
flooding) is carried out.  
For example the CFD result of 1.211 m/s velocity in a well having a wellbore radius of 6‖, is 
equivalent to 1,890 m3/d which for a high permeability (high pressure) reservoir is common 
while there are quite a  few wells which exceed that production rate in real life especially in 
Saudi Arabia and Kuwait .   
The velocity diminished as the crude flowed through the porous medium until it exited into 
the second un-restricted flow zone where the velocity increased again as it left the block. The 
minimum crude velocity at the end of the porous medium in this case was 3.266 x 10 -4 m/s 
(10.716 x 10-4 ft/s). This clearly indicates that the most important trend is the porous medium 
trend; hence an average velocity in the medium is a more representative magnitude. It should 
be noted that the CFD simulation was designed to reflect a normal reservoir pressure 
depletion  condition where initial reservoir pressure starts at high rate and then gradually 
decreases as in real life. So because of that, the flux is not constant, gradually the velocity 
and pressure reduce to minimum levels.    
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Figure 3.3:Crude (oil, gas and 20%water) simulated speeds across porous medium.  
Statistical results of simulated water percentage sensitivities are given in table 3.3 which 
shows examples of average crude velocities, fines velocities, standard deviation magnitudes 
and number of cells penetrated within the porous medium grid per water cut %. Results 
corresponding to higher water cuts (31%- 100%) are given in Appendix A-5.  
Average velocity in a porous medium is the average velocity travelled by a mixture flow of 
fluids and solid particles from the beginning of the reservoir to the wellbore and was 
dependant on water cut, crude density, porosity, permeability, particle sizes, flow viscosity 
etc. All velocities are eventually converted into flow rates which are averages fluid flow 
rates. In real life, when a well is reported to have produced at a certain rate, that rate is the 
average rate across a reservoir or during a certain period such as barrels per day or cubic 
meters per day and so forth.      
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Table 3.3: Statistical simulation results of crude and fines flow at each water cut 
Parameter 
 
Average 
Velocity 
(m/s) 
Average  
Velocity  
(ft/s) 
Standard 
Deviation 
(ft/s) 
No of cells  
in the grid  
penetrated  
Water cut (%) 
Crude  0.210753 0.691481 1.024535 1204 20 
Fines particles 0.066384 0.217806 0.713457 1797  
Crude  0.210827 0.691723 1.024683 1204 30 
Fines particles 0.071069 0.233177 0.726364 1784  
 
In the 20% water cut case, the average crude velocity in the porous medium was 0.210753 
m/s (0.691 ft/s) and the crude velocity standard deviation was 0.312263 m/s (1.025ft/s). The 
statistical distribution was a ―normal‖ distribution 
Statistical analyses of the simulated results of crude and fines average velocities were 
calculated by the solver. In that case, a total of 1204 cells were penetrated by crude vectors 
and 1797 cells were penetrated by fines particle vectors. Appendix A-5 shows results of 
several other water cuts up to 100%. 
A graph of crude (hydrocarbon liquid) velocity vs. % water cut is given in figure 3.4. A clear 
observation from the graph is the increase in velocities between 40% and 60% water cuts. 
This range of water cut % of the mixture of oil, water and solid particles is associated with 
gradual emulsion build-up behaviour. During this transition stage, the heavy emulsion which 
usually occurs between 20 – 40% water cut is reduced by the water increase above 40% 
when the mixture starts to receive more water. Hence the rise in velocity between 40 and 
60% water cut in figure 3.4. However, due to increase in fluid density, when the liquid 
becomes mainly water, hence more dense, the velocity starts to decrease as shown in the 
figure when the water cut increased from 63% to 100%.    
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Figure 3.4: Hydrocarbon Liquid Velocities at Various % Water Cut 
As such, at 20%  water cut, the liquid was mainly oil continuous phase till approached 40% 
water cut at which range the oil-water emulsion became thicker and more difficult to move. 
As the water cut increased above 40%, the emulsion decreased as the mixture started to 
become water continuous or water dominant. Hence between 40% and 60% water cut, 
velocity increased due to emulsion decrease as the mixture began to move from oil 
continuous to water continuous. Above 60% water cut, the water which is heavier than oil 
dominated, hence the mixture density increase, resulted in velocity decrease.    
As far as crude velocity behaviour versus grain size is concerned, figure 3.5 shows velocity 
vs. grain size for all data in table 3.4. Table 3.4  shows particle sensitivity of grain size on the 
average crude velocity (between the maximum and the minimum) for the simulated grain 
sizes 10, 50, 100, 150 and 200 microns. An important observation from this analysis is that 
the larger the grain size, the slower the average velocity. 
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Table 3.4: Impact of Particle Size on Average Crude Velocity 
Grain size 
Average 
velocity 
Average 
velocity 
(microns) (m/s) (ft/s) 
10 0.211 0.692 
50 0.169 0.554 
100 0.105 0.345 
150 0.070 0.230 
200 0.053 0.174 
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Figure 3.5: Average crude velocity per fines particle grain size 
As far as solid particles velocities are concerned, CFD simulated fines velocity vectors are 
shown in figure 3.6. Since fines are mobilised by the crude, the figure shows crude vectors 
by sand velocity magnitudes in m/s. This is one of the key results as far as fines studies are 
concerned; as it exclusively revealed the fines particles impacts on the liquid-particle flow 
mixture in the porous medium while all flow together. 
As per figure 3.6, the maximum observed fines velocity in that scenario was 1.07 m/s 
(3.51ft/s) as it entered the first un-restricted flow zone. The moment the fines entered the 
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porous medium, the velocity started to reduce until it reached the lowest magnitude, since the 
pressure was depleting throughout the period. An observation which was repeated in all 
simulations is that the fines velocities were always slower than crude velocities though both 
started at the same speed. This was an example of 10 microns fines grain size flowing at a 
concentration of 30% by volume of crude and 20% water cut hence total effective 
concentration was 6%. The most important fines velocity is the porous medium average 
velocity. Average velocity across the porous medium reflects start to end average flow 
resistance through the entire modelled reservoir properties, whereas maximum velocity is 
recorded as the fluid velocity is just at the entrance of the medium. Also as evident in this 
chapter, most of the particles / crude maximum velocities are similar because they start at the 
same rate but differ in average velocities.  
Hence the average porous medium velocity is the important value because in actual field 
analysis, reservoir flow performance is measured as an average value such as average 
production rate per day per well. The reservoir pressure in the field depletes (decreases) with 
production hence velocity ultimately stops. The exception is in the pressure maintained 
reservoirs to which water flooding is maintained to keep the reservoir pressure from reducing 
or in other words to reduce pressure depletion rate. Even in such pressure maintenance 
scheme, if the scheme was introduced well after a pressure depletion period, it will take long 
time to replace ―voidage‖ created by the initial depletion before pressure maintenance is 
achieved. Most fields are produced at pressure depletion mechanism as explained in chapter 
2 section 2.9 in which the concept is elaborated in figure 2.13.   
The Magnitude of the fines average velocity as well as statistical results of a number of cells 
penetrated at that average velocity were also revealed. Number of cells penetrated and 
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standard deviation numbers are automatically generated by the fluent package as part of 
statistical data. No relationship between velocity and number of cells penetrated. Referring to 
table 3.3 and figure 3.6, the average porous medium fines velocity simulated was 0.066384 
m/s (0.21781 ft/s) which corresponds to 1797 cells penetrated. Standard deviation of 
0.217451 m/s (0.71346 ft/s) for fines velocity was revealed as elaborated in table 3.3 which 
also lists similar information related to higher (30%) water cut. Results corresponding to 
even higher (30% - 100%) water cut percentages are given in Appendix A-5.    
 
 
Figure 3.6: Fines (sand) simulated speed across modelled porous medium   
3.4 Fines Interaction with the Porous Media  
Fines interaction with the porous media is based on the measure of the resultant pressure 
drop across the medium caused by fluid-mobilised particle size impacts on pores. As 
explained in chapter 2, section 2.5 that permeability, porosity set of data in a porous medium 
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can be used to determine a corresponding pore size. According to the jamming ratio theories 
and corresponding pore damage mechanisms explained in sections 2.5.2 to and 2.5.4 fines 
particles may not or may penetrate pores in 2000 mD and 1000 mD porous media; however, 
like in reservoirs having similar or less permeabilities, where fluid flow pressure drop or 
drawdown is always observed, at each grain size simulation, pressure drop was observed 
across each of the porous medium. This in real life is also the case in all unconsolidated high 
permeability sandstone reservoirs where fines of various sizes co-exist with load-bearing 
sand particles from which hydrocarbon production at various drawdown pressures take place. 
A field having particle size range of up to 150 m based on  dry sieve analysis as well as 
Laser Particle Size Analysis (LPSA) had high rate producing wells; with one well  reached 
2000 b/d production (101). As such, from the title of this research, the fines migrations are 
analysed based on their impact on production related to pressure not on degree of pore 
opening size.   
For transient porous media calculations, the effect of porosity on the time-derivative 
terms is accounted for in all transport equations and in the energy equations (102). .   Input of 
pressure drop that is associated with the porous region requires permeability and inertial 
resistance factor inputs as well as porosity, thermal conductivity, turbulence effects etc…   
These values will then be used to compute an additional pressure drop in the momentum 
equations for the porous cells. The inertial resistance factor formulation (102) is given as 
follows: 
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Where: 
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p


= pressure drop through the medium at each ith distance (Pa/m)  
i
C2  = inertial resistance factor (m-1) 
  = fluid density (kg/m3)  
i = velocity at the ith position in the medium (m/s) 
Input of porosity of each porous region in the model is defined using the porosity Φ which is 
the volume fraction of fluid within the porous region. 
By default, the effect of porosity is enabled for transient calculations in the Physical-Models 
panel in the CFD. The porous media model which can be used for a wide variety of 
problems, including flows through packed beds, filter papers, perforated plates, flow 
distributors, tube banks and any micro flow paths, in this research it was used for pore 
distributions. Typical high permeability sandstone reservoirs have ranges of porosities based 
on many rock and fluid properties. In this research 25% - 45% porosity range was used 
whereas rock permeabilities of 1 Darcy and 2 Darcy were used for various sensitivities and 
scenarios. The resultant pressure drops were calculated in the CFD solver for each sensitivity 
which include particle sizes (10 – 200 microns), oil, water cut, multiphase (where gas was 
added), porosity, permeability, viscosity, reservoir depth, thickness and so forth. Details of 
particles interaction with the porous medium are given below in this section.  
The solid particles velocity at a wall is a nonzero (partial-slip) velocity based on a formula 
derived by Jackson and Johnson (103). In the Jackson-Johnson condition , the solids velocity 
at a wall is constructed by setting the lateral momentum flux transmitted to the boundary by 
particle collisions equal to the tangential stress  exerted by the particle adjacent to the wall 
using the following formula:  
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 -----------------------------------------------------------(3.3) 
where  is the solids shear stress at the wall, is the solids velocity at the wall, is 
the specularity coefficient (equivalent to 1 minus the tangential coefficient of restitution) and 
is the granular temperature.  
The tangential stress exerted on the boundary by the solid (the right-hand side of 
Equation 3.3) is the product of the change of momentum per particle collision, the collision 
frequency, and the number of particles per unit area next to the wall (103).  
For laminar flow or turbulent flow with the dispersed turbulence model (i.e., dilute-phase 
turbulent flow), a nonzero solids velocity boundary condition was used at the boundary walls 
and the Jackson-Johnson wall boundary condition for granular flow which is based on a 
balance of granular temperature over a thin region adjacent to the wall, indicates that the flux 
of granular temperature to the wall (qw,Өs)  added to the generation of granular temperature at 
the wall is balanced by the energy dissipation at the wall due to inelastic particle-wall 
collisions as per the following equation (103): 
 
 ----------------------(3.4) 
 
where ew is the coefficient of restitution for particle-wall collisions and ψ is the specularity 
coefficient, and are both dimensionless. The Jackson-Johnson granular boundary wall 
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conditions are enabled in the CFD via the GUI (Graphical User Interface) under Eulerian 
Multiphase Modeling Options in the Multiphase Parameters panel. 
The inputs required for this condition is the particle-wall restitution coefficient and the 
specularity coefficient (ew and ψ in Equation 3.4). These parameters are specified in the 
physical-constants menu in the CFD.  
The CFD also models granular multiphase flows using the Eulerian multiphase model which 
allows for simulation of a wide range of dispersed phase problems including particle 
separation and classification, spray drying, bubble stirring of liquids, liquid fuel combustion, 
and coal combustion (the last 2 were not enabled). The Lagrangian dispersed phase model 
given in equation 3.5 which handles flows in which particle streams are injected into a 
continuous phase flow with a well-defined entrance and exit conditions (104) was used. This 
force balance equates the particle inertia with the forces acting on the particle. The following 
is the Lagrangian dispersed phase model (104): 
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Where:  
)( pD uuF  is the drag force per unit particle mass, in which, 
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Here, u is the fluid phase velocity, up is the particle velocity,  is the molecular viscosity of 
the fluid, ρ is the fluid density, ρp is the density of the particle, and Dp is the particle 
diameter. FD is a drag force, gx is gravitational acceleration in horizontal (x) direction and Re 
stands for the relative Reynolds number which is defined as follows: 
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The drag coefficient, CD, is a function of the relative Reynolds number of the following 
general form: 
CD = a1 + a2/Re + a3/Re
2 ……………………………………………………(3.8) 
Where a1, a2 and a3 are constants that apply over several ranges of Re (104). 
The dispersion of particles due to turbulence in the fluid phase was predicted using ―random 
walk" models available in the CFD. These models include the effect of instantaneous 
turbulent velocity fluctuations on the particle trajectories through the use of stochastic 
methods. In order to carry out trajectory calculations Eulerian Multiphase Model was used. 
The trajectory equations, and any auxiliary equations describing heat or mass transfer to/from 
the particle, are solved by step-wise integration over discrete time steps. Integration in time 
of Equation 3.5 yields the velocity of the particle at each point along the trajectory, with the 
trajectory itself predicted via: 
p
t
x u
d
d
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- (3.9) 
Where: 
t
x
d
d
 is the rate of change of distance travelled by particle with time (m/sec) 
pu  is the velocity of the particle trajectory (m/sec). 
Equation 3.9 is solved in each coordinate direction to predict the trajectories of the dispersed 
phase (105). The CFD provides options to colour the particles by either their injection 
numbers (the default) or by fluid velocity. In this research fluid velocity colour coding was 
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used as can be seen in the velocity vector figures. In this case the particles change colour as 
they move through the flow field to reflect the local fluid velocity magnitude. 
The locations of particles as they travel for a specified amount of time can be displayed from 
the graphic menu using the particle-track command for any given particle-fluid flow. The 
particle position will be updated in the display at specified time-step intervals. Hence patterns 
can be traced in the flow field. This is done for any flow regime, steady state or unsteady 
state flow. Once the particle positions are defined, they can be checked using the List-
Injections command. The initial positions will be stored in the case file when is saved the 
next time. The particle-track command also tracks the motion of the particles and writes 
streakline trajectories. In this case, particle tracks are displayed as one injection at a time, 
producing a static representation of the flow field (106). 
Particle injection memory is allocated in the Memory panel (or using the Main/Allocate-
Memory text command). If the allocated number was not large enough, the CFD used to be 
restarted to re-allocate enough memory for the desired number of particles. Thereafter the 
program and data were loaded before simulations resumed.  
3.4.1 Particles Frictional Viscosity and Fluid Molecular Viscosity  
In dense (liquid-solid particles) flow at low shear, where the secondary volume fraction for a 
solid phase nears the packing limit, frictional (or shear) viscosity model was used. The 
generation of stress is mainly due to friction between particles. An effective molecular 
viscosity, due to the presence of particles, is calculated for the fluid (107) as follows:  
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Where 
efff ,
  is the effective intrinsic molecular viscosity, (cP) 
S  is the solids volume fraction (fraction)  
max,S  is the solids volume fraction at the packing limit (fraction).  
f = is the intrinsic fluid molecular viscosity, (cP) 
For turbulent flow modeled using the dispersed turbulence model (which models turbulence 
only for the primary phase), the effective turbulent viscosity for the fluid is calculated by 
adding 
efff ,
 to the turbulent fluid viscosity.  
As described below, the porous media model incorporates an empirically determined flow 
resistance in a region of the model.  The porosity of the medium does impact the calculation 
of heat sources due to reaction and the calculation of body forces in the momentum 
equations. As the degree of coupling between phases depends strongly on the square of the 
perpendicular diameter, particle diameters were kept uniform for each grain size in all solid 
particle-fluid flows. The particle shapes were uniformly round and that the particle diameter 
is much smaller than the inter-particle spacing. 
Figure 3.7 depicts pressure drop response inside and outside the porous medium. The vast 
change in pressure drop within a small block (micro model) highlights the fact that particles‘ 
impact on pressure is significant as it causes major velocity and drawdown pressure 
reductions which are quantified in section 3.5 and thereafter to the end of the chapter. Section 
3.5 covers the macro (reservoir scale) models. 
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Figure 3.7: Pressure drop profile distribution across the computational grid. 
 
Figure 3.7 is the most important figure in this analysis. It shows continuous pressure drop 
(P) from the beginning of the block to the end. In the figure, vertical axis shows pressure in 
Pascal units. Red lines (left to right) are raw lines indicating pressure levels corresponding to 
computational grid length. Continuous pressure drop is referred to the pressure drop across 
the porous medium only and not the entire computational block. At each point in the block, a 
corresponding simulated P is given. All pressure drop values were downloaded into a 
spreadsheet from which graphical analysis was accomplished. The analyses were carried out 
to identify all minute changes happening inside a porous medium.  
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3.5 Reservoir scale analyses  
Reservoir scale analyses were then carried out to study changes in pressure. The reservoir 
model used was identical to the small scale (micro model) discussed in the preceding sections 
except for the length and width which were 2015 ft and 65 ft respectively. Of the several 
multiple sensitivities carried out, 4 fundamental scenarios each of which having its own 
corresponding sensitivities, are summarised as follows:  
1. Study of liquid crude (oil and water) flow with solid fines particle sizes (10, 50, 100, 150 
and 200 microns) through a 1000 mD porous medium rock model. Water cut was 30%. 
2. Study of multiphase (oil, gas and water) flow with solid fines particle sizes (10, 50,     
100, 150 and 200 microns) through a 1000 mD porous medium rock model. Gas content was 
25% by volume of crude whereas water cut was 30%. 
3. Study of liquid crude (oil and water) flow with solid fines particle sizes (10, 50, 100, 150 
and 200 microns) through a 2000 mD porous medium rock model. Water cut was 30%. 
4. Study of multiphase (oil, gas and water) flow with solid fines particles sizes (10, 50, 100, 
150 and 200 microns) through a 2000 mD porous medium rock model. Gas content was 25% 
by volume of crude whereas water cut was 30%.  
After each particle size analysis, comparisons between particle impact on liquid flow and 
particle impact on multiphase flow were analysed. Similarities and differences are further 
elaborated in section 3.5.5. 
The 4 fundamental scenarios with corresponding sensitivities which are discussed from 
section 3.5.1 to section 3.6.5, are just examples, many other scenarios were carried out whose 
results are discussed in the result discussions section 3.7. 
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3.5.1 Study Of Liquid Carrying 10-200µm Fines Through A 1000 mD Rock. 
3.5.2 Effect of 10 microns Fines Migration In Liquid Flow 
Starting with a 10 μm fines particle analysis flowing along with crude liquid (oil and water) 
without gas, the CFD reservoir scale simulation results of liquid and particle velocities as 
well as pressures are given in Figures 3.8 to 3.10.  
 
Figure 3.8: Liquid velocity changes during 10 μm fines particle mobilisation  
Y-scale is a colour coded velocity in m/s, whereas the x-axis is the lateral reservoir length. 
As far as particle analysis is concerned, figure 3.9 demonstrates a unique feature in this 
study. Despite the simultaneous liquid and solid particle mixture flow complexity, 
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instantaneous particle velocities are exclusively being measured. This makes the dynamic 
flow analysis more comprehensive compared to today‘s conventional laboratory approaches 
since in a core laboratory analysis, the best that could be achieved are the fines injection 
velocities before mixing with liquid whereas when a fines-liquid mixture moves, there is no 
facility to measure separately solid velocity from liquid velocity during the motion while in 
this study that was possible. 
 
Figure 3.9: Velocity changes when 10 μm fines (sand) was flowing in a liquid medium 
When pressure changes were analysed across the model, CFD results revealed distinct 
patterns. Figure 3.10 depicts pressure changes inside the computational reservoir block and 
provides very significant data which can be used to determine characteristics of fines 
migration. This is because reservoir pressure data is a fundamental information as far as 
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production performance and prediction analyses are concerned. Changes in pressure 
simulated by the CFD are given both quantitatively and qualitatively in figure 3.10.  
 
Figure 3.10: Pressure changes  when 10 μm fines in hydrocarbon liquid flow was simulated. 
Hence figure 3.10 offers qualitative as well as quantitative pressure change display as solid 
fines particle in liquid hydrocarbon (oil and water) flow through a modelled sandstone 
reservoir. The resultant pressures in Pascal units at each reservoir interval were converted 
into psi and so were the other parameters units. Reservoir interval in meters was converted 
into feet. Hence data were kept in field units.  
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3.5.3 Impacts of 200 µm Fines on Liquid Flow Through 1000mD Rock 
When 200 μm fines was simulated in a liquid (oil and water) flow, various CFD simulation 
results were revealed as shown in figures 3.11 to 3.13. Figure 3.11 denotes liquid crude (oil 
and water) velocity vectors as the liquid flowed across the modelled porous medium having 
reservoir properties. The figure shows maximum and minimum velocities reached. Like in 
the finer grain size (10µm) result, the results of coarser (200µm) grain indicated that in a 
1000 mD permeability drainage, the crude liquid velocity profiles (Figure 3.11) are higher 
compared to the corresponding velocity (m/s) profiles of fines (sand) in Figure 3.12.  This is 
despite the fact that they all began at the same velocity.  
 
Figure 3.11: Liquid velocity profile when 200 μm fines mobilisation was simulated. 
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The minimum liquid velocity observed was lower in coarser (200m) grain particles 
compared to the velocity observed in finer (10 m) particles. This is in line with field 
observations when wells producing at lower rates mobilising 150-200 m sand particles take 
less time to stop producing compared to the time observed in wells producing 10 - 50 m 
particles at similar lower flow rates (108) and same reservoir conditions. Figure 3.12 
revealed only fines velocity vectors exclusive from liquid velocity during the liquid/particle 
movement. 
 
Figure 3.12: Particle velocity profiles when 200 μm fines was flowing in a liquid medium. 
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Figure 3.13 offers qualitative as well as quantitative display of pressure changes due to fines 
presence in liquid hydrocarbon as they all flow through modelled sandstone reservoir. The 
resultant pressures were thereafter converted into psi units from Pascal units at each reservoir 
interval. The length of the reservoir was also converted from meters to feet. Hence data units 
were converted to field units in order to carryout reservoir engineering analysis including 
pore plugging studies and related permeability declines analysis, covered in chapter 4.  
 
Figure 3.13: Pressure contours when 200μm fines was simulated in liquid flow.  
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Summaries of all pressure drop results at each reservoir length obtained in 10 sets of 
simulations of fines and liquid as well as fines and multiphase flows for each grain size 
sensitivity: 10 μm, 50 μm, 100 μm, 150 μm and 200 μm, are presented in the next sections.  
3.5.4 Multiphase Flow Mobilising 10-200µm Fines Through 1000 mD rock. 
3.5.5 Comparison of 10 μm Fines Impacts on Multiphase and in Liquid flow 
Gas introduction into the liquid which resulted in multiphase flow, played a tangible role in 
fines migrations mechanisms in terms of pressure analyses as compared to gas-free liquid 
flow analyses. The study started with a 10 μm fines analysis flowing in multiphase (oil, water 
and gas) through a 1000 mD porous medium having 35% porosity. CFD simulation results 
are given in figures 3.14 to 3.16.  
Figure 3.14 shows that when very fine grain particles are mobilised, multiphase crude 
velocity changes (shown in colour coded scale) are higher compared to the corresponding 
velocity (m/s) changes of fines (sand) (figure 3.15). This is despite the fact that they all began 
at the same velocity. A difference between multiphase flow (figure 3.14) and liquid flow 
(figure 3.11) was attributed to gas presence in the multiphase flow.  
Gas having much lower density compared to water and oil densities, when the three are 
mixed, the overall density becomes lighter compared to the two liquid mixture density. As a 
result, the lighter multiphase mixture velocity is expected to be faster than the liquid velocity 
in the absence of gas fluid. 
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Figure 3.14: Multiphase (crude) velocity changes when 10 μm fines mobilisation was simulated 
Pressure drop comparisons between the multiphase scenario and liquid scenario involving 10 
μm grain size sensitivity is given in the next sections  3.6. 
Since CFD measures solid particle velocity as a separate quantity from the multiphase crude 
mixture during the flow, fines velocity was not expected to be influenced by gas as in both 
cases the grain size (hence same mass) remained unchanged. As expected, sand velocities 
were similar although pressure values remained different due to gas presence in the 
multiphase flow which caused additional turbulence effects compared to pressure values in 
the absence of gas (liquid only). 
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Figure 3.15: Sand velocity profiles when 10 μm fines was flowing in a multiphase flow. 
As explained above, pressure analyses are fundamental in determining reservoir productivity 
or injectivity performance and prediction.  
Figure 3.16 shows pressure distribution throughout the entire computational grid area 
through which multiphase flow carrying 10μm fines particles were mobilised. 
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Figure 3.16: Pressure profiles when 10 μm fines flow in a multiphase fluid was simulated. 
There is a magnitude of pressure decline difference between figure 3.10 (reflecting liquid and 
no gas effect) and figure 3.16. The pressure drop differences between multiphase and liquid 
scenarios for 10m 50m, 100m, 150m and 200m fines particles sizes are given in the 
following sections 3.6 to 3.6.5.  
3.6 Results of the Simulations 
All results of the liquid and multiphase modelling were retrieved from the CFD and were 
used to analyse differences revealed in all sensitivities carried out. While this section 
provides results analyses, results discussions are given in section 3.7.  
Referring to 10m fines simulated in a 1000 mD drainage area, resultant pressure drop 
profiles observed in a liquid medium were different from the profiles revealed in a 
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multiphase medium. For comparison purpose, figure 3.17 demonstrates pressure drop 
difference observed in a scenario involving 10μm fines grain size between a liquid medium 
and multiphase medium through the same porous rock. 
As shown on figure 3.17 (which compares multiphase and liquid results), when 10 micron 
fines in liquid hydrocarbon was analysed by the CFD, the corresponding pressure drop 
observed was from -1212.5 psi to -3381.1 psi. 
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Figure 3.17: Pressure drop comparison in multiphase and liquid flowing 10μm fines  
 
Hence a 2168.6 psi pressure drop was the liquid pressure drop observed. Whereas a 
comparatively less pressure drop value as observed when 10 microns fines was simulated in a 
multiphase flow where gas caused less pressure reduction as can be seen in figure 3.17. The 
net pressure drop difference between liquid and multiphase media which can be attributed to 
gas presence in this analysis is about 372.3 psi which unfortunately is not accounted for in 
laboratory studies where hydrocarbon gas analysis is usually not carried out alongside with 
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oil and water in this magnitude. Multiphase and liquid simulation investigations of coarser 
grain sizes are explained in section 3.6.1. The following section refers to 200 microns 
particles impact on pressure drop in multiphase medium. 
3.6.1 Impacts of 200 μm Fines on Δp in Multiphase and Liquid Flow  
This section presents a study of impact of gaseous (multiphase) fluid and coarse grained 
particle migration on pressure drop. The main difference between this and liquid analysis is 
gas fluid introduction to the flow system, whereas everything else was kept the same 
including the 200 m particle sizes. CFD simulation results are given in figures 3.18 to 3.20. 
Velocity vectors of multiphase crude can be seen in figure 3.18.   
 
Figure 3.18: Multiphase velocity changes during 200 μm fines grains mobilisation 
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The difference between figure 3.18 and figure 3.11 (liquid velocity changes during 200 μm 
particle flow), is in the minimum velocity.  
The CFD simulation results revealed sand (fines) flow vector velocities which were separate 
from multiphase fluid velocities as shown in figure 3.19. This approach makes fines 
migration analysis more focussed since in this case, particles velocity was measured 
separately from liquid velocity. Such results prompted more focussed granular fluid velocity 
studies to be carried out. Figure 3.19 portrays minimum and maximum solid particle 
velocities achieved when 200 microns fines grains were simulated in a multiphase medium. 
 
Figure 3.19: Velocity vectors of 200 μm fines grains flow in a multiphase medium 
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Figure 3.20 reveals a pressure profile which is a pressure pattern as a result of the particle 
flow in the multiphase medium. It is a combined pressure pattern of fines and multiphase 
flow. Pressure scale is given on the left in a colour code format. 
 
Figure 3.20: Pressure profiles during 200μm fines mobilisation in a multiphase flow.  
In addition to the pressure pattern, the CFD package stores in its databases the actual pressure 
data after each simulation of the entire modelled reservoir. Figure 3.21 provides a 
comparison of particle impacts on pressure in both multiphase and liquid media.      
Clear differences in pressure drop were revealed between coarser particle grains (200m) 
flowing in a multiphase fluid and the same particle size flowing in liquid (gas free) fluid as 
shown in figure 3.21. While a total pressure drop in the case of multiphase flow was about 
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1922 psi across the entire porous medium, the corresponding total pressure drop in the liquid 
case was about 2301.5 psi. The 379.5psi difference is attributed to gas presence in the 
multiphase.  
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Figure 3.21: Multiphase and liquid pressure drops during 200 μm fines flow. 
3.6.2 Impacts of 50- 150 μm fines on pressure in multiphase and liquid media  
Having analysed impacts of 10 m and 200 m on pressure drop, analyses of other grain 
sizes: 50 μm, 100 μm and 150 μm were carried out in a similar manner as in the above 
sections 3.5 to 3.6.1. CFD simulated pressure drop results pertaining to those grain sizes in 
both multiphase and liquid media, were compiled, plotted and compared as in figures 3.22 to 
3.24. Figure 3.22 shows a clear difference in pressure drop between multiphase fines 
migration and liquid fines migration as far as 50μm grain particles analysis is concerned. 
While total pressure reduction in the case of multiphase flow was about 1910 psi across the 
entire porous medium, total pressure reduction in the liquid analysis was about 2289 psi. 
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Multiphase Effect on 50 Microns Fines Migration Analysis 
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Figure 3.22: Multiphase and liquid pressure drops during 50 μm particles flow. 
When comparison of the CFD pressure drop results due to 100μm grain particles flow in both 
multiphase and liquid media was made, clear difference in pressure drop between multiphase 
fines migration and liquid fines migration was observed. The difference is highlighted in 
figure 3.23.  
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Figure 3.23: Multiphase and liquid pressure drops during 100 μm fines flow. 
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While total pressure reduction in the case of multiphase flow was about 1919.6 psi, total 
pressure reduction in the liquid case was about 2298.7 psi.  
Simulation comparison was made between liquid and multiphase flows in which 150 μm 
fines particles were mobilised. The clear difference in pressure drop between multiphase 
fines migration and liquid fines migration is highlighted in figure 3.24. While total pressure 
drop across the porous medium in the case of multiphase flow was about 1921 psi, total 
pressure drop reduction in the liquid analysis was about 2300.7 psi. The 379.5 psi difference 
is attributed to gas presence in the multiphase. 
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Figure 3.24: Multiphase and liquid pressure drops during 150 μm particles flow. 
Finally results of pressure drop per reservoir depth related to 10 μm particle simulations were 
grouped and tabulated as in table 3.5. table 3.6 summarises differences in Δp for all particle 
sizes. As is evident from table 3.5, the overall multiphase pressure drop (drawdown) was 
comparatively lower across the computational model than the pressure drop observed in the 
liquid analysis. While the former was reduced by 1796.3 psi (from -1153.5 to -2949.8 psi), 
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the latter dropped by 2168.6 psi (from -1212.5 to -3381.1 psi). Those differences in pressure 
drawdowns show that gas fluid tends to help in pressure maintenance. That is why in certain 
oil fields such as Baker‘s field in California, USA, hydrocarbon gas injection is used to 
supplement reservoir pressure which enhances production. As such it is evident that gas fluid 
does boost pressure. Unfortunately in both conventional as well as special core lab analysis 
(Scal), hydrocarbon gas analysis (due to safety reasons) is not carried out despite the fact that 
core lab results are still the basis for many field development studies. 
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Table 3.5:Pressure drawdown in multiphase and liquid flowing with 10μm fines: 1000 mD rock 
Reservoir Drawdown Pressure Drawdown Pressure Drawdown Pressure  
  (psi) (psi) difference 
Length (ft) Multiphase Liquid (psi) 
113 -1153.5 -1212.5 -59 
140.6 -1172.2 -1251.4 -79.2 
164 -1162.6 -1252.5 -89.9 
: : : : 
468.7 -1005.9 -1150 -144.1 
492.1 -999.6 -1147.4 -147.8 
515.6 -994.2 -1145.7 -151.5 
: : : : 
679.6 -979.9 -1156.6 -176.7 
703 -981.2 -1161.6 -180.4 
726.5 -983.5 -1167.4 -183.9 
: : : : 
1499.8 -1609.9 -1928.1 -318.2 
1523.3 -1649.1 -1971.9 -322.8 
1546.7 -1689.7 -2017.2 -327.5 
1570.1 -1731.7 -2064.1 -332.4 
1593.6 -1775.4 -2112.5 -337.1 
1617 -1820.6 -2162.5 -341.9 
: : : : 
1991.9 -2790.6 -3212 -421.4 
2015.4 -2869 -3295.4 -426.4 
2038.8 -2949.8 -3381.1 -431.3 
 
Pressure results due to each grain size (10-200 μm), in both liquid and multiphase analyses in 
a 1000 mD initial rock permeability are given in Appendix A-6. The Appendix summarises 
all pressure results at each reservoir length due to the impacts of all particle sizes (10 μm – 
200 μm) in both multiphase and liquid media.  
Table 3.6 shows pressure drops across the entire porous medium due to the impacts of various 
fines particle sizes (10 – 200m) flowing in both multiphase and liquid media through a 1000 mD 
drainage. 
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Table 3.6:Pressure drops across porous medium in multiphase and liquid: 1000 mD rock.  
Grain 
size (μm) 
Multiphase  
pressure drop 
∆P (psi) 
Liquid 
pressure drop 
∆P (psi) 
Multiphase impact 
on pressure drop 
∆P (psi) gained 
 10 1796.3 2168.6 372.3 
50 1909.5 2288.5 378.9 
100 1919.6 2298.7 379.1 
150 1921.2 2300.7 379.5 
200 1922.0 2301.5 379.5 
 
The above sections (3.5 to 3.6.2) present results of ten fundamental sensitivity analyses of 
1000 mD porous medium scenarios through which flow of fines particle sizes (10 μm, 50 μm 
, 100 μm, 150 μm and 200 μm) in multiphase and gas-free liquid media were studied.  
In sections 3.6.3 to 3.6.5, the analyses for each scenario were repeated but involved a more 
permeable (2000 mD) modelled reservoir.  
3.6.3 Studies of 10 – 200 μm fines flow in Multiphase and liquid in 2000 mD rock 
3.6.4 Effect of 10 microns Fines Migration in Liquid Flow in a 2000 mD model 
CFD simulations were carried out starting with a 10 μm fines particles flowing along with 
liquid crude (oil and water) in the absence of gas.  The results obtained are given in figures 
3.25 to 3.27. Figure 3.25 shows the impact of 10 μm particles on liquid (gas free) velocities 
through a more permeable (2000 mD) porous medium. It is evident from figure 3.25 that in a 
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2000 mD permeability drainage, the very fine grain size (10 μm) effects on crude velocity 
range (shown with colour coded scale) are higher compared to the corresponding fines (sand) 
velocity range shown in Figure 3.26. This difference is greater compared to similar cases in a 
1000 mD rock (Figures 3.8 and 3.9). The main difference is in the crude liquid velocity range 
and not in fines velocity range for reasons given above in sections 3.5 and 3.5.5.  
 
 
Figure 3.25: Liquid velocities during 10 m particles flow simulation through 2000 mD rock 
When the very fine particles were subjected into a comparatively much more permeable 
(2000 mD) flow path, the effects were less compared to the same conditions in a 1000 mD 
drainage.  
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Figure 3.26: Velocities when 10 m fines (sand) was simulated in liquid through 2000 mD rock 
Figure 3.26 portrays lower fines particles velocity compared to figure 3.24 which depicts 
higher liquid crude velocity change, from entrance to exit,. This observation is similar but 
differs in magnitude to that observed in the 1000 mD scenario whose details are given above 
in sections 3.5 to 3.5.4.  
As far as pressure analysis is concerned, figure 3.27 displays qualitative as well as 
quantitative pressure variation of fines particles in liquid hydrocarbon as they all flow 
through modelled 2000 mD sandstone reservoir. At each modelled reservoir interval, the 
resultant pressures in Pascal units were thereafter converted into psi. The length of the 
reservoir was also converted from meters to feet.  
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Figure 3.27: Pressure profiles results of 10 m fines in liquid flow through 2000 mD drainage 
To summarise the above results, when 10 microns fines in liquid hydrocarbon was simulated, 
corresponding pressure drop change observed across the drainage model was higher than the 
result observed in the less permeable model (1000 mD) for the same particle size. The 
difference observed between them was 1773 psi. 
3.6.5 Multiphase analysis of 10 microns Fines Migration in a 2000mD rock 
This section explains CFD multiphase simulations where gas played a tangible role in fines 
migrations mechanisms in terms of pressure reductions as compared to liquid (no gas) flow. 
The study started with a 10 μm fines particle grain analysis flowing along a multiphase (oil, 
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water and gas) medium in a 2000 mD computational grid having 35% porosity. CFD 
simulation results are shown in figures 3.28 to 3.30.  
Figure 3.28 shows that the impacts of very fine grain size (10 µm) on crude multiphase 
velocities (shown with colour coded scale) are higher compared to the corresponding 
velocities of fines (sand) shown in figure 3.29. This is despite the fact that they all began 
with the same velocity. Difference between minimum multiphase flow velocity and 
minimum liquid flow velocity can be seen in figures 3.28 and 3.25 respectively. This 
indicates that gas presence influences liquid mobility and should be accounted for in order to 
minimize uncertainties carried out by laboratory analysis whose results are used in deciding 
expenditure levels as far as oil and gas field development is concerned. 
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Figure 3.28: Multiphase crude velocities during 10 m particles flow through 2000 mD rock 
Figure 3.29 is a CFD simulation result of 10 microns particles velocity profiles flowing in a 
multiphase fluid through a 2000 mD rock. Compared to the velocities of multiphase  crude, 
velocity vectors of particles are slower as multiphase fluid can penetrate much more easily 
through a 2000 mD porous medium compared to the movement of  solid particles through the 
same rock.    
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Figure 3.29: 10 m fines velocities  through a 2000 mD drainage in a multiphase medium 
Figure 3.30 is a CFD simulation result of pressure profiles revealed in a pressure contour 
map. It is a result of the mixture of multiphase and 10 μm particles mobilised through the 
same computational model explained in this section. Pressure analysis is of fundamental 
importance in the studies of reservoir productivity and injectivity. Pressure data from the 
CFD, was thereafter converted from Pascal to Psi (field units) in order to carryout reservoir 
engineering analysis required for fines migration mechanisms studies.  
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 Figure 3.30: Pressure profiles of  10 μm particles in multiphase flow through 2D drainage  
3.7 Results Discussions  
This section discusses simulation results starting from the first analysis to the last.  
Starting from figure 3.8, it is evident that in a 1000 mD permeability sand, the very fine grain 
size effects on crude liquid velocities, as shown with the colour coded scale, are higher 
compared to the corresponding velocity of fines (sand) shown in Figure 3.9. This is despite 
the fact that they all began at the same velocity.  
This makes the dynamic flow analysis more comprehensive compared to today‘s 
conventional laboratory approaches since in a core laboratory analysis, the best that could be 
achieved are the fines injection velocities before mixing with liquid. When a fines-liquid 
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mixture moves, there is no facility to measure separately solid velocity from liquid velocity 
during the motion whereas in this study that was possible. 
 Differences observed in pressure drops revealed by the CFD simulation results between 
multiphase flow and liquid flow scenarios for each fines particle size sensitivity (10 - 200μm) 
across a 1000 mD block are listed in Appendix A-6. Based on the results in the table, gas 
presence (in multiphase) in all cases resulted in different pressure drops compared to the 
result revealed in liquid media. Pressure drops observed when particles flow in liquid and in 
multiphase mixtures through 2000 mD reservoir model are also listed in Appendix A-6. 
Comparison between 2000 mD results and 1000 mD (Appendix A-6), revealed that the 
higher the drainage permeability, the more the pressure drop in both cases (liquid and 
multiphase); however, multiphase (due to gas presence) always revealed relatively less 
pressure drops.  In other words the difference in pressure drops between liquid and 
multiphase fluids increases with increase in reservoir permeability however multiphase 
revealed less pressure drop quantities compared to liquid results. This observation is similar 
to field observations where a reservoir having high gas-liquid ratio (GLR) tends to maintain 
the initial reservoir pressure for a longer time than a one having less GLR if both share 
similar conditions. 
It is important to note that the current laboratory analyses which do not involve true 
multiphase experiments (which do not use hydrocarbon gas), result in pressure drop 
predictions that are different from the pressure drop results in presence of gas in the liquid. 
Hence over prediction may result, which means higher production expectations which in turn 
may end up with unnecessary over investment in field development projects. As a result, 
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higher than required pumps capacity may be installed which may exceed critical draw down 
rates and cause excessive influxes of both water and fines particles.  
As such errors associated with pressure drop predictions such as those resulted in gas-free 
analysis directly affect investment and may jeopardize proper reservoir management.  
Impacts of grain sizes (10 – 200 m) on pressure drop in liquid and multiphase flow through 
2000 mD drainage are compared in figures 3.31 to 3.40. Out of those figures, figures 3.32, 
3.34, 3.36, 3.38 and 3.40 show comparison between particles impacts on pressure drop in  
1000 mD drainage and 2000 mD drainage scenarios. The figures show clear differences in 
pressure drop profiles in multiphase and liquid media, due to various particle sizes flow. This 
further clarifies that hydrocarbon gas presence causes comparatively less impact on pressure 
drops in a multiphase flow compared to (gas-free) flow impact. 
Details of pressure drops caused by particle sizes 10 m, 50 m, 100 m, 150 m and 200 
m, flowing in both multiphase and liquid media through both 1000 mD and 2000 mD 
porous media are shown in Appendix A-6. 
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Impact of 10 Microns on Multiphase/Liquid Pressure Drop Across Reservoir  
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Figure 3.31: Multiphase-liquid pressure drops during 10 μm fines flow in a 2000mD rock.  
 
For example pressure drop profiles pattern in the 2000 mD scenario due to 10 microns 
(figure 3.31) which differs from the pattern revealed in the 1000 mD scenario (figure 3.17) 
are all displayed in figure 3.32 to highlight their differences.  
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Impact of 10 Microns on Multiphase/Liquid Pressure Drop Across Reservoir  
In 2D and 1D Rocks 
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Figure 3.32: Pressure drops comparison in multiphase and liquid flows in 2000 mD and 1000 mD scenarios 
 
Like in the 10 m cases discussed above, various pressure drop profiles were revealed when 
50 m, 100 m, 150 m and 200 m particle grains were simulated. The pressure drop 
patterns resulted from simulations of those particles also showed that in the case of less 
permeable drainage, the pressure drop ends in lower values while in more permeable 
environment, the draw down ends up with higher magnitudes.   
Figures 3.33 to 3.40 show similar trends and profiles to those explained above but of 
different magnitudes as a result of impacts of particle grain sizes 50 m, 100 m, 150 m 
and 200 m on pressure drop. 
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Figure 3. 33: Multiphase and liquid pressure drops when 50 μm fines flow was simulated in 2 D rock 
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Figure 3. 34: Impacts of  50 m grain on Δp in multiphase and liquid flow: 2000 mD and 1000 mD scenarios 
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Impact of 100 Microns on Multiphase/Liquid Pressure Drop Across Reservoir 
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Figure 3. 35: Multiphase and liquid pressure drops due to 100 μm particles flow in 2000mD rock.  
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Figure 3.36: Comparison of multiphase and liquid pressure drops due to 100 μm fines flow in 2D and 1D rocks 
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Impact of 150 Microns on Multiphase/Liquid Pressure Drop Across Reservoir  
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Figure 3. 37: Multiphase and liquid pressure drops during 150 μm fines flow in a 2000 mD drainage. 
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Figure 3.38: Comparison in multiphase and liquid pressure drops when 150 μm fines flow in 2D and 1D rocks  
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Impact of 200 Microns on Multiphase/Liquid Pressure Drop Across Reservoir  
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Figure 3. 39: Multiphase and liquid pressure drops due to 200μm fines flow in a 2000mD model. 
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Figure 3. 40: Comparison of multiphase and liquid pressure drops due to 200 μm fines flow in 2D and 1D rocks 
The particle size impacts on pressure drop in multiphase and liquid flows through 2000 mD 
drainage are highlighted in table 3.7 and are discussed below. 
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As shown in table 3.7, in the case of the 10 m grain size, the multiphase related pressure 
drop was comparatively lower across the computational model than the pressure reduction 
observed in the liquid analysis. While the former dropped by 3496.9 psi, the later dropped by 
3944.2psi. In this case the 447.3psi difference was attributed to gas presence in the 
multiphase fluid. The table also lists the differences observed in the case of other grain sizes. 
Table 3.7: Pressure drops in multiphase and liquid at various grain sizes in a 2000mD rock.  
Grain 
Size (µm) 
Multiphase 
∆P (psi) 
Liquid 
∆P (psi) 
Effect of multiphase 
∆P (psi) gained 
10 3496.9 3944.2 447.3 
 
50 3553.9 3995.8 441.9 
 
100 3560.2 4002.0 441.8 
 
150 3560.9 4003.2 442.3 
 
200 3561.4 4003.3 441.9 
 
 
Overall CFD results related to 2000 mD scenario can be seen in Appendix A-6 which 
summarises all pressure drop data at each reservoir length obtained in 10 sets of simulations 
of fines particles flowing with multiphase and liquid through 2000 mD drainage. 
Finally, among the major outcomes of this research work is the ability to analyse solid fines 
velocities separately from liquid velocities while both flow simultaneously. 
Based on the above analysis, fines migration has detrimental effects to the pore size resulting 
in pore plug damage. Pressure drop data from the CFD was further analysed in order to 
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carryout reservoir engineering analysis including pore plugging and related permeability 
decline analysis, which are presented in chapter 4. 
There are several pore plug damage mechanisms which are subject to reservoir conditions 
which need careful analysis to effectively minimise the impact on productivity or injectivity. 
Chapter 4 covers all important issues related to pore plugging damage mechanisms which are 
essential in optimising hydrocarbon production. 
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Chapter 4 
PORE BLOCKING MECHANISMS FROM FINES MIGRATIONS AND SOLID INTRUSIONS 
4.1 Introduction 
In chapter 3, several fines and solid particle CFD simulation analyses and their impacts on 
multiphase and liquid pressure drops and velocities were presented. Also presented were 
impacts of particle sizes ranging from 10 μm to 200 μm on pressure drops in multiphase and 
liquid media through 2000 mD and 1000 mD reservoir conditions. Chapter 4 explains how 
the pressure profiles of all scenarios explained in chapter 3 were used to determine 
corresponding damaged permeabilities and hence formation pore blocking mechanisms using 
published correlations. As pore plugging studies involve fines diameter, pore diameter, 
porosity and permeability, CFD simulation results of all sensitivities carried out were used in 
the pore plugging analyses.  
4.2 Pore Plugging Analysis in Multiphase and Liquid Flows. 
Pressure drop results of the five fines grain particle sizes (10µm, 50µm, 100µm, 150µm and 
200µm) each mobilised by hydrocarbon multiphase and then by liquid flow through 
modelled porous media having absolute permeabilities of 1000 mD to 2000 mD at various 
properties (explained below) were analysed for pore plugging studies. The particle size range 
is based on several statistical analyses on fines particle size distributions (109) which showed 
that the majority of sandstone fields are covered with mainly medium to fine grain particles 
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ranging between 50 μm and 200μm mean diameter. Shell‘s grain size distribution statistical 
analyses in Europe, Africa, the Middle East and Asia revealed that in areas where Shell 
operates, the majority of load bearing sand particles (with high cumulative weight percentage 
>50%), have grain sizes ranging between 10 and 200 μm while the <50% particle grain sizes 
are coarser according to Amory (109, 110) and Mason et al report (74) in which the cut-off 
was 150 μm based on Laser Particle Size Analyser (LPSA) and sieve grain size analysis.  
Hence most of the sand control screen meshes used are 200 μm to filter the majority of grain 
sizes and based on observations, after installation, with time, finer particles tend to 
accumulate and thus reduce the mesh flow area. Hence, the partially plugged 200 μm mesh 
sizes happen to screen even 150 μm and smaller grain particles. Based on that information, 
this study was limited to particle sizes between 10 and 200 μm.  
In each scenario simulated, sensitivity of porosity whose range is given in table 4.1 was 
carried out. From table 4.1, the higher the porosity %, the higher the pressure drop revealed 
for each particle size (10 – 200 microns).  Such sensitivity results were used to determine 
pore diameters based on several published correlations (whose details are given in chapter 2 
section 2.5) and others discussed below. 
Hence for each CFD simulated particle size range (10 – 200m) and each corresponding 
porosity and permeability, the pore diameter values were calculated.  
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Table 4.1: CFD simulated Pressure Drops from which Average Permeabilities were Calculated 
 
Avg K (Darcy) Porosity 
DF 
(m) Pdrop (Psi) 
3.7 0.25 10 1225.5 
3.3 0.3 10 1333.3 
2.9 0.4 10 1531.9 
2.7 0.45 10 1623.7 
3.6 0.25 50 1247.1 
3.3 0.3 50 1355.1 
2.9 0.4 50 1553.8 
2.7 0.45 50 1645.7 
3.6 0.25 100 1249.2 
3.3 0.3 100 1357.0 
2.9 0.4 100 1555.7 
2.7 0.45 100 1647.4 
3.6 0.25 150 1249.4 
3.3 0.3 150 1357.6 
2.9 0.4 150 1556.4 
2.7 0.45 150 1648.3 
3.6 0.25 200 1249.6 
3.3 0.3 200 1357.4 
2.9 0.4 200 1556.5 
2.7 0.45 200 1648.1 
2.2 0.25 10 1975.0 
2.0 0.3 10 2098.1 
1.8 0.4 10 2293.2 
1.7 0.45 10 2371.2 
2.1 0.25 50 1985.1 
2.0 0.3 50 2108.0 
1.8 0.4 50 2302.6 
1.7 0.45 50 2380.7 
2.1 0.25 100 1986.3 
2.0 0.3 100 2109.2 
1.8 0.4 100 2303.6 
1.7 0.45 100 2381.9 
2.1 0.25 150 1986.3 
2.0 0.3 150 2109.5 
1.8 0.4 150 2303.9 
1.7 0.45 150 2382.1 
2.1 0.25 200 1986.4 
2.0 0.3 200 2109.4 
1.8 0.4 200 2304.1 
1.7 0.45 200 2382.2 
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Table 4.1 is an example of hundreds of simulations and results involving sensitivities which 
were repeated for each particle grain size (10m – 200 m) and each porosity fraction (0.25 
– 0.45). While porosity range of 0.25 – 0.45 is a typical range in high permeability sandstone 
reservoirs as explained in section 2.9, the permeability range was back calculated from the 
CFD pressure drop results using the Darcy equation 2.29. 
 Each sensitivity analysis revealed unique pressure drop (psi) as can be seen in the table.  
Table 4.2 lists corresponding pore blocking mechanisms calculated using the correlations 
elaborated in chapter 2 section 2.5 with input from table 4.1. 
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Table 4.2: Pore Plugging Mechanisms based on CFD simulated pressure drops 
Blake-
Kozeny Coberly Dullien  Pore blocking mechanism  Pore blocking mechanism  
DF  DF DF Blake-Kozeny Dullien 
9.0 6.5 0.5 Int.bridging/single pore blocking External cake/ no invasion 
7.0 6.5 0.5 Int.bridging/single pore blocking External cake/ no invasion 
4.5 6.5 0.7 External cake/ no invasion External cake/ no invasion 
3.7 6.5 0.7 External cake/ no invasion External cake/ no invasion 
9.0 6.5 2.3 Int.bridging/single pore blocking External cake/ no invasion 
7.0 6.5 2.7 Int.bridging/single pore blocking External cake/ no invasion 
4.5 6.5 3.3 External cake/ no invasion External cake/ no invasion 
3.7 6.5 3.6 External cake/ no invasion External cake/ no invasion 
9.0 6.5 4.6 Int.bridging/single pore blocking External cake/ no invasion 
7.0 6.5 5.3 Int.bridging/single pore blocking Shallow interna bridging 
4.5 6.5 6.6 External cake/ no invasion Int.bridging/single pore blocking 
3.7 6.5 7.2 External cake/ no invasion Int.bridging/single pore blocking 
9.0 6.5 7.0 Int.bridging/single pore blocking Int.bridging/single pore blocking 
7.0 6.5 8.0 Int.bridging/single pore blocking Int.bridging/single pore blocking 
4.5 6.5 9.9 External cake/ no invasion Int.bridging/single pore blocking 
3.7 6.5 10.9 External cake/ no invasion Pore filling 
9.0 6.5 9.3 Int.bridging/single pore blocking Int.bridging/single pore blocking 
7.0 6.5 10.7 Int.bridging/single pore blocking Pore filling 
4.5 6.5 13.2 External cake/ no invasion Pore filling 
3.7 6.5 14.5 External cake/ no invasion Pore filling 
9.0 6.5 0.6 Int.bridging/single pore blocking External cake/ no invasion 
3.7 6.5 4.6 External cake/ no invasion External cake/ no invasion 
: : : : : 
9.0 6.5 6.1 Int.bridging/single pore blocking Shallow internal bridging 
7.0 6.5 6.9 Int.bridging/single pore blocking Int.bridging/single pore blocking 
4.5 6.5 8.4 External cake/ no invasion Int.bridging/single pore blocking 
3.7 6.5 9.1 External cake/ no invasion Int.bridging/single pore blocking 
9.0 6.5 9.1 Int.bridging/single pore blocking Int.bridging/single pore blocking 
7.0 6.5 10.3 Int.bridging/single pore blocking Pore filling 
4.5 6.5 12.6 External cake/ no invasion Pore filling 
3.7 6.5 13.7 External cake/ no invasion Pore filling 
9.0 6.5 12.1 Int.bridging/single pore blocking Pore filling 
7.0 6.5 13.8 Int.bridging/single pore blocking Pore filling 
4.5 6.5 16.8 External cake/ no invasion No interaction 
3.7 6.5 18.3 External cake/ no invasion No interaction 
9.0 6.5 0.6 Int.bridging/single pore blocking External cake/ no invasion 
: : : : : 
9.0 6.5 6.5 Int.bridging/single pore blocking Int.bridging/single pore blocking 
7.0 6.5 7.1 Int.bridging/single pore blocking Int.bridging/single pore blocking 
4.5 6.5 8.2 External cake/ no invasion Int.bridging/single pore blocking 
3.7 6.5 8.7 External cake/ no invasion Int.bridging/single pore blocking 
9.0 6.5 9.8 Int.bridging/single pore blocking Int.bridging/single pore blocking 
7.0 6.5 10.7 Int.bridging/single pore blocking Pore filling 
4.5 6.5 12.3 External cake/ no invasion Pore filling 
3.7 6.5 13.1 External cake/ no invasion Pore filling 
9.0 6.5 13.1 Int.bridging/single pore blocking Pore filling 
7.0 6.5 14.2 Int.bridging/single pore blocking Pore filling 
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Pore plugging damage mechanism results based on Coberly and Carman-Kozeny correlations 
can be summarised as follows:  
i) Whenever the Coberly‘s correlation (equation 2.7) was used in determining a damage 
mechanism, a unique pore plugging damage mechanism ―instant bridging/external filter 
cake‖ was always revealed. ii) Each time Carman-Kozeny‘s equation was used, only one 
type of pore plugging damage mechanism namely ―invasion and deposition‖ resulted. As 
stated in chapter 2 section 2.5 the equation was considered obsolete and hence was ignored.    
4.3 Use of CFD Pressure Drops to Calculate Corresponding Permeabilities                                             
From the CFD simulations explained in chapter 3, for each sensitivity, the resultant pressure 
drop value ( wfpp  ) was used to determine corresponding permeability using the Darcy 
equation 2.29. Volumetric flow rate (q = A* ν), where ν is fluid velocity, was calculated from 
the CFD simulations results of average velocities explained in chapter 3 and wellbore area A 
= πr2w was used in which typical wellbore radii rw were used. 
As an example, if a well has a 7‖ diameter liner, whose inner radius (rw) is about 0.3 ft, the 
inner wellbore surface area can be calculated. Using the same reservoir and fluid properties 
(h, μ, re, ν, wfpp   and rw) used in the CFD simulations, applying the Darcy equation, 
permeability can be determined for each sensitivity simulated by the CFD package. Figure 
4.1 is an example of a CFD generated pressure drop curve from which the above method and 
equation 2.29 were used to determine the corresponding permeability at each depth to get a 
permeability profile as shown in figure 4.2. Figure 4.1 shows pressure drop profiles which 
resulted from  flow mixtures of multiphase and liquid media carrying 10 μm particles 
through a 1000 mD porous medium.  
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Multiphase Effect on 10 Microns Fines Migration Analysis 
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Figure 4.1: CFD generated pressure declines in multiphase and liquid flowing 10m fines 
 
Figure 4.2 displays corresponding permeability profiles which resulted from flow mixtures of 
multiphase and liquid media carrying 10 m through 1000 mD porous medium.  
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Figure 4.2: Permeability profiles in multiphase and liquid flowing 10m fines 
From pressure drop profiles of various grain size sensitivities, (10µm, 50µm, 100µm, 150µm 
and 200µm), the corresponding permeability declines were calculated. Table 4.3 shows 
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corresponding permeability for each pressure drop covering all sensitivities of grain sizes in a 
liquid medium flowing through a 1000 mD drainage. Since the presence of fines solid 
particles (10 - 200µm) affected the pressure drawdown as explained in chapter 3, the 
resultant permeabilities are referred to as fines-damaged permeabilities. 
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Table 4.3: Pressure drops and corresponding fines-damaged permeabilities in 1000 mD liquid drainage 
Reservoir 10 µm 50 µm 100 µm 150 µm 200 µm 
Length ΔP kd ΔP kd ΔP kd ΔP kd ΔP kd 
(ft) (psi) (mD) (psi) (mD) (psi) (mD) (psi) (mD) (psi) (mD) 
117 -343 706 -428 565 -548 441 -571 424 -733 330 
141 -408 602 -511 482 -667 369 -681 362 -854 288 
164 -461 541 -577 433 -765 327 -769 325 -943 265 
187 -507 499 -633 399 -848 298 -844 299 -1013 250 
211 -548 467 -684 374 -923 277 -912 280 -1071 239 
234 -585 441 -731 353 -991 261 -975 265 -1120 230 
258 -620 420 -775 336 -1053 247 -1033 252 -1164 224 
281 -654 401 -817 321 -1112 236 -1089 241 -1204 218 
305 -686 385 -857 308 -1168 226 -1142 231 -1241 213 
328 -717 371 -896 297 -1221 218 -1194 223 -1277 208 
352 -747 358 -933 287 -1272 210 -1244 215 -1312 204 
375 -776 347 -970 278 -1323 204 -1293 208 -1346 200 
398 -805 336 -1006 269 -1371 197 -1342 202 -1380 196 
422 -834 326 -1042 261 -1419 192 -1389 196 -1414 192 
445 -862 317 -1077 254 -1467 186 -1436 190 -1448 189 
469 -890 308 -1112 247 -1514 181 -1483 185 -1482 185 
492 -918 300 -1147 240 -1560 177 -1529 180 -1517 182 
516 -946 293 -1182 234 -1606 172 -1575 176 -1552 178 
539 -973 285 -1216 228 -1652 168 -1621 171 -1587 175 
562 -1001 279 -1251 223 -1697 164 -1667 167 -1622 172 
586 -1028 272 -1285 218 -1742 161 -1712 163 -1658 169 
609 -1055 266 -1319 213 -1788 157 -1758 160 -1694 166 
633 -1083 260 -1353 208 -1833 154 -1803 156 -1730 163 
656 -1110 254 -1387 204 -1878 150 -1849 153 -1767 160 
680 -1137 249 -1421 199 -1923 147 -1894 150 -1804 157 
703 -1165 244 -1455 195 -1968 144 -1939 146 -1842 154 
726 -1192 239 -1489 191 -2012 142 -1985 144 -1879 152 
750 -1219 234 -1523 188 -2057 139 -2030 141 -1918 149 
773 -1246 230 -1557 184 -2102 136 -2075 138 -1956 146 
797 -1273 225 -1591 180 -2147 134 -2121 135 -1996 144 
820 -1301 221 -1625 177 -2192 131 -2166 133 -2035 141 
844 -1328 217 -1659 174 -2237 129 -2211 130 -2075 139 
867 -1355 213 -1693 171 -2282 127 -2257 128 -2116 137 
891 -1382 210 -1727 168 -2327 125 -2302 126 -2156 134 
914 -1409 206 -1761 165 -2371 122 -2347 124 -2198 132 
937 -1437 202 -1795 162 -2416 120 -2393 122 -2240 130 
 
Pressure drops or drawdown pressures and corresponding permeabilities for several 
multiphase flow scenarios are shown in table 4.4. 
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Table 4.4: Pressure drops and corresponding damaged permeabilities in 1000 mD multiphase drainage 
Reservoir 10 µm 50 µm 100 µm 150 µm 200 µm 
Length ΔP kd ΔP kd ΔP kd ΔP kd ΔP kd 
(ft) (psi) (mD) (psi) (mD) (psi) (mD) (psi) (mD) (psi) (mD) 
117 -274 882 -329 735 -411 588 -548 441 -727 333 
141 -334 737 -401 614 -501 492 -667 369 -848 290 
164 -383 653 -459 544 -574 435 -765 327 -938 266 
187 -424 596 -509 497 -636 397 -848 298 -1008 251 
211 -462 554 -554 462 -692 369 -923 277 -1065 240 
234 -496 521 -595 434 -743 347 -991 261 -1115 232 
258 -527 494 -632 412 -790 330 -1053 247 -1159 225 
281 -556 472 -667 393 -834 315 -1112 236 -1199 219 
305 -584 453 -701 377 -876 302 -1168 226 -1236 214 
328 -611 436 -733 363 -916 291 -1221 218 -1272 209 
352 -637 421 -764 351 -955 280 -1272 210 -1307 205 
375 -662 407 -794 339 -992 271 -1323 204 -1342 201 
398 -686 394 -823 329 -1029 263 -1371 197 -1376 197 
422 -710 383 -852 319 -1065 255 -1419 192 -1410 193 
445 -734 372 -880 310 -1100 248 -1467 186 -1444 189 
469 -757 362 -909 302 -1135 242 -1514 181 -1478 186 
492 -781 353 -936 294 -1170 236 -1560 177 -1513 182 
516 -804 344 -964 287 -1205 230 -1606 172 -1548 179 
539 -826 336 -991 280 -1239 224 -1652 168 -1583 176 
562 -849 328 -1019 274 -1273 219 -1697 164 -1618 172 
586 -872 321 -1046 267 -1307 214 -1742 161 -1654 169 
609 -895 314 -1073 262 -1341 209 -1788 157 -1690 166 
633 -917 307 -1100 256 -1375 205 -1833 154 -1726 163 
656 -940 301 -1127 251 -1409 201 -1878 150 -1763 160 
680 -962 294 -1154 245 -1442 196 -1923 147 -1801 157 
703 -985 288 -1181 241 -1476 192 -1968 144 -1838 155 
726 -1007 283 -1208 236 -1510 189 -2012 142 -1876 152 
750 -1030 277 -1235 231 -1543 185 -2057 139 -1914 149 
773 -1052 272 -1262 227 -1577 182 -2102 136 -1953 147 
797 -1075 267 -1289 223 -1611 178 -2147 134 -1992 144 
820 -1097 262 -1316 219 -1644 175 -2192 131 -2032 142 
844 -1120 258 -1343 215 -1678 172 -2237 129 -2072 139 
867 -1142 253 -1370 211 -1712 169 -2282 127 -2113 137 
891 -1165 249 -1397 207 -1745 166 -2327 125 -2154 135 
914 -1187 245 -1424 204 -1779 163 -2371 122 -2195 132 
937 -1209 240 -1451 201 -1813 160 -2416 120 -2237 130 
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Pressure profile differences between liquid and multiphase flows in a 1000mD computational 
grid scenario as shown in tables 4.3 and 4.4 confirm that gas presence in multiphase flow 
contribute to more productivity compared to liquid flow.  
The same comparisons were repeated for more permeable (2000 mD) computational grids 
which are elaborated in chapter 5. Indeed the more permeable the model was, the wider the 
difference between multiphase and liquid flow characteristics as far as permeability decline 
profiles are concerned. Clear trends were manifest when the impact of fines grain size alone 
was analysed. The coarser the grain size the more the pressure reduction. This trend was 
expected in pore blocking correlations where the ratio of pore to particle grain size 
determines flow passage or blockage. The finer the grain size, the more easily it can pass 
through a certain pore diameter size as long as the pore size is much greater than the grain 
diameter as discussed in chapter 2.  
Extensive sensitivities were carried out of which only some are reported since it requires 
voluminous space to cover them all. Table 4.5 combines several permeabilities with 
porosities, pore sizes, fines particle sizes along with several published correlations to 
determine corresponding formation damage mechanisms. Hence the pore blocking (damage) 
mechanism can be determined using this integrated procedure. 
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Table 4.5: Damage Mechanisms from CFD Determined Pressures 
 
As a result of all the foregoing analyses, CFD simulations revealed continuous fines impact 
in both liquid and multiphase flows which were clearly indicated by pressure drop profiles 
which varied according to fines grain size, porosity, porous medium permeability and other 
properties mentioned above. In general, the permeabilities determined across the modelled 
computational grid in the liquid (gas-free) medium were lower than the permeabilities 
determined in a multiphase medium. Hence particle-damaged permeability differences 
between multiphase and liquid media analysis are clear.  
The permeability profiles determined from the CFD results were further analysed to develop 
particle-damaged permeability models for both multiphase and liquid scenarios as described 
Avg K Particle Porosity Pdrop Pore blocking mechanism  Pore blocking mechanism  
 (D) (m)  (Fraction)  (Psi) Blake-Kozeny   Dullien   
3.7 10 0.25 1225.5 Int.bridging/single pore blocking External cake/ no invasion 
3.3 10 0.3 1333.3 Int.bridging/single pore blocking External cake/ no invasion 
2.9 10 0.4 1531.9 External cake/ no invasion External cake/ no invasion 
2.7 10 0.45 1623.7 External cake/ no invasion External cake/ no invasion 
3.6 50 0.25 1247.1 Int.bridging/single pore blocking External cake/ no invasion 
3.3 50 0.3 1355.1 Int.bridging/single pore blocking External cake/ no invasion 
2.9 50 0.4 1553.8 External cake/ no invasion External cake/ no invasion 
2.7 50 0.45 1645.7 External cake/ no invasion External cake/ no invasion 
3.6 100 0.25 1249.2 Int.bridging/single pore blocking External cake/ no invasion 
3.3 100 0.3 1357.0 Int.bridging/single pore blocking Shallow interna bridging 
2.9 100 0.4 1555.7 External cake/ no invasion Int.bridging/single pore blocking 
2.7 100 0.45 1647.4 External cake/ no invasion Int.bridging/single pore blocking 
3.6 150 0.25 1249.4 Int.bridging/single pore blocking Int.bridging/single pore blocking 
3.3 150 0.3 1357.6 Int.bridging/single pore blocking Int.bridging/single pore blocking 
2.9 150 0.4 1556.4 External cake/ no invasion Int.bridging/single pore blocking 
2.7 150 0.45 1648.3 External cake/ no invasion Pore filling 
3.6 200 0.25 1249.6 Int.bridging/single pore blocking Int.bridging/single pore blocking 
3.3 200 0.3 1357.4 Int.bridging/single pore blocking Pore filling 
2.9 200 0.4 1556.5 External cake/ no invasion Pore filling 
2.7 200 0.45 1648.1 External cake/ no invasion Pore filling 
2.2 10 0.25 1975.0 Int.bridging/single pore blocking External cake/ no invasion 
2.1 50 0.25 1985.1 Int.bridging/single pore blocking External cake/ no invasion 
2.1 100 0.25 1986.3 Int.bridging/single pore blocking Shallow interna bridging 
2.1 150 0.25 1986.3 Int.bridging/single pore blocking Int.bridging/single pore blocking 
2.1 200 0.25 1986.4 Int.bridging/single pore blocking Pore filling 
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in Chapter 5. Integration of the developed damaged-permeability models into a 
comprehensive, field-proven 3-dimensional reservoir modular simulator also forms part of 
chapter 5.  
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Chapter 5 
 
PARTICLE-DAMAGED PERMEABILITY MODELS DEVELOPMENT 
5.1 Introduction 
In chapter 4, results of the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations in terms of 
pore plugging damage mechanisms as well as damaged absolute permeability profiles were 
presented. Factors which caused pore damage, hence permeability damage such as fines grain 
sizes, pore size, drawdown pressure, water cut and porosity as well as other reservoir rock 
and fluid properties, were also discussed in the chapter. In order to determine corresponding 
reservoir production performance predictions, particle-damaged permeability models were 
developed as explained in this chapter. The particle-damaged permeabilities were back-
calculated from the CFD-generated drawdown pressure profiles. The developed models can 
be assigned into a 3D reservoir simulator such as MoReS, Eclipse, Stars, CMG, etc. to 
quantify reservoir performance in which fines grains impact on production will be carried 
out. As such, a more realistic approach was taken which resulted in a new contribution to 
reservoir analysis knowledge since the approach is unique and does not exist in today‘s 
established 3-D reservoir simulation methodologies in which particles analysis is missing. 
All high permeability sandstone reservoirs suffer from fines migration‘s production reduction 
impact, hence the importance of particle analysis.  
The approach takes into consideration the effects of fines particles of various sizes (10-200 
µm) across the entire reservoir at numerous variable sensitivities of multiphase, liquid, rock 
and fluid conditions. Gas was analysed as part of the multiphase fluid mixture comprised of 
oil, water and gas. When dealing with more than one fluid phase, concepts of relative 
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permeability (kr) and effective permeability (ke) for example effective oil permeability (ko) 
and /or effective water permeability (kw) were utilised and are explained in section 5.3.1. 
This chapter explains a very important contribution to reservoir knowledge. The contribution 
is a development of particle damaged permeability models which can be incorporated into 
reservoir simulators. The study focused on damage caused by fines particles inside the 
reservoir and by fine solid particles injected at the wellbore. The reservoir damage study 
ended up with several developed computational correlations which incorporate particle 
impact on rock permeability across the drainage area. The models developments are 
explained from section 5.3.1 to 5.4, whereas section 5.5 covers steps to be taken to 
incorporate them into a numerical reservoir simulator such as the Shell's 3-D Modular 
Reservoir Simulator (MoReS) explained in the same section 5.5 with additional features 
given in Appendix A-2. As it is, like any other commercial reservoir simulator, currently 
MoReS does not have particle analysis facility. The steps taken in the damaged permeability 
model determination and development, are summarised as follows:  
CFD simulation results, particularly particle-affected drawdown pressures discussed in 
chapters 3 and 4, were further analysed and were used to back-calculate corresponding 
permeability declines across the entire drainage area. The process involved permeability 
equation 2.29 for every particle-affected pressure drawdown per particle size as simulated by 
the CFD. The CFD‘s drawdown pressures were transferred into the equation replacing the 
pressure drop term  wfpp   from which permeability was calculated. 
In the CFD simulations, for every solid particle size (10-200 m) and for each rock absolute 
permeability range (1000 – 2000mD) in each fluid medium (liquid and / or multiphase),  
drawdown pressure  wfpp   values were quantified. Hence the pressure drop function was 
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directly related to fines diameter, permeability and flowing phase (liquid and multiphase). 
Thus:  
),,()( PFP LkDfL
p




-----------------------------------------------------------------------(5.1) 
),,()( PFP MkDfM
p




--------------------------------------------------------------------(5.2) 
  
Where: 

p
 = Change in pressure with drainage distance (psi/ft)   
FD  = Fines or solid particle diameter (m) 
k = permeability (mD) 
PL  = liquid phase  
MP = multiphase.  
5.1.1 The Need for Damaged Permeability Models in the Reservoir Studies 
Traditionally, simulation engineers tend to assign constant values of permeabilities during the 
initialisation stage of simulation studies when dealing with reservoirs. It is assumed that the 
same values will prevail over the production life cycle and across the entire drainage area. 
These assumptions tend to result in erroneous reservoir performance predictions, upon which 
major investments are nevertheless committed. In addition, ongoing laboratory core sample 
analyses lack in-depth simultaneous particle and hydrocarbon gas analyses due to safety 
limitations as discussed in chapters 1, 2 and 3. In addition the core lab methodology also does 
not incorporate continuous multiple sensitivity analysis of fines grain size and various fines 
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concentrations in oil, gas, water and particle flow mixtures. Furthermore, the results obtained 
from core plug analysis may not be representative of the entire reservoir drainage area 
despite the fact that the data is scaled-up to reservoir size and used in field development 
activities. Incorporation of the developed models is intended to narrow down uncertainties 
related to those effects on reservoir production performance and prediction. 
5.2 Particle-Damaged Permeability Model Development Strategy 
Developments steps of the particle-damaged permeability models from CFD determined 
pressure drop profiles in scenarios involving 10-200 μm particles, flowing through 1000 mD 
and 2000 mD modeled sandstone rock permeability in both liquid and multiphase 
sensitivities, are given in sections 5.2.1, 5.3 and 5.4. The methods used in the particle-
damaged permeability model development involved 4 rock and fluid scenarios which were 
published previously in (111, 112). The scenarios are summarized in section 5.2.1. 
5.2.1 Summary of the 4 permeability model development scenarios 
The first scenario involved a drainage area having absolute permeability of 1000 mD through 
which a flow mixture of liquid (oil and water) and fines particles having grain sizes range of 
10 – 200 microns were simulated using the CFD.  
The second scenario involved a drainage area having absolute permeability of 1000 mD 
through which a flow mixture of multiphase (oil, water and gas) and fines particles having 
grain sizes range of 10 – 200 microns were simulated using the CFD. 
The third and fourth scenarios were same as the first and the second except that a higher 
absolute permeability of 2000 mD was used instead of 1000 mD drainage. 
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For all scenarios, resultant particle affected drawdown pressures from which damaged 
permeabilities were calculated as explained in chapter 4, were put together and can be seen in 
appendix A-7 which shows tables of particle damaged permeabilities. As such appendix A-7 
summarizes CFD particle-affected permeabilities caused by particle injections of various 
grain sizes (10 µm, 50 µm, 100 µm, 150 µm, 200 µm) as far as the four scenarios are 
concerned. Example input well data are summarised in table 5.1.  
Table 5.1: Input well data 
h  35  ft  
q  3000  dstb /  
  5.1  cp  
er * 937  ft  
wr  29.0  ft  
S  5   
OB  3.1  r stbb /  
* er = reservoir radius and can be of any length 
The reservoir radius as explained in chapter 4, is the reservoir extent or lateral length from 
the wellbore.  
Figure 5.1 displays CFD simulated drawdown pressures for each particle size mobilised in 
the liquid fluid medium. 
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Effects of Particle on Drawdown Pressure
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Figure 5.1: Particle size impacts on drawdown pressure in a 1000 mD drainage 
It is evident that as the particles carried by fluid enter the porous medium, the absolute 
permeability starts to reduce from its initial value (1000 mD) and permeability damage 
continues to occur until drawdown pressure stops.  
From the figure, it is evident that the finer the grain size the less the impact on the drawdown 
pressure, and that drawdown pressure profiles related to coarser grained particles (>100µm) 
are different from the profiles related to finer particles 10, 50 and 100 m.   
Corresponding absolute damaged permeability profiles are given in figure 5.2. 
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Damaged Permeabilities Due to Particle Movements
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Figure 5.2: Particle size impact on permeability in a liquid scenario 
Figure 5.2 shows corresponding damaged permeabilities caused by particle-affected 
drawdown pressure profiles for each particle size mobilised in the liquid flow. 
A log-log scale of Figure 5.2 was plotted to obtain more clarity of the particles impacts on 
permeability as shown in figure 5.3. 
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Damaged Permeabilities Due to Particle Movements Liquid: 1000 mD 
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Figure 5.3: Log-log scale of particle size impact on permeability in a liquid scenario 
While 10, 50 and 100 microns grain sizes revealed gentle slopes of permeability decline, 
coarser grained particles (150 and 200 microns) revealed relatively steeper slopes initially in 
the first quarter of the reservoir length after which almost followed the 100 micron pattern. 
Hence in a 1D rock the finer the grain size the less the permeability damage it may cause. 
The second scenario which involved multiphase fluid (oil, water and gas) and particles sizes 
(10 – 200 microns) flowing through a 1000 mD drainage, was simulated using a similar 
process.  
A graph of drawdown pressure vs. lateral reservoir length as shown in figure 5.4 revealed 
different profiles compared to profiles resulted in the liquid scenario.   
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Effects of Particle Sizes on Pressure Drawdown
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Figure 5.4: Particles impacts on drawdown pressures in a 1000mD multiphase drainage 
From the figure, impacts of all particles sizes (10m, 50m, 100m, 150m, and 200µm) on 
drawdown pressure depicted initial gentle ΔP slopes from the beginning. The slopes were 
directly proportional to the particle diameter. The finer the grain size (10m to 50m) the 
less drawdown pressure was required to produce the same flow rate through the damaged 
rock. Whereas the coarser grain sizes (100, 150 and 200 µm) demonstrated sharper initial 
drawdown pressure slopes which continued almost to half the drainage length and then 
almost merged together; then eventually the 100 µm particle profile ended up with a steepest 
slope of all. Corresponding particle-damaged permeabilities were calculated in a similar 
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manner as explained in the liquid scenario. The results are presented in graphical format as 
shown in figure 5.5.  
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Figure 5.5: Particle size effects on permeability in multiphase scenario 
Figure 5.5 shows particle damaged permeability profiles in a multiphase environment 
through a drainage area which had initial 1000 mD absolute permeability. From the figure, 
within less than 100ft into the reservoir, the overall absolute permeability is reduced to half 
the initial value especially in the case of coarser grains (100, 150 and 200 µm grain sizes). 
The finer grain sizes (10-50 µm) took about twice the distance to reduce the initial 
permeability to half the original value compared to the coarser grained particles results.  
Like in the first scenario, a log-log scale of figure 5.5 was plotted to obtain more clarity of 
the particles impacts on permeability in the second scenario as shown in figure 5.6. 
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Damaged Permeabilities Due to Particle Movements 
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Figure 5.6: Log-log scale of particle size effects on permeability in multiphase scenario 
Referring to figures 5.3 and figure 5.6, there is a difference between the first scenario and the 
second one. The slopes and gaps between the finer grained particles profiles (10, 50 and 100 
microns) are less in the multiphase scenario (figure 5.6) than the ones revealed in the liquid 
scenario (figure 5.3). In addition, in the first half of the liquid scenario (figure 5.3), much 
wider separations were revealed between impacts of 150 m, 100 m, 50 m and 10 m on 
log of permeability profiles compared to separation revealed in the multiphase scenario 
(figure 5.6). The third and fourth scenarios involved a higher (2000 mD) permeability 
drainage through which liquid-particles flow and multiphase-particles flow were simulated.  
The objective was to get more insight on the particle size influence in the higher initial rock 
permeability in order to analyse particle-damaged permeabilities trends.  
Figures 5.7 and 5.8 are graphical displays of impacts of particle sizes on pressure drawdowns 
in liquid and multiphase scenarios respectively. 
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Effects of Particle Sizes on Pressure Drawdown
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Figure 5.7: Particle size impacts on drawdown pressure in a 2000 mD liquid drainage 
Each particle size (10 – 200 µm) caused a specific pressure drop profile across the drainage 
length as can be seen in the figures. Figure 5.8 clearly shows that the multiphase environment 
caused less particle size impact on pressure drawdown compared to the impact observed in 
the liquid flow (figure 5.7) while everything else was kept the same. The difference is clearer 
in the finer grained particles (10, 50 and 100µm) as can be seen in the figures. While in the 
liquid case (figure 5.7) impact of 100 µm on drawdown pressure is similar to the 150 and 200 
µm impacts, in the multiphase case (figure 5.8), the impact profile of 100 µm is between the 
finer (10 and 50 µm) grains and coarser (150 – 200 µm) grains profiles. Hence trend or 
pattern of the 100 µm in the liquid case clearly differs from the 100 µm pattern observed in 
the multiphase case. 
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Effects of Particle Sizes on Pressure Drawdown
Multiphase, 2000mD Scenario
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Figure 5.8: Particle size impacts on drawdown pressure in a 2000mD multiphase drainage 
Compared to the liquid scenario, in the multiphase case, drawdown pressures profiles of the 
finer grain sizes especially 10, 50 and 100µm particles, were more distinct from the coarser 
grained profiles both qualitatively and quantitatively. Corresponding damaged permeabilities 
to the liquid scenario (as determined from the drawdown pressures) is displayed in figure 5.9.  
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Damaged Permeabilities due to Particles Movements
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Figure 5.9: Particle size impacts on permeability in liquid scenario 
 
To obtain more clarity of the particles impacts on permeability in the liquid scenario a log-
log scale of figure 5.9 was plotted as shown in figure 5.10. From the figure, it is evident that 
particles grain sizes have different impacts on permeabilities especially the finer ones (10 and 
50 microns). The 100 microns trend was almost similar to the 150 microns trend. However, 
both of them (100 m and 150 m) were different from the 200 microns trend in the first two 
third although ultimately all the three curves revealed similar impacts in the last third of the 
reservoir length as in figure 5.10.      
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Damaged Permeabilities due to Particle Movements
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Figure 5.10: Log-log scale of particle size impact on permeability in a liquid scenario 
Similar analyses were repeated for the multiphase scenario in the 2000 mD drainage. While 
the normal scaled graph in figure 5.11 showed almost curves convergence towards the last 
third of the drainage length, distinct  curves separation were revealed in the 1st third of the 
graph.  
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Damaged Permeabilities due to Particles Movements
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Figure 5.11: Particle size effects on permeability in multiphase scenario 
Like in the above scenarios, a log-log scale of the multiphase conditions was plotted to obtain 
more clarity of the particles impacts on permeability in the 2000 mD scenario as shown in 
figure 5.12. The slopes and gaps of the finer grained particles profiles (10, 50 and 100 
microns) are less in the multiphase scenario (figure 5.12) than in the liquid scenario (figure 
5.10). 
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Damaged Permeabilities due to Particle Movements
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Figure 5.12: Log-log scale of particle size impacts on permeabilities in a multiphase scenario 
From figure 5.12, it is evident that in a multiphase environment, impact of 100 m fines 
particles on permeability is less than the same particle impact observed in the liquid 
environment shown in figure 5.10. Also while there were hardly any difference between 100 
m and 150 m profiles in the liquid scenario (figure 5.10) clear difference between them 
was revealed in the multiphase scenario (figure 5.12).  
It is clear that the finer grained particles reflected more gentle permeability decline gradients 
in the multiphase environment compared to the trends in the liquid case. For example, in the 
case of the liquid scenario (figure 5.9) referring to the impact caused by 10 µm grain particles 
on permeability reduction in the initial permeability, value was reduced to its quarter value 
(500 mD) after particle penetration of about 200 ft into the drainage area, whereas similar 
permeability reduction happened after the same particles had penetrated a distance of about 
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280 ft into the drainage area in the case of multiphase scenario (figure 5.11) as clearly 
indicated in the comparison graph of figure 5.13.  
Impact of 10 microns in Multiphase and Liquid Sensitivities 
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of particle size impact on permeability in liquid and  multiphase 
Similarly in the case of 50 micron particles, as can be seen in figure 5.14 (and also in figures 
5.11 and 5.9), 200 ft penetration occurred in the multiphase flow compared to 140 ft 
penetration in the liquid before the permeability was reduced to a quarter of its initial value 
(from 2000 to 500 mD).   
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Impact of 50 microns in Multiphase and Liquid Sensitivities 
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Figure 5.14: Comparison of particle size impact on permeability in liquid and  multiphase 
The fact that for each of the two permeabilities (1000 mD and 2000 mD) multiple 
sensitivities simulations of several parameters such as porosities, water cuts, particle sizes 
(10 - 200μm), velocities etc. were carried out and the fact that for each of the sensitivities 
four different scenarios involving oil, water, gas and multiphase reservoir conditions were 
carried out, results of those multiple sensitivities and scenarios were enough to develop 
particle-damaged permeability models as explained in the next sections.  
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5.3 Analysis of Particle-damaged Permeability in Liquid through 1000 mD Rock 
This section discusses methods and procedures used in developing a particle-damaged 
permeability model in a porous medium having an initial absolute permeability of 1000 mD 
through which flowing liquid (oil and water) carrying particles of various sizes were 
simulated. The first step was to get the best curves to match the simulated drawdown 
pressure curves and then repeat the process of getting the best matching curves to match the 
damaged permeability curves. Starting with the impact of 10 µm particles, the trends of all 
other grain sizes were then matched one at a time. Figures 5.15 and 5.16 show curve 
matching of both damaged permeability and drawdown pressure curves respectively.  
CFD Data Matching: Impact of  10 µm grains on Damaged Permeability
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Figure 5.15: Damaged permeability matching. Effects of 10 µm grain on permeability 
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CFD Data Matching: Impact of  10 µm grains on Drawdown Pressure 
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Figure 5.16:  Matching of impacts of 10µm grain size on drawdown pressure  
Like in the case of 10 m grains, impact of 50 m particles on permeability was matched in a 
similar manner. Figure 5.17 shows matching of the 50 µm particles impact on permeability. 
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CFD Data Matching: Impact of  50 µm grains on Damaged Permeability
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Figure 5.17: Matching impact of 50 microns grains on permeability 
Figure 5.18 shows a match of the 50 m particles impact on drawdown pressure. 
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CFD Data Matching: Impact of  50 µm grains on Drawdown Pressure 
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Figure 5.18: Drawdown pressure matching. Impact of 50 µm grain size  
5.3.1 Particle-Damaged Permeability Model Development in Liquid Scenario  
Particle-damaged permeability model development was accomplished in a scenario in which 
liquid flow carried various fines grain sizes (10µm – 200µm) covering both simulated and 
non-simulated particle sizes in a 1000 mD drainage area. A matching process of all the 
simulated data using MATLAB was the basis of the model development. A comprehensive 
model was then generated which can reproduce similar damaged permeabilities for the grain 
sizes within and outside the simulated range. Within the range, matching is demonstrated in 
figure 5.19. The figure portrays profiles matching of the impacts of other particle sizes (100, 
150, and 200μm) on damaged permeabilities.  
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Developed Model vs CFD Damaged Permeability Profiles
Liquid Through 1000mD Scenario: Impact of  10-200 µm Particles
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Figure 5.19: Permeability matching of CFD simulated trends in a 1000 mD liquid scenario  
The developed particle-damaged model for the above scenario which can be used in 
calculating the damaged-permeability value for any grain size up to 300 µm is given in 
equation 5.3 and tested as well as validated using field data in chapter 6.  
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GD Mean grain size (microns) 
P  = pressure drop (psi) 
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Testing and validation of the developed models are detailed in chapter 6; in which testing 
was carried out for all simulated and non simulated fines particle sizes and resulted in 
acceptable trends. Thereafter the models were validated with real field data. 
A general damaged permeability expression at depth i, due to grain size GF, is as follows: 
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Where: Δpi (GF) is a pressure drop which is a function of fine grain size at the ith  reservoir 
length. Any fines grains sizes including beyond the ones simulated by the CFD (up to 300 
microns) can be analysed. For example for grain sizes between 1 and 300 microns, using 
reservoir data in table 5.1, in section 5.2.1 pressure drawdown can be calculated as follows: 
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Therefore the summation of particle affected permeabilities per grain size in a liquid medium in a 
reservoir which had a clean initial absolute permeability of 1000 mD can be calculated by the 
following developed model: 
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NB: In case actual field data of drawdown pressure per hour or any time frame as function of iGD and  
is available,  
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) ,(Pt iGD  = wfpp  ) ,( iGD   --------------------------------------------------------------(5.8) 
 then the denominator should be replaced by that per reservoir length. In other words, the denominator 
which is  
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should be replaced with measured ΔPt field data if available. 
Field‘s pressure drawdown per hour data in this case can be converted into distance covered by the 
pressure as explained in chapter 6. 
Using equation 5.7 substituting values from table 5.1 for each ith reservoir length, particle-affected 
permeability can be calculated as follows:  
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Figure 5.20 shows the model‘s output of damaged permeability profiles across the modeled 
reservoir covering impacts of fines grain sizes even beyond those simulated by the CFD. 
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Model Generated Damaged Permeability Profiles: Impacts of  Various Grain Sizes on 
Liquid and 1000mD Scenarios
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Figure 5.20: Model generated damaged permeability profiles of non-simulated grain sizes  
  
In order to determine individual liquid phase effective permeability (ke), the concept of 
relative permeability analysis was employed (113, 114). The CFD drawdown pressure 
profiles were used in the Darcy equation for the absolute permeability (kabs) as a function of 
grain size as outlined in section 5.1 above. Effective permeabilities of oil and water are both 
functions of the kabs as follows: 
ko = (k)(kro)  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------(5.10)  
kw = (k)(krw) ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------(5.11) 
krw and kro calculations are given below in this section. 
Where: 
ko = effective oil permeability (mD) 
kro = relative oil permeability (dimensionless) 
kw = effective water permeability (mD) 
krw = relative water permeability (dimensionless) 
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Figure 5.21 shows relationships between effective oil permeability  ko and effective water 
permeability kw with water saturation Sw. it also shows corresponding relative oil 
permeability  kro and relative water permeability krw. 
In the figure,  
Swc = connate water saturation (fraction) 
Sor  = residual oil saturation (fraction)   
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.21: Effective oil and water permeabilities and corresponding relative permeabilities (113)   
 
General expressions of oil and water relative permeabilities as functions of water saturations, 
are given as follows: 
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Initial water relative permeability, krw (114) is calculated as follows: 
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Where: 
Swi   =   initial water saturation (fraction) 
Sorw =  residual oil saturation to water (fraction) 
oS  and wS  are determined as follows: 
 
 
------------------------------(5.14) 
 
        ----------------------------(5.15) 
 
Where: 
WC = water cut (fraction) 
Bo  =  oil formation volume factor, (res bbl/STB) 
Bw =  water formation volume factor (res bbl/STB) 
 
Relative oil permeability kro is calculated as follows (114): 
 
 
 
   -------(5.16) 
 
 
Where:    = porosity (fraction)        
 
All parameters calculated by formulae (5.10 to 5.16) are shown in table 5.2. 
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Table 5.2: Oil and Water Relative and Effective Permeabilities  
Water Cut % W/C (fraction) Sw krw So kro ko kw 
10 0.10 0.27 -0.01 0.74 0.95 947 -12 
15 0.15 0.30 -0.01 0.71 0.84 839 -11 
20 0.20 0.33 -0.01 0.69 0.74 740 -9 
25 0.25 0.36 -0.01 0.66 0.65 650 -7 
30 
0.30 0.40 0.00 0.63 0.57 569 -5 
33 
0.33 0.42 0.00 0.62 0.52 524 -3 
34 
0.34 0.42 0.00 0.61 0.51 510 -2 
40 
0.40 0.46 0.00 0.58 0.43 431 2 
41 
0.41 0.47 0.00 0.57 0.42 419 3 
42 
0.42 0.48 0.00 0.57 0.41 407 4 
43 
0.43 0.48 0.01 0.56 0.40 395 5 
44 
0.44 0.49 0.01 0.56 0.38 384 6 
50 
0.50 0.53 0.01 0.52 0.32 321 14 
51 
0.51 0.54 0.02 0.52 0.31 311 15 
52 
0.52 0.55 0.02 0.51 0.30 302 17 
53 
0.53 0.55 0.02 0.50 0.29 293 18 
54 
0.54 0.56 0.02 0.50 0.28 284 20 
60 
0.60 0.60 0.03 0.46 0.23 234 32 
61 
0.61 0.61 0.03 0.46 0.23 226 34 
62 
0.62 0.62 0.04 0.45 0.22 218 37 
63 
0.63 0.63 0.04 0.44 0.21 211 39 
64 
0.64 0.63 0.04 0.44 0.20 204 42 
80 
0.80 0.75 0.11 0.34 0.10 104 107 
81 
0.81 0.76 0.11 0.33 0.10 99 113 
82 
0.82 0.77 0.12 0.32 0.09 94 119 
83 
0.83 0.78 0.13 0.32 0.09 88 126 
84 
0.84 0.79 0.13 0.31 0.08 83 132 
90 
0.90 0.83 0.18 0.27 0.05 52 179 
91 
0.91 0.84 0.19 0.26 0.05 46 187 
92 
0.92 0.85 0.20 0.26 0.04 41 197 
93 
0.93 0.86 0.21 0.25 0.04 36 206 
94 
0.94 0.87 0.22 0.24 0.03 31 216 
95 
0.95 0.88 0.23 0.24 0.03 26 227 
96 
0.96 0.88 0.24 0.23 0.02 21 238 
97 
0.97 0.89 0.25 0.22 0.02 16 249 
98 
0.98 0.90 0.26 0.21 0.01 10 261 
99 
0.99 0.91 0.27 0.21 0.01 5 273 
100 
1.00 0.92 0.29 0.20 0.00 0 286 
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Figures 5.22 and 5.23 show oil and water relative and effective permeabilities respectively. 
Oil and Water Relative Permeabilities
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Figure 5.22: Relative permeabilities of oil and water  
In order to calculated effective permeability of oil or water, relative permeability of each of 
the fluids was calculated first using equations 5.12 to 5.13 from which corresponding 
effective permeability (ko and kw) values were calculated using equations 5.10 and 5.11 
respectively. Figure 5.22 shows relative permeability curves of oil and water while Figure 
5.23 depicts effective permeabilities of oil and water. 
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Oil and Water Effective Permeabilities
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Figure 5.23: Effective permeabilities of oil and water  
Hence for each fluid (oil or water) individual flow rates can be calculated using the Darcy 
equation 2.29 in which the absolute permeability k should be replaced with ko or kw for 
effective oil permeability or effective water permeability respectively. 
5.4 Damaged Permeability Model Development: Multiphase Scenario 
The second scenario involved multiphase sensitivities where gas fluid was added keeping the 
rest of the parameters as in the first liquid scenario the same (115). Figure 5.24 shows sets of 
particle-damaged permeabilities due to 10 – 200 m particle impacts on the original 
permeability in a multiphase scenario. As in the liquid scenario, similar procedures and steps 
were taken to establish correlations which could match the simulated pressure drop, hence 
damaged permeability profiles as shown in figure 5.24. 
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Models vs. CFD: Impact of  10-200 µm grains on Damaged Permeability
Multiphase and 1000mD Scenarios
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Figure 5.24: CFD based permeability profiles matching in a 1000mD multiphase scenario  
For multiphase simulated conditions, the study revealed a drawdown pressure model 
governing various grain size impacts as follows: 
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The corresponding damaged permeability per lateral reservoir length as a function of fines 
grain size impact in a multiphase condition was as follows: 
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Since equation 5.18 is for multiphase containing oil, water, gas and particle sizes, it should 
be used only for multiphase fluid mixture. However for dry gas analysis especially related to 
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pressure surveys such as build-up or drawdown surveys, equation 5.19 should be the 
numerator of equation 5-18 without the  pwspe   term.  
Hence dry gas permeability is calculated as follows: 
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In the equation 5.19,  Bg is expressed as follows: 
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Where: 
pe is extrapolated pressure in the pressure test curve where 1log 


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
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t
tt
 (psi) 
Z is gas compressibility (deviation) factor (dimensionless) 
pws is shut-in well pressure (psia) 
T is absolute temperature (○R) 
Bg is gas formation volume factor (rb/stb) 
qg is gas flow rate, (stb/d) (converted from MMscf/d) 
μg is gas viscosity (cP)  
kg is gas permeability (mD) 
t is total production time before the well was shut-in (hr) 
Δt is time interval during which pressure measurement was taken (hr) 
h is gas reservoir thickness (ft) 
Tsc  is standard temperature = 520 ○R  
Psc is standard pressure = 14.65 psia  
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NB: In case drawdown pressure per hour or at any time frame was carried out, then the denominator 
of equation 5.18 or of equation 5.19 should be replaced by that measured drawdown per reservoir 
length. 
Figure 5.25 shows the model‘s output of damaged permeability profiles across the simulated reservoir 
showing impacts of non-simulated fines grain sizes on permeabilities in a multiphase medium using 
equation 5.18 in which table 5.1 values were substituted for each ith reservoir length as follows: 
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Model Generated Damaged Permeability Profiles: Impacts of  Various Grain Sizes on 
Multiphase and 1000mD Scenarios
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Figure 5.25: Model generated damaged permeability profiles of non-simulated grain sizes  
In order to analyse reservoir performance effectively, the developed models should be 
incorporated into reservoir simulators. Section 5.5 elaborates on this aspect. 
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5.5 Reservoir Simulator Which Analyzed the Damaged Permeability Models 
The reservoir simulator applied in this study is one of the most advanced packages in the oil 
and gas industry. It is the Modular Reservoir Simulator (MoReS) software and is a Shell 
International‘s preferred commercial package. A technical description of MoReS is given in 
section 5.5.1, while accounts on MoReS‘s capabilities and features are given in Appendix A-
2. MoReS was provided by the collaborating establishment (Shell UK) to perform 
comprehensive reservoir performance studies (Appendix A-3).  
The CFD-generated damaged pressure drop profiles from which damaged permeability 
profiles were determined, were initially expressed in a form of correlation in a depth-
permeability plot from which deterministic and predictive methods were used to thoroughly 
study all the profiles and trends as part of the permeability model development stage. The 
damaged permeability models were then incorporated into the 3D reservoir simulator, 
MoReS.  Hence, for each of the sensitivity groups described above, corresponding damaged 
permeability model was incorporated into the 3D simulator for comprehensive reservoir 
performance prediction.  
5.5.1 Reservoir Simulator (MoReS) 
MoReS is a 3-dimensional modular reservoir simulator capable of handling fractured and 
non-fractured reservoirs.  
The software is a modular simulator which means is unitised into modules which contain 
several models which calculate several reservoir properties. For each  module, a number of 
variables are present in files which are referred to as ―Include Files‖. Each of these ‗include 
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files‘ contains input which is complete for a certain module and they can be directly used in 
the input decks. Example of modules and what they simulate are:  
Geometry which can generate rectangular, top-map and radial geometries. 
Porosity which simulates uniform porosity over the entire reservoir 
PVT (Pressure, Volume, Temperature) which simulates PVT data for standard black oil, 
volatile oil, gas/water reservoir, single phase gas reservoir etc.. 
Relative permeabilities which simulate oil, water and gas relative permeabilities for five 
different reservoir fluid combinations. 
And so many others which require more space to cover them.  Additional MoReS capabilities 
and features are given in Appendix A-2.   
Major MoReS results are hydrocarbon production rate predictions, gross (oil and water) rate 
prediction, reservoir pressure distribution, cumulative gross volume prediction and water cut 
forecast.  
Although MoReS is designed for a wide range of simulation applications which vary from 
simple black oil simulations to specialised applications, like all other industrial or 
commercial reservoir simulators, it does not facilitate solid particles analysis (116). 
It is a multi-purpose reservoir simulator offering a wide range of fluid descriptions, ranging 
from standard black oil to user-specified multi-component mixtures. The simulator can be 
operated in either non-fractured or fractured mode. In addition, the simulator can handle 
tracers, polymers and chemical reactions for various specialist applications (e.g. reservoir 
souring, environmental modelling, etc.) (117). 
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The simulator is embedded in the Reservoir Engineering powerful command language 
software platform ―Front-End‖ for interactive pre- and post-processing.  
The command language software ―Front-End‖ strengths (117) are summarised as follows: 
A comprehensive and programmable input language which is used to send data to the 
reservoir simulator and to control its actions.  
Provides the reservoir simulator user with context-sensitive help in preparing input and 
viewing output. 
Capabilities to save all reservoir data of several fields and wells on a ―run file‖ and can 
restart simulations from that file in different modes desired by the user. 
It can run in both interactive and batch operating modes interchangeable without changes 
in input data.  
It has various facilities to make colour fill plots of arrays, surface network plots, line 
plots of tables etc.. through PostScript printers. 
Graphical user interface based on latest industry-standard user interface. 
Multiple MoReS runs can be made, coupled in an integrated field model, or for multi-
scenario modelling, using ―Math‖ (116). It is coupled to the geological modelling 3D 
package ―GEOCAP‖ via the ―Reduce‖ package. MoReS PVT (Pressure, Volume, 
Temperature) data may be prepared using the ―Libra‖ package (117). Figure 5.26 shows how 
a static geological model (MONARCH) is embedded and transformed into a dynamic full 
field model in MoReS (118). 
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Figure 5.26: How a static geological (permeability) model can be imported into MoReS (117) 
The geological subroutine is highlighted since all major reservoir simulators (Stars, CMG, 
Eclipse, MoReS, etc.) perform simulation using similar strategies where geological data (or a 
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group of data) containing permeability descriptions is treated as an ―include‖ file to the main 
simulation code. Additional description of MoReS are given in (118, 119, 120).  
In checking the robustness of the developed simulation methodology, effects of reservoir 
inclination or dipping, skin factors at various grain sizes and fines particles concentrations 
were all tested and revealed results similar to those observed in the field practice. The 
model‘s robustness check was necessary to ensure that outcomes are consistent with 
observed field results. Parameters considered are listed below and the outputs are given in 
table 5.3. 
Ranges analysed for each reservoir property are as follows:  
 
Porosity range from 25% to 45% which covers all the possibilities. 
Reservoir dipping/inclination angles from -89 to +30 which goes beyond the normal cases 
as the range exceeds the typical anticline structures. 
Reservoir pressure range between 4000 psi and 7000 psi, which covers most of the sandstone 
field pressures. 
Skin damage range covering typical variation in many fields. 
 
All the ranges listed were used. Table 5.3 shows reservoir simulator‘s (MoReS) results which 
are 1. Cumulative oil production prediction 2. Cumulative water production prediction, 3. 
Average water cut % prediction and 4. Cumulative gross (oil and water) production 
prediction. All those were carried out at various sensitivities of porosity, reservoir inclination 
(dipping), reservoir pressure and skin damage indices. 
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Table 5.3: Results of the Scenarios Simulated 
 
    Porosity Sensitivities            
Porosity (%) 5 10 20 25 30 35 40 45  
Cum oil (million bbls) 0.72 1.41 2.72 3.33 3.93 4.53 5.1 5.64  
Cum water (million bbls) 13.9 14.5 12.5 11.4 10.4 9.44 8.58 7.78  
Avg % water cut 95 90 78 71 62 52 41 27  
Cum gross (million bbls) 14.62 15.91 15.22 14.73 14.33 13.97 13.68 13.42  
    Reservoir Dipping Sensitivities          
Dip angle (degs.) -75 -60 -45 -30 -15 -10 0 5 30 
Cum oil (million bbls) 5.95 7.02 8.72 10.9 2.72 2.67 0 0 0 
Cum water (million bbls) 0 0 0 0 12.5 14.5 72 77.2 102 
Avg % water cut 0 0 0 0 78 82 100 100 100 
Cum gross (million bbls) 5.95 7.02 8.72 10.9 15.22 17.17 72 77.2 102 
    Reservoir Pressure Sensitivities       
Res pressure(psi) 4000 4500 5000 5200 5500 6000 6500 7000  
Cum oil (million bbls) 1.75 2.54 2.68 2.72 2.76 2.81 2.86 2.89  
Cum water (million bbls) 0 3.9 9.91 12.5 16.5 23.4 30.4 37.6  
Avg % water cut 0 35 73 78 83 88 91 92  
Cum gross (million bbls) 1.75 6.44 12.59 15.22 19.26 26.21 33.26 40.49  
    Skin damage Sensitivities          
Skin  0 0.5 1 2 3 4 5 6  
Cum oil (million bbls) 2.72 2.71 2.71 2.71 2.7 2.69 2.68 2.67  
Cum water (million bbls) 12.5 12.2 11.8 11.2 10.7 10.2 9.7 9.25  
Avg % water cut 78 78 77 76 75 74 72 71  
Cum gross (million bbls) 15.22 14.91 14.51 13.91 13.4 12.89 12.38 11.92  
 
The testing and validation of these developed models are given in chapter 6 where the error 
margins are outlined. 
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Chapter 6 
TESTING AND VALIDATION OF THE DEVELOPED PERMEABILITY MODELS 
 
6.1 Introduction 
The developed particle-damaged permeability models explained in chapter 5 were tested 
using non simulated data. Testing and validation procedures using field data are explained in 
this chapter from section 6.1.2 to 6.2.11. Ten conventional field practices using actual field 
well data were used to validate the developed models. As such there are ten validations of the 
developed models which involve standard oil field practices namely ―pressure build-up 
survey‖, ―pressure drawdown survey‖ and ―pressure fall-off survey‖. These pressure drop 
surveys whose theories are explained in chapter 2, are commonly used to determine reservoir 
permeabilities as shown in this chapter. The fact that the pressure surveys share something in 
common with the CFD simulation‘s pressure drops, the surveys are the most relevant field 
practices as far as the developed models validation is concerned. In each validation, the 
corresponding accuracy or error margins are presented with explanations. The majority of the 
validations revealed marginal errors.  
6.1.1 Testing the Developed Liquid Permeability Model at Various Scenarios  
The developed liquid permeability model presented in chapter 5 was initially analysed for 
error margins. Error analysis involved comparison of results of grain size sensitivities on 
pressure drop and the corresponding permeabilities obtained from the developed model with 
the results obtained from CFD simulations for the same particle size sensitivities. Table 6.1 
shows outputs of both the developed damaged permeability data per grain size per reservoir 
lateral length and the CFD simulated damaged permeability at the same conditions. Although 
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table 6.1 lists permeabilities affected by particle sizes 10 µm to 200 µm as simulated, the 
model as stated and demonstrated in chapter 5 can be used to calculate the impact of particle 
sizes other than those sizes listed. The model can be used to quantify damaged permeability 
of any grain size up to 300 µm i.e. beyond the 10 µm to 200 µm simulated range. The limit is 
due to the fact that in the oil and gas industry, most sand control measures happen to manage 
less than 300 µm particles since the majority are less than 200 µm as explained in chapters 2 
and 3.    
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Table 6.1: Results Comparison of Developed Permeability Model and CFD Simulations in Liquid  
Res. 
Length 
Model's Damaged Permeabilities per grain size 
(mD) 
CFD Simulated Damaged Permeabilities per grain 
size (mD) 
 (ft) 10 µm 50 µm 100 µm 150 µm 200 µm 10 µm 50 µm 100 µm 150 µm 200 µm 
70 1054 813 672 573 499 978 928 650 988 461 
94 912 708 579 489 424 861 766 558 441 389 
117 802 627 509 428 370 770 657 490 345 341 
141 717 563 455 381 328 696 577 438 307 306 
164 649 512 412 344 296 636 517 396 285 280 
187 590 470 377 314 269 586 470 362 270 260 
211 545 435 347 289 248 544 432 334 259 245 
234 506 405 323 268 230 508 401 310 249 232 
258 481 379 302 251 214 477 375 290 241 221 
281 441 357 283 235 201 449 352 272 234 213 
305 416 337 267 222 189 425 333 257 228 205 
328 393 319 253 210 179 403 316 243 222 199 
352 374 304 241 200 170 384 301 231 217 194 
375 360 290 230 190 162 367 288 221 211 189 
398 346 277 220 182 155 351 276 211 206 185 
422 334 266 211 174 149 337 265 202 202 182 
445 323 256 202 167 143 324 255 194 197 179 
469 312 246 195 161 137 312 246 187 193 176 
492 302 237 188 155 132 301 238 180 188 174 
516 292 229 181 150 128 291 231 174 184 171 
539 282 222 175 145 124 281 224 168 180 169 
562 275 215 170 141 120 273 217 163 176 167 
586 270 209 165 136 116 265 211 158 173 165 
609 263 203 160 133 113 257 205 154 169 163 
633 254 197 156 129 110 250 199 150 166 161 
656 243 192 152 126 107 243 194 146 162 159 
680 237 187 148 122 104 237 189 142 159 156 
703 229 182 144 119 102 231 184 139 156 154 
726 224 178 141 117 99 225 180 135 153 152 
750 219 174 138 114 97 220 175 132 150 149 
773 215 170 135 111 95 215 171 129 147 146 
797 211 166 132 109 93 211 167 127 144 144 
820 207 163 129 107 91 206 163 124 141 141 
844 203 160 127 105 89 202 159 121 139 137 
867 198 156 124 103 88 198 156 119 136 134 
891 194 154 122 101 86 194 152 117 133 131 
914 188 151 120 99 85 190 149 115 131 127 
937 184 148 117 97 83 187 145 113 129 124 
 
From table 6.1, distributions of damaged permeability curves per reservoir lateral length per 
particle size, were plotted as shown in figure 6.1. 
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From the figure, it is evident that the finer the particle grain size, the more accurate the model 
is. 
 Model vs CFD Damaged Permeability Profiles
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Figure 6.1: Comparison between developed model’s and CFD results in the liquid medium 
Table 6.2 summarises percentage errors revealed by the developed model compared to CFD 
simulations. The average error for the 10µm grains was only -0.4 as indicated in table 6.2. In 
the case of 50 µm grains, the average percentage error was just -0.7%.  
The average error associated with 100 µm grains was 4.1% while for 150 µm and 200 µm 
particle sizes the average error percentages revealed were -11.1% and  -19.1% respectively. 
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Table 6.2: Error % when the Developed Liquid Model was Compared with CFD Simulation results 
Reservoir Length 10 µm 50 µm 100 µm 150 µm 200 µm 
(ft) % Error % Error % Error % Error % Error 
70 -7.8 -12.4 3.5 40.4 8.2 
94 -5.9 -7.7 3.6 28.5 8.9 
117 -4.2 -4.5 3.8 20.1 8.4 
141 -3 -2.4 3.9 13.8 7.1 
164 -2.1 -1.0 3.9 8.9 5.4 
187 -0.7 -0.1 4.0 5.0 3.4 
211 -0.1 0.5 4.0 1.8 1.3 
234 0.3 0.9 4.1 -1.0 -0.9 
258 -0.9 1.1 4.1 -3.3 -3.2 
281 1.7 1.2 4.1 -5.3 -5.5 
305 2.1 1.2 4.1 -7.0 -7.8 
328 2.4 1.1 4.1 -8.6 -10.0 
352 2.6 0.9 4.1 -10.0 -12.2 
375 1.9 0.7 4.2 -11.3 -14.3 
398 1.5 0.5 4.2 -12.4 -16.4 
422 0.9 0.3 4.2 -13.5 -18.3 
445 0.2 0.1 4.2 -14.4 -20.2 
469 0.1 -0.2 4.2 -15.3 -22.0 
492 -0.2 -0.4 4.2 -16.2 -23.7 
516 -0.2 -0.6 4.2 -16.9 -25.3 
539 -0.4 -0.7 4.2 -17.7 -26.8 
562 -0.9 -0.9 4.2 -18.4 -28.2 
586 -1.7 -1.0 4.2 -19.0 -29.4 
609 -2.2 -1.1 4.2 -19.7 -30.6 
633 -1.5 -1.1 4.2 -20.3 -31.6 
656 -0.2 -1.2 4.2 -20.9 -32.5 
680 0.1 -1.2 4.2 -21.4 -33.3 
703 0.9 -1.1 4.2 -21.9 -33.9 
726 0.6 -1.0 4.2 -22.5 -34.4 
750 0.3 -0.9 4.2 -23.0 -34.8 
773 0.1 -0.7 4.2 -23.4 -35.1 
797 -0.2 -0.5 4.2 -23.9 -35.2 
820 -0.4 -0.2 4.2 -24.4 -35.1 
844 -0.3 0.1 4.1 -24.8 -34.9 
867 -0.1 0.4 4.1 -25.2 -34.6 
891 0.1 0.9 4.1 -25.7 -34.1 
914 0.9 1.3 4.1 -26.1 -33.5 
937 1.4 1.8 4.1 -26.5 -32.7 
Average error% -0.4 -0.7 4.1 -11.1 -19.1 
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Similar comparison and error analyses were carried out for the multiphase scenario as 
explained in section 6.1.2. 
6.1.2: Testing the Damaged Permeability Multiphase Model at Various Scenarios 
The second developed particle-damaged model (equation 5.18) results were analysed and 
compared with CFD simulations results under multiphase conditions where impact of each 
grain size (10 - 200 µm) on absolute permeability of 1000 mD was simulated.  
Table 6.3 summarizes both outputs, of the developed model and of the simulations.  
From the table, the finer the grain size the more closely the results were to the CFD simulated 
results.  
Data from table 6.3 were used to graphically show the comparison of the two approaches as a 
justification of the developed model since the difference is quite minimal especially in the 
finer grained particles.  Unlike in the liquid scenario, in the multiphase scenario, the 10 µm 
fines impact on permeability calculated by the model was more compared to the CFD 
simulated impact as in table 6.3. 
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Table 6.3: Comparison of Multiphase Model and Simulated Damaged Permeability Results 
Res. Length Model's Damaged Permeabilities per grain size (mD) Simulated Damaged Permeabilities per grain size (mD) 
 (ft) 10 µm 50 µm 100 µm 150 µm 200 µm 10 µm 50 µm 100 µm 150 µm 200 µm 
70 1067 779 643 547 477 937 923 621 429 462 
94 932 688 562 476 412 837 762 542 399 392 
117 802 616 500 421 364 756 655 482 373 344 
141 712 559 452 379 326 691 578 435 350 310 
164 645 512 412 345 296 636 520 397 330 284 
187 596 473 379 317 272 590 475 365 312 264 
211 553 440 352 293 252 550 439 339 296 248 
234 517 412 329 274 234 516 410 316 282 235 
258 483 388 309 257 220 487 385 297 270 224 
281 458 366 291 242 207 461 365 280 259 215 
305 434 347 276 229 196 437 347 265 248 207 
328 421 331 263 218 186 417 332 252 239 201 
352 402 316 251 208 177 398 318 241 231 195 
375 388 302 240 199 170 382 306 230 223 190 
398 378 290 230 191 163 366 296 221 216 186 
422 366 279 221 183 156 353 287 212 209 182 
445 355 269 213 177 151 340 279 205 203 178 
469 348 260 206 170 145 328 271 198 198 175 
492 340 251 199 165 141 318 264 191 192 172 
516 330 243 193 160 136 308 258 185 188 169 
539 321 236 187 155 132 299 252 180 183 167 
562 313 229 182 151 129 290 247 175 179 164 
586 307 223 177 147 125 282 242 170 175 162 
609 300 217 172 143 122 275 238 165 171 159 
633 294 212 168 139 119 268 234 161 168 156 
656 287 207 164 136 116 261 230 158 165 154 
680 281 202 160 133 114 255 226 154 162 151 
703 276 198 157 130 111 249 223 151 159 148 
726 271 193 154 127 109 244 219 148 156 145 
750 267 189 151 125 107 239 216 145 154 142 
773 262 186 148 123 105 234 213 142 151 139 
797 258 182 145 120 103 229 210 139 149 136 
820 254 179 142 118 101 225 208 137 147 133 
844 250 176 140 116 99 221 205 134 145 129 
867 247 173 138 114 98 217 202 132 143 126 
891 243 170 135 113 96 213 200 130 141 122 
914 241 167 133 111 95 210 197 128 140 119 
937 237 165 131 109 94 206 194 126 138 115 
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Impacts of the grain sizes on permeability are graphically displayed in figure 6.2, as far as 
multiphase scenario is concerned. The comparison became clearer after error percentages 
were calculated as shown in table 6.4.  
 
Developed Model vs Simulated Damaged Permeability Profiles
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of developed model results and CFD results in multiphase medium 
Table 6.4 provides error margins or percentage errors when the developed model results were 
compared to the CFD simulation results in the multiphase scenario. 
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Table 6.4: Error % When the Developed Multiphase Model was Compared with the CFD Simulation  
Reservoir Length 10 µm 50 µm 100 µm 150 µm 200 µm 
(ft) % Error % Error % Error % Error % Error 
70 -13.9 -15.6 3.5 27.7 3.2 
94 -11.3 -9.8 3.6 19.1 5.2 
117 -6.1 -5.9 3.8 12.8 5.7 
141 -3.1 -3.3 3.8 8.1 5.3 
164 -1.4 -1.6 3.9 4.4 4.4 
187 -1.1 -0.4 4.0 1.4 3.1 
211 -0.5 0.2 4.0 -1.0 1.6 
234 -0.1 0.5 4.0 -3.1 -0.1 
258 0.9 0.6 4.1 -4.9 -1.9 
281 0.6 0.4 4.1 -6.4 -3.7 
305 0.7 0.1 4.1 -7.7 -5.5 
328 -0.9 -0.3 4.1 -8.9 -7.3 
352 -1.1 -0.8 4.1 -9.9 -9.1 
375 -1.7 -1.4 4.1 -10.8 -10.8 
398 -3.2 -2.1 4.1 -11.7 -12.5 
422 -3.6 -2.8 4.1 -12.4 -14.1 
445 -4.5 -3.5 4.1 -13.1 -15.6 
469 -6.2 -4.2 4.1 -13.8 -17.0 
492 -6.9 -4.9 4.1 -14.4 -18.3 
516 -7.1 -5.7 4.1 -14.9 -19.6 
539 -7.3 -6.4 4.1 -15.4 -20.7 
562 -8.1 -7.2 4.1 -15.9 -21.7 
586 -8.9 -7.9 4.1 -16.3 -22.6 
609 -9.2 -8.6 4.1 -16.7 -23.4 
633 -9.6 -9.3 4.1 -17.1 -24.0 
656 -10.1 -10.0 4.1 -17.5 -24.5 
680 -10.3 -10.6 4.1 -17.8 -24.9 
703 -10.7 -11.3 4.1 -18.2 -25.1 
726 -10.2 -11.8 4.1 -18.5 -25.2 
750 -10.9 -12.4 4.1 -18.8 -25.1 
773 -11.1 -12.9 4.1 -19.1 -24.9 
797 -11.5 -13.4 4.1 -19.4 -24.5 
820 -11.9 -13.8 4.1 -19.6 -23.9 
844 -12.3 -14.2 4.1 -19.9 -23.2 
867 -11.7 -14.6 4.1 -20.1 -22.3 
891 -12.1 -14.9 4.1 -20.4 -21.3 
914 -12.6 -15.1 4.1 -20.6 -20.0 
937 -12.9 -15.4 4.0 -20.8 -18.6 
Average error% -6.9 -7.1 4.1 -10.3 -13.7 
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Based on the acceptable accuracy of the developed models as shown in tables 6.2 and 6.4, 
model validations were carried out using field data as explained in sections 6.2. to 6.2.11. 
Theories of field practices used in the model‘s validation were introduced in chapter 2 
sections 2.11 to 2.11.3  
6.2 First Validation Using Field’s Liquid Build-Up Pressure Survey  
The following is a well test data from Shell‘s oil producing well No.16 in the Netherlands 
whose build-up pressure survey is given in table 6.5 as analysed by Shell‘s reservoir 
engineers. The same drawdown pressures were used to back-calculate the permeability using 
the developed model since reservoir fluids and rock properties were similar to one of the 
sensitivities among the hundreds of sensitivities in the CFD simulations. The particle size in 
that well ranged between 100 and 120 µm on average. 
Table 6.5 and the other similar ones shown in the next seven sections are explained as 
follows: 
The first column from left contains ―well closed-in‖ time intervals during which shut-in well 
pressures (pws) were measured as reported in column 4. Column 6 contains specific average 
reservoir properties and production related data from the same well. The black bar separates 
the pressure-time survey data from average well data. Column 2 and 3 are calculated values 
whereas columns 5 and 7 respectively refer to data symbols and units of column 6 values. 
The same table layout is used in the field analyses.     
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Table 6.5: Build-up pressure-time survey data used in field practices   
Closed-in 
time 
Δt (hrs) 
t + Δt 
Δt Log 







t
tt
 
pws 
(psi) 
parameter value unit 
   
0     4506    
0.5 196 2.29 4675 q 123 stb/d 
0.7 149 2.17 4705 t 97.6 hrs 
1.0 99 1.99 4733 h 20 ft 
1.5 66 1.82 4750 µ 1 cp 
2.0 50 1.70 4757 Boi 1.22 rb/stb 
2.5 40 1.60 4761 rw  0.3  ft 
3.0 34 1.53 4763 m 25 
psi/log 
cycle 
4.0 25 1.40 4766 
6.0 17 1.24 4770 
8.0 13 1.12 4773 
10.0 11 1.03 4775 
12.0 9 0.96 4777 
 
Data from table 6.5 were used to carry out conventional  field pressure build up analysis such 
as the one shown in figure 6.5. In the table, ‗t‘ is total production time in hours.   The figure 
shows a graph of shut-in well pressure (pws) vs  







t
tt
log . Prior to the well shut-in, the 
well was producing at a constant rate of 123 b/d for a cumulative production (Np) of 500 stb. 
Hence total production time t was: 
t = (Np/q) (24hr/day) --------------------------------------------------------------------------(6.1) 
= (500 / 123)(24) = 97.6 hrs. 
Traditionally analysis of pressure build-up surveys such as the one shown in figure 6.3 
involved determination of slope of extrapolated curve from the graph in which the x-axis 
values increase from left to right. However, in either direction the same results are obtained.  
From the survey analysis, the absolute permeability k in mD was calculated using the 
conventional pressure build-up equation 6.2 (121). The curve‘s slope ‗m‘ was determined as 
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shown in figure 6.3 and was found to be 25 psi/log cycle. From that k was calculated as 
follows:   
.
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Figure 6.3: Pressure build-up test analysis 
The developed model for a liquid scenario was then used to generate absolute permeability 
values in this single phase oil well using the developed model equation as follows: 
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
 ……………………………………………….(6.3) 
When well data from table 6.5 were substituted into the model, a corresponding damaged 
permeability profile per drainage length ‗i‘ was calculated as follows: 
Build-up Pressure Survey
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As an example, at a shut-in pressure of 4675 psi,   
 45064675
3.28084)))*(1/3)0.159)^*97.6)+(0.5*24)(LN(((123/+LN(0.3))-((5.25*1.22)/20)*123*(((141.2)

dik
     = 57.06 mD. 
The skin factor as determined from the survey was 6 (dimensionless). Skin factor is a 
measure of how much damaged the reservoir is. Impact of formation damage on well 
productivity depends on two key factors: magnitude of near-wellbore permeability reduction 
and depth of damage zone. These two combined factors form the near-wellbore skin factor. 
The reservoir damage extent is proportional to the skin factor value. From 0.5 to 3 the 
damage is considered not significant whereas more than 5, will require the well to be cleaned 
or ―treated‖ using hydrochloric and hydrofluoric acids depending on well‘s to reservoir 
properties. A skin factor of 0 or negative value means the reservoir is undamaged or has a 
natural fracture through which fluid flow occurs, hence does not require ―treatment‖ .  
Table 6.6 shows results of the developed model in terms of particle-damaged permeabilities 
using same field pressure data. 
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Table 6.6: Developed Model’s Damaged Permeabilities Using Pressure Data from Table 6.5   
Permeability 
(mD) 
Depth 
(ft) 
Pws 
(psi) 
Δp 
(psi) 
57.06 141 4675 169 
48.46 141 4705 199 
42.49 142 4733 227 
39.54 142 4750 244 
38.44 142 4757 251 
37.85 142 4761 255 
37.56 143 4763 257 
37.14 143 4766 260 
36.60 144 4770 264 
36.22 145 4773 267 
35.97 146 4775 269 
35.73 147 4777 271 
 
Figure 6.4 is a graph of the developed particle-damaged permeability model results shown in 
table 6.6. The graph also shows the survey‘s single permeability (49 mD) on the model 
generated curve. It is important to note that the field‘s pressure survey approach involved a 
semi-log graphical method whereas the model does not require graphical analysis and yet 
provides similar results around the wellbore and additional results deeper into the reservoir. 
Furthermore, the model resulted in a continuous   distribution of permeabilities across the 
entire drainage area. The survey result (49 mD) is very close to the average of the first four 
model permeability results (47 mD) in table 6.6. In this case, the difference is about 4% only. 
However, if the average of all of the model results is taken, the difference between the model 
and the survey is 17.5% taking into consideration that all the same data used in the field 
survey were applied in the model. As this research aims at detailed mapping of 
corresponding impairment profiles, all permeability values were graphically presented as 
functions of operating conditions in terms of build-up pressures. Similar results were 
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observed when other field‘s well tests data were compared to the model‘s results as explained 
in section 6.2.1. 
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Figure 6.4: Model’s permeability profile based on all pressure build-up data vs. survey result 
6.2.1 Second Validation Using Field Build-up Pressure Survey  
A second model validation was carried out using data obtained from Shell‘s exploration (oil 
producing) well No. 1 located in Center field Texas, USA; whose build up survey data are 
presented in table 6.7.  
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Table 6.7: Build-up pressure-time survey data used in field practice   
Closed-in 
time 
Δt (hrs) 
t + Δt 
Δt Log 







t
tt
 
pws 
(psi) parameter value unit 
 q= 250  stb/d 
0.00     3534.00 t = 13633 hrs 
2.14 6363.05 3.80 3700.00 h= 69 ft 
4.11 3320.33 3.52 3780.00 µ= 0.8 cp 
5.00 2727.59 3.44 3900.00 Boi= 1.136 rb/stb 
6.25 2182.27 3.34 3980.00 rw= 0.198  ft 
6.79 2010.07 3.30 4140.00 m= 60 
psi/log 
cycle 
7.50 1818.73 3.26 4280.00 
8.21 1660.66 3.22 4350.00 
8.39 1625.35 3.21 4355.00 
8.75 1559.05 3.19 4360.00 
11.54 1182.52 3.07 4360.50 
19.23 709.91 2.85 4370.00 
33.08 413.16 2.62 4375.00 
39.23 348.51 2.54 4383.00 
43.85 311.93 2.49 4385.00 
51.54 265.52 2.42 4400.00 
54.62 250.62 2.40 4400.50 
65.38 209.50 2.32 4401.00 
71.54 191.57 2.28 4402.00 
79.23 173.07 2.24 4403.00 
86.92 157.84 2.20 4403.00 
93.08 147.47 2.17 4404.00 
 
Data from table 6.7 was used to construct a conventional field practice pressure build-up 
survey analysis graph shown in figure 6.5. From the survey analysis results, ‗m‘ was 60 
psi/log cycle from which the calculated skin factor was 6.37. 
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Figure 6.5: Pressure build-up survey analysis using field practices 
Applying equation 6.2, for a single phase liquid, the effective permeability calculated was 
8.92 mD.   This permeability result from the build-up survey analysis was compared with the 
results obtained from the developed model as follows: 
Using the developed model, the same procedures explained in section 6.2.3 were repeated to 
determine the damaged permeability profile by substituting pressure build-up survey data in 
table 6.7 into the model.  
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For example, for pws = 3900 psi pressure build-up corresponding to a shut-in time of Δt = 
2.14hrs, using the developed model, the resultant damaged permeability was calculated as 
follows: 
 35343900
3.28084)))*(1/3)0.159)^*13633)+(2.14*24)(ln(((250/+667))ln(0.19791-((5.62*1.136)/69)*0.8*250*(((141.2)

dik
    = 14.95 mD 
Thereafter, for each shut-in well pressure (pws) in table 6.7, a corresponding damaged 
permeability was calculated whose results are shown in table 6.8. The average model 
permeability in the table, was 9.3 mD. Comparing that with the pressure build-up survey 
analysis (8.9 mD), only a 4.3% difference was observed.  
Table 6.8: Model Damaged Permeabilities Based on Build-up Survey Data   
Permeability 
(mD) 
Depth 
(ft) 
pws 
(psi) 
Δp 
 (psi) 
14.95 10.00 3900.00 366.00 
12.27 20.00 3980.00 446.00 
9.03 30.00 4140.00 606.00 
7.34 40.00 4280.00 746.00 
6.71 50.00 4350.00 816.00 
6.67 60.00 4355.00 821.00 
6.62 70.00 4360.00 826.00 
6.62 80.00 4360.50 826.50 
6.55 90.00 4370.00 836.00 
6.51 100.00 4375.00 841.00 
6.45 110.00 4383.00 849.00 
6.43 120.00 4385.00 851.00 
6.32 130.00 4400.00 866.00 
6.32 140.00 4400.50 866.50 
6.31 150.00 4401.00 867.00 
6.31 160.00 4402.00 868.00 
6.30 170.00 4403.00 869.00 
6.30 180.00 4403.00 869.00 
6.29 190.00 4404.00 870.00 
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Table 6.8 and figure 6.6 show the model permeability distributions across a drainage length. 
The figure also displays the single damaged permeability obtained from the pressure build-up 
survey. 
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Figure 6.6: Model’s permeability profile based on pressure build-up data 
6.2.2 Third Validation Using Field Build-up Pressure Survey 
Continuing to validate the model with field data, Petrogas well No. 9 from the Central Oman 
field whose pressure build-up survey is presented in table 6.9 was used.  
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Table 6.9: Build-up pressure-time survey data used in field practices   
Closed-in 
time 
Δt (hrs) 
t + Δt 
Δt Log 







t
tt
 
pws 
(psi) 
parameter value unit 
q= 400 stb/d 
0 --- --- 1889 
t = 4464.0 hrs 
0.5 8929.00 3.95 2683 h= 20 ft 
1 4465.00 3.65 2713 µ= 1 cp 
1.5 2977.00 3.47 2743 Boi= 1.23 rb/stb 
2 2233.00 3.35 2752 m 80.00 
psi/log 
cycle 
2.5 1786.60 3.25 2760 rw= 0.3ft   
3 1489.00 3.17 2766 
3.5 1276.43 3.11 2771 
4 1117.00 3.05 2777 
4.5 993.00 3.00 2779 
5 893.80 2.95 2783 
6 745.00 2.87 2790 
7.5 596.20 2.78 2795 
10 447.40 2.65 2804 
12 373.00 2.57 2809 
14 319.86 2.50 2813 
16 280.00 2.45 2817 
20 224.20 2.35 2823 
25 179.56 2.25 2833 
30 149.80 2.18 2840 
36 125.00 2.10 2844 
 
Data in table 6.9 was used to graphically analyse the survey as shown in figure 6.7. The 
calculated slope (m) of the plot was 80 psi/log cycle.  
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Figure 6.7: Conventional pressure build-up survey field practice analysis  
Using equation 6.2, the corresponding permeability was calculated as follows: 
50
)20)(80(
)23.1)(1)(400(6.162
k 





 mD 
Using the developed model approach, for each measured pressure build-up, and shut-in time, 
the corresponding damaged permeability was calculated as follows: 
For pws = 2683 psi, at Δt = 0.5hr, the corresponding damaged permeability dik  was: 
 1889-2683
3.28084)))*(1/3)0.159)^*4464)+(0.5*24)(ln(((400/+ln(0.3))-((5.65*1.23)/20)*1*400*(((141.2)
dik
     = 48.9 mD. 
Table 6.10 summarises the model‘s results of all damaged permeabilities calculated from 
each measured pressure and time during the pressure build-up period. Average permeability 
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value as in table 6.10, was 43.4mD vs. 50mD from the survey analysis. Hence an error 
percentage of only 13% resulted. However the model covered the entire drainage area while 
these types of survey always provide single values only.   
Table 6.10: Model’s Damaged Permeabilities Based on Build-up Survey Data   
Permeability depth  pws Δp 
(mD) (ft) (psi) (psi) 
--- ---   
48.9 10 2683 794 
47.1 20 2713 824 
45.4 30 2743 854 
45.0 40 2752 863 
44.5 50 2760 871 
44.2 60 2766 877 
44.0 70 2771 882 
43.7 80 2777 888 
43.6 90 2779 890 
43.4 100 2783 894 
43.1 110 2790 901 
42.8 120 2795 906 
42.4 130 2804 915 
42.2 140 2809 920 
42.0 150 2813 924 
41.8 160 2817 928 
41.5 170 2823 934 
41.1 180 2833 944 
40.8 190 2840 951 
40.6 200 2844 955 
 
Figure 6.8 depicts the model permeability profile graphically. The figure also shows the 
single permeability value obtained from the pressure build-up survey. 
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Figure 6.8: Model’s permeability profile based on pressure build-up data 
6.2.3 Fourth Validation Using Field Drawdown Pressure Survey 
This time a different field practice was used to validate the model. The model validation was 
performed using pressure drawdown test data from a PDO well, Sadad-3 (located in the 
South Oman field). Well data are given in table 6.11.  
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Table 6.11: Drawdown pressure-time survey data used in field practices   
Time (hrs) 
(Δt) 
Pwf (psi) log time 
(Δt) parameter value unit 
0 4000        
0.1 3641 -1.00 q 500 stb/d 
0.25 3559 -0.60 t 27800. hrs. 
0.5 3498 -0.30 h 10 ft 
1 3438 0.00 µ 1 cp 
2 3377 0.30 Boi 1.25 rb/stb 
5 3295 0.70 m1 205 psi/log cycle 
7 3265 0.85 m2 2.25 psi/hr  
10 3234 1.00 
15 3198 1.18 
20 3169 1.30 
25 3149 1.40 
30 3133 1.48 
35 3118 1.54 
40 3105 1.60 
45 3092 1.65 
50 3080 1.70 
60 3055 1.78 
70 3032 1.85 
80 3008 1.90 
90 2986 1.95 
100 2963 2.00 
 
This being a production pressure survey, the approaches are different from the pressure 
build-up approach, and are reflected in figures 6.9 and 6.10. 
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Figure 6.9: Conventional drawdown analysis using logarithm of production time 
Figure 6.9 which is a graph of flowing well pressure versus logarithm of producing times was 
used to determine a line whose slope ―m‖ was 205 psi/log cycle as indicated in the figure. 
From equation 6.2, and data from table 6.11, the calculated corresponding k value was 49.6 
mD.  
As part of drawdown field analysis, another graph of flowing pressure vs. producing time 
was generated in order to calculate pore volume produced using the slope ―m‖ of the 
extrapolated curve in figure 6.10. 
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Figure 6.10: Drawdown analysis using production time  
Pore volume was required to calculate total production time t which in this case was 27800 
hrs as shown in table 6.11. 
Using the developed damaged permeability model, calculations of damaged permeability 
profile were then carried out in the same manner as explained above for each drawdown 
pressure and corresponding producing time (Δt). Model generated permeability values are 
given in table 6.12. 
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Table 6.12: Model Damaged Permeabilities Based on Drawdown Survey Data   
Permeability depth  Pwf  Δp 
(md) (ft) (psi) (psi) 
65 148 3641 359 
53 158 3559 441 
46 168 3498 502 
41 178 3438 562 
37 188 3377 623 
33 198 3295 705 
32 208 3265 735 
30 218 3234 766 
29 228 3198 802 
28 238 3169 831 
27 248 3149 851 
27 258 3133 867 
26 268 3118 882 
26 278 3105 895 
26 288 3092 908 
25 298 3080 920 
25 308 3055 945 
24 318 3032 968 
23 328 3008 992 
23 338 2986 1014 
22 348 2963 1037 
 
Figure 6.11 shows a profile of the developed model‘s permeabilities as well as the single 
value obtained from the conventional drawdown pressure survey. If an average of the first 
five data in table 6.12 is taken, then that almost matches the survey results. The average of 
the first five results from the model is 48.5 mD compared to 49.6 mD hence in this case the 
percentage error is about 2% only. However if an average of the entire results (32 mD) across 
the drainage length is taken, then the percentage error is more than that. In section 6.2.11, 
table 6.29 shows results comparisons between the model and field practices and associated 
error percentages in all validations.  
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Figure 6.11: Model’s permeability profile based on pressure drawdown data 
6.2.4 Fifth Validation Using Field Pressure Fall-off Survey 
The fifth validation was carried out using a different well test namely a fall-off pressure 
survey which is one of the most conventional tests carried out in water injecting wells for 
decades. The following are pressure fall-off data from Shell‘s well No. 4 from the Bent field 
in Illinois USA. 
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Table 6.13: Fall-off pressure-time survey data used in field practice   
Closed-in 
time 
Δt (hrs) 
pressure 
(psi) 
it + Δt 
Δt Log 







t
tit
 parameter value unit 
   
0 270  --- ---  Cum wi 2,380,000 bbls 
1 250 40057.10 4.60 qi 1426 b/d 
2 230 20029.05 4.30 it 40056.1 hrs. 
3 225 13353.03 4.13 h 49 ft 
5 210 8012.22 3.90 µ 0.6 cp 
6 200 6677.02 3.82 Bwi 1 rb/stb 
7 190 5723.30 3.76 m  150 
psi/log 
cycle 
8 180 5008.01 3.70 rw 0.35 ft 
9 170 4451.68 3.65 
10 155 4006.61 3.60 
 
In the table: 
Cum wi is cumulative water injected (bbls) 
qi  is injection rate (b/d) 
Bwi is injection water formation volume factor ( rb/stb) 
it  is injection time (hrs). 
Pressure and closed-in time data in table 6.13 were used to carry out the conventional fall-off 
survey analysis to determine the slope ‗m‘ from the extrapolated curve obtained from a graph 
of pressure vs. logarithm of time ratio as shown in figure 6.12. From the graph, ‗m‘ was 150 
psi /log cycle. 
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Figure 6.12: Water injection well pressure fall-off survey analysis 
The value of ‗m‘ was then substituted in equation 6.2 to calculate the effective permeability 
of the rock through which this well was injecting. The calculated permeability was 21 mD 
and a corresponding skin factor was -3.75 which meant that the well was not affected by 
formation impairment or damage (being less than zero).   
Using the same methodology explained above, the developed model was used to calculate the 
corresponding damaged permeability for all pressures and corresponding shut-in times given 
in table 6.13. Table 6.14 shows the damaged permeability results from the model.   
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Table 6.14: Model Damaged Permeabilities Based on Fall-off Survey Data   
Permeability depth  Δp 
(md) (ft) (psi) 
11.8 105.6 250 
15.3 133.1 230 
17.1 152.3 225 
20.4 180.6 210 
22.1 191.9 200 
24.0 202 190 
25.9 211.2 180 
28.0 219.7 170 
31.3 227.5 155 
 
Average model permeability across the entire length was 22 mD, hence error percentage was 
about 5% only.  
The results were then plotted along with the survey‘s determined single permeability value as 
shown in figure 6.13. 
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Figure 6.13: Model permeability profile of a water injection well 
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While the above five model validations involved transient pressure surveys carried out in 
liquid producing/ injecting wells, the following validations involved gas producing wells.  
 
6.2.5 Sixth Validation Using Gas Wells Pressure Build-up Survey Analysis 
Transient pressure build-up survey of a PDO‘s dry gas well Y-482 was used in this 
validation. Unlike liquid pressure build up processing, in a gas analysis, temperature, 
pressure and compressibility factor (Z) play a direct role in the gas formation volume factor 
Bg. Apart from that the analysis is somehow similar to the liquid analysis.  
Table 6.15 shows the well data as well as the pressure build-up survey readings taken from a 
pressure gauge during the closed-in time intervals listed. 
 
 
Table 6.15: Gas well pressure build-up survey and other data 
 
Closed-in 
time 
Δt (hrs) 
t + Δt 
Δt Log 







t
tt
 
pws 
(psi) 
parameter value unit 
  
0.0  -   4306 Np 117795.29 MMScf 
0.1 507800.8 5.7 4587 q 55.67 MMScf/d 
0.2 253900.9 5.4 4711 tp 50779.98 hrs 
0.3 169267.6 5.2 4853 h 21.00 ft 
0.5 101561.0 5.0 4951 µg 0.0241 cp 
0.7 72543.8 4.9 4967 Bg 0.00543 rb/stb 
1.0 50781.0 4.7 4996 m 20.00 psi/log cycle 
2.0 25391.0 4.4 5008 rw 0.38  ft 
4.0 12696.0 4.1 5013 
6.0 8464.3 3.9 5022 
10.0 5079.0 3.7 5028 
30.0 1693.7 3.2 5049 
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A graph of 








t
tt
log vs. shut-in well pressure (pws) was constructed using data from table 
6.15 as shown on figure 6.14. from which gradient ‗m‘ and extrapolated pressure ‗pe’ values 
were determined. 
 
Figure 6.16: Pressure build-up survey analysis of a dry gas well 
Figure 6.16 – better choice of values for axes needed (and others). 
As shown in figure 6.16, the extrapolated pressure pe was 5170 psig and the slope ‗m‘ was 
20 psi/log cycle. Gas permeability was calculated as follows: 
500
)20)(21(
)00543.0)(0241.0)(10)(615.5/67.55(6.162
k
6
g 





 mD. 
 
 
Using the developed multiphase model as explained in sections 6.2.3 to 6.2.5, for each 
pressure drop, the corresponding permeability was calculated as shown in table 6.16.  
 
 
 
Figure 6.14: Gas reservoir pressure build-up survey analysis 
Using the same procedures explained above, particle-damaged permeabilities at each shut-in 
well pressure were calculated. Results are in table 6.16. 
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Table 6.16: Model Damaged Permeabilities From Gas Pressure Build-up Survey   
Permeability Depth pws Δp 
(mD) (ft) (psi) (psi) 
861 10 4587 281 
597 100 4711 405 
442 200 4853 548 
375 300 4951 645 
366 400 4967 661 
351 500 4996 690 
344 600 5008 702 
342 700 5013 708 
338 800 5022 716 
335 900 5028 722 
326 1000 5049 743 
 
Then data from table 6.16 was used to draw the graph shown in figure 6.15. From the graph, 
it is evident that there is a significant difference between the survey determined single 
permeability value and the model‘s permeability values.  
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Figure 6.15: Multiphase Model’s permeabilities based on gas pressure build-up data 
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The difference between the survey value and the model curve is very clear when figure 6.15 
is compared with figures 6.4, 6.6, 6.8, 6.11 and 6.13. The error percentage in this case was 
16.1%. The difference is attributed to the fact that the CFD simulations involved a mixture of 
gas and liquid hydrocarbon and not dry gas on its own which is compared to in this case. 
6.2.6 Seventh Validation Using Gas Well’s Pressure Build-up Survey Analysis 
Another PDO well, Y-467, was used to validate the developed multiphase model. Table 6.17 
shows well data as well as gas pressure build-up survey readings. The data was used to 
construct the pressure build-up analysis graph shown in figure 6.16. 
Table 6.17: Gas well pressure build-up survey and other data 
 
Closed-in 
time 
Δt (hrs) 
t + Δt 
Δt Log 







t
tt
 
 
pws 
(psi) 
parameter value unit 
  
0.0  -   5490 Np 110766.47 MMScf 
0.1 294515.1 5.5 5848 q 90.26 MMScf/d 
0.4 73629.5 4.9 6007 tp 29451.41 hrs 
0.6 49086.7 4.7 6188 h 23.00 ft 
0.8 36815.3 4.6 6313 µg 0.021 cp 
1.0 29452.4 4.5 6333 Bg 0.006 rb/stb 
2.0 14726.7 4.2 6369 m 35.00 
psi/log 
cycle 
4.0 7363.9 3.9 6385 rw 0.46  ft 
6.0 4909.6 3.7 6392 
10.0 2946.1 3.5 6403 
20.0 1473.6 3.2 6410 
35.0 842.5 2.9 6437 
 
Referring to figure 6.16,  the extrapolated pressure pe was 6635 psig, and gradient ‗m‘ was 
35 psi/log cycle. Permeability was then calculated as follows: 
408
)35)(23(
)006.0)(021.0)(10)(615.5/26.90(6.162
k
6






 mD. 
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Figure 6.16: Pressure build-up analysis of a dry gas producing well 
 
Using the developed model in the methods explained in sections 6.2.1 to 6.2.5, the 
corresponding permeability per measured pressure build-up was calculated. The results are in 
table 6.18. 
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Table 6.18: Model’s Damaged Permeabilities   
Permeability Depth pws Δp 
(mD) (ft) (psi) (psi) 
1185 10 5848 358 
821 100 6007 517 
608 200 6188 698 
516 300 6313 823 
503 400 6333 843 
483 500 6369 879 
474 600 6385 895 
470 700 6392 902 
465 800 6403 913 
461 900 6410 920 
448 1000 6437 947 
 
Using table 6.18 data, figure 6.17 was constructed. The figure shows the model generated 
permeability profile as well as the single permeability value obtained from the field‘s 
pressure build-up survey analysis. 
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Figure 6.17: Model’s permeability profile based on all gas pressure build-up data 
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As in figure 6.17, the error percentage in a gas well analysis is larger compared to a liquid 
well analysis. In this particular case the percentage error was 52.9% when the average 
permeability from the model generated curve was compared to the single pressure survey 
permeability value. As suggested in chapter 8, further work to reduce the error margin for 
dedicated dry gas CFD simulation analyses is strongly recommended.  
Dry gas CFD analysis is very complex at reservoir level. Hydrocarbon gas which is 
compressible under pressure and expands when pressure is released yet its thermodynamic 
change is different from liquid‘s, is very complex to model especially in studying impacts of 
solid particles of various grains on pressure drawdown. Usually gas producing wells do 
produce condensate oil and water along with gas at the reservoir level. Hence dry gas CFD 
simulation should initially include multiphase flow then dry gas to be analysed as the fluid 
leaves the reservoir section while particles are flowing with the gas fluid.   
6.2.7 Eighth Validation Using Gas Well’s Pressure Build-up Survey  
In order to validate the developed multiphase model using a highly consolidated reservoir 
with low reservoir pressure and low production rate, Shell‘s gas well No. 3 located in Oman 
whose data is given in table 6.19 was used.  
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Table 6.19: Gas well pressure build-up survey and other data 
 
Closed-in 
time 
Δt (hrs) 
t + Δt 
Δt Log 







t
tt
 
pws 
(psi) 
parameter value unit 
   
0.0  -  2422 Np 6389.87 MMScf 
0.1 508699.1 5.7 2580.0 q 3.01 MMScf/d 
0.3 203480.2 5.3 2650.0 t 50869.81 hrs 
0.4 127175.5 5.1 2730.0 h 84.00 ft 
0.5 101740.6 5.0 2785.0 µg 0.020 cp 
0.7 72672.2 4.9 2794.0 Bg 0.006 rb/stb 
1.0 50870.8 4.7 2810.0 m 18.00 
psi/log 
cycle 
3.0 16957.6 4.2 2817.0 rw 0.29  ft 
4.0 12718.5 4.1 2820.0 
5.5 9250.1 4.0 2825.0 
9.0 5653.2 3.8 2828.0 
40.0 1272.7 3.1 2840.0 
 
 
From the table, figure 6.18 was constructed. The figure shows a pressure build-up analysis 
where stabilized pressure data was used to determine the slope ‗m‘ which in this case was 18.  
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Figure 6.18: Pressure build-up analysis of a gas producing well 
 
From figure 6.18, the extrapolated pressure pe was 2900 psig. Hence using relevant data 
from table 6.19, the permeability was calculated as follows: 
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Substituting the measured pressure drop data into the developed multiphase model, the 
corresponding damaged permeabilities were calculated whose values are listed in table 6.20. 
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Table 6.20: Model Damaged Permeabilities Based on Gas Build-up Survey Data   
Permeability Depth pws Δp 
(mD) (ft) (psi) (psi) 
18.8 10 2580.0 158.0 
13.0 100 2650.0 228.0 
9.7 200 2730.0 308.0 
8.2 300 2785.0 363.0 
8.0 400 2794.0 372.0 
7.7 500 2810.0 388.0 
7.5 600 2817.0 395.0 
7.5 700 2820.0 398.0 
7.4 800 2825.0 403.0 
7.3 900 2828.0 406.0 
7.1 1000 2840.0 418.0 
 
 
Figure 6.19 shows both the single permeability value determined from the gas pressure build-
up field analysis and the curve generated using the developed multiphase model. In this case, 
as in the above two gas well surveys, the error percentage (42.2%) was very high for the 
same reasons given in sections 6.2.5 and 6.2.6. Aiming at error reduction in this respect, 
suggestions for further work are given in chapter 8.   
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Figure 6.19: Model permeability profile based on gas pressure build-up data 
6.2.8 Gas Well Production Analysis 
This section briefly explains how to determine the maximum production rate from a gas well 
after having obtained pressure and flow rate surveys. Data in table 6.21 is from  PDO gas 
well No. 9 in the Yibal field.  
Table 6.21: Gas well pressure and flow rate test data 
test pwf 
(psia) 
qg 
(MMscf/d) 
p
2
-pwf
2
 
(psia
2
) 
(p
2
-pwf
2
) 
qg 
log(p
2
-pwf
2
) log((p
2
-pwf
2
)
 
qg) 
log qg 
 408.20 0.00      
1.00 403.10 4.29 4137.63 964.93 3.62 2.98 0.63 
2.00 394.00 9.27 11391.24 1229.49 4.06 3.09 0.97 
3.00 378.50 15.55 23364.99 1502.38 4.37 3.18 1.19 
4.00 362.60 20.18 35148.48 1742.01 4.55 3.24 1.30 
 14.70 AOFP 166411.15  5.22   
 
Where: 
 
pwf = flowing wellhead pressure (psi) 
qg   = gas flow rate (MMscf/d) 
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In table 6.21, the first three columns on the left contain the test data while the rest of the table 
contains calculated data using formulae clearly indicated above each column. Figure 6.20 
was constructed from table 6.21 and was used to determine coordinates necessary to calculate 
the maximum or the absolute open-flow potential (AOFP) production rate of the gas well. 
In figure 6.20, when the curve was extrapolated upwards and downwards, the following 
coordinates were obtained: 
y = 900;  x = 2.78 
  
y = 1900; x = 23.547 
 
The straight line connecting the four points is mathematically expressed as follows: 
 
900 = a + (2.78) b, hence a = 900 - (2.78) b;  
Thus 1900 = {900-(2.78) b}+23.54b;  and  
1900 = a + (23.54) b 
From the two simultaneous equations, a and b values are: 
b = 48.17 = slope in figure 6.22 
a = 766.10 = the y-intercept of the graph in the figure 6.22 
Equation 6.5 calculates Absolute Open Flow Potential flow (AOFP) which is the flow rate 
that would be obtained if the bottom-hole pressure at the reservoir were reduced to zero psia. 
It is a mathematical expression of the graphical approach given in figure 6.22 in which a is 
the y-axis straight intercept and b is the slope in the figure. 
The absolute open-flow potential (AOFP) was then calculated as follows: 
 
2b
Δp4baa
AOFPq
22
g

  …………………………………………………(6.5) 
 = 67.3 MMScf/d 
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Where Δp2 is a square of average pressure minus standard pressure = 166411.15psia
2 as 
shown in table 6.21.  
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Figure 6.20: Stabilized test analysis to obtain coordinates for AOFP calculations 
 
6.2.9 Second Gas Well Production Analysis 
 
Table 6.22 shows well data of  PDO gas well SR-202. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
a = 766.1 
b 
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Table 6.22: Gas Well Multirate and Pressure Test Data  
  
test pwf 
(psia) 
qg 
(MMscf/d) 
p
2
-pwf
2
 
(psia
2
) 
(p
2
-pwf
2
) 
qg 
log(p
2
-
pwf
2
) 
log((p
2
-pwf
2
)
 
qg) 
log qg 
  612.30 0.00           
1 604.65 6.43 9309.67 1447.40 3.97 3.16 0.81 
2 591.00 13.90 25630.29 1844.24 4.41 3.27 1.14 
3 567.75 23.33 52571.23 2253.57 4.72 3.35 1.37 
4 543.90 30.27 79084.08 2613.01 4.90 3.42 1.48 
  14.70 AOFP 374695.20   5.57     
 
Similar methodology was used as explained in section 6.2.8 to determine the results shown in 
table 6.22. From the table, figure 6.21 was constructed.   
When the curve in figure 6.21 was extrapolated upwards and downwards, the following 
coordinates were obtained: 
y = 1400; x = 5.20  
y = 2700; x = 32.19 
Hence, the straight line connecting the four points is mathematically expressed as follows: 
1400 = a + (5.2) b, thus a = 1400 - (5.2) b. 
Where: a is the y-axis intercept and b is the slope in the figure 6.21.  
Therefore 2700 = {1400 - (5.2) b } + 32.2 b;  and  
2700 = a + (32.2) b. 
From the two simultaneous equations, a and b values were: 
b = 48.15 
a = 1149.63 
 
 
2b
Δp4baa
AOFPq
22
g

  
 = 100.96 MMScf/d. 
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Figure 6.21: Coordinate determination for AOFP analysis  
6.2.10 Ninth Validation Using Horizontal Well Productivity Analysis 
This section briefly explains the most recent and reliable horizontal well performance 
analysis carried out in field practice. Theory of horizontal well‘s performance analysis is 
given in chapter 2 section 2.11.3. 
Field applications using horizontal well performance equation 2.34 and comparison with the 
developed model‘s results as part of the validation process are explained in this section. 
The following is a real case reservoir analysis carried out to justify drilling a horizontal well 
versus a vertical well in Oman‘s Sadad Southern Central oil field using SDD-36(a) well. 
Table 6.23 depicts the well‘s rock and fluid properties. 
b 
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Table 6.23: SDD-36(a) Well data 
 
Parameter Value Units 
kh 900 mD 
kv 90 mD 
h 16 ft 
pi 1218 psia 
pwf 116 psia 
μ 42 Cp 
Bo 1.04 bbl/STB 
rw 0.2552 ft 
reh 1850 ft 
Lx 234 ft 
Ly 234 ft 
 
Using a horizontal ellipsoid inflow pattern approach in the mixed steady-state horizontal 
plane and pseudo-steady state vertical plane conditions (explained in chapter 2), the 
permeability anisotropy,  Iani, was calculated as follows: 
 
.16.3
90
900

v
h
ani
k
k
I  -----------------------------------------------------------------(6.6) 
 
Then the major half-axis of the drainage ellipsoid a, was determined as follows: 
 
 
.1852
2/234
1850
25.05.0
2
234
4
fta 




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









 ----------------------------------------(6.7) 
The well is installed with 200μm wire-wrapped screen sand control, hence is supposed to 
have various particle sizes with the majority of them close to 200μm. As such from the 
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developed model, pressure drawdown corresponding to 200μm grain size as mentioned in 
chapter 5, is given as: 
92.119)(9569.5)(0085.0)(000005.0 23200  hhhm LLLp    
In this case, lateral length Lh, vertical permeability kv and horizontal permeability kh were the 
major uncertainties for which sensitivity analyses were carried out to analyse their impact. 
Starting with Lh = 234ft, using equation 2.34 in which table 6.23 (well data) values were 
substituted, the corresponding value of horizontal flow rate qh was calculated as shown 
below.  
   
 
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Table 6.24 shows how the horizontal flow rate (qh) was calculated using equations 2.38, 2.39, 
2.40, 2.41 and 2.42,  as well as equations 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8. 
 
Table 6.24:Calculated pressure drop per reservoir length and horizontal parameters 
 
Lh a (ft) Iani     
qh 
(STB/d) 
234 1852 3.16      606 
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Similar analyses were repeated for each of the lateral length.  The corresponding horizontal 
flow rate qh results obtained from the field practice are shown in table 6.25. 
 
 
Table 6.25: Calculated production rate qh and pressure drop 
 
Lh a (ft) Iani      qh (stb/d) 
Model 
Δp@200µm 
70 1850 3.16 7177498 6168 4.66 0.72 3.86 156 498 
94 1850 3.16 8751451 6168 4.37 0.54 3.86 220 608 
117 1850 3.16 10213209 6168 4.15 0.43 3.86 285 709 
141 1851 3.16 11568287 6168 3.96 0.36 3.86 350 803 
164 1851 3.16 12822341 6168 3.81 0.31 3.86 416 890 
187 1851 3.16 13980870 6168 3.68 0.27 3.86 480 971 
211 1852 3.16 15049392 6168 3.56 0.24 3.86 544 1045 
234 1852 3.16 16033556 6168 3.45 0.22 3.86 606 1113 
 
From table 6.25, it is clear that the longer the lateral length Lh, the greater the qh value. 
Thereafter, keeping the same flow rate (606 stb/d), additional sensitivities on lateral length 
were carried out as shown in table 6.26 to get corresponding pressure drops Δps. 
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Table 6.26:Calculated pressure drop per reservoir length and horizontal parameters 
 
Lh a (ft) Iani     
qh 
(stb/d) 
Model 
Δp@200µm 
258 1852 3.16 16938839 6168 3.36 0.20 3.86 606 1176 
281 1853 3.16 17770878 6168 3.27 0.18 3.86 606 1234 
305 1853 3.16 18535161 6168 3.19 0.17 3.86 606 1287 
328 1854 3.16 19237313 6168 3.12 0.15 3.86 606 1336 
352 1854 3.16 19882860 6168 3.05 0.14 3.86 606 1381 
375 1855 3.16 20477338 6168 2.98 0.13 3.86 606 1422 
398 1855 3.16 21026358 6168 2.92 0.13 3.86 606 1460 
422 1856 3.16 21535432 6168 2.86 0.12 3.86 606 1496 
445 1857 3.16 22010164 6168 2.81 0.11 3.86 606 1528 
469 1857 3.16 22456072 6168 2.76 0.11 3.86 606 1559 
492 1858 3.16 22878755 6168 2.71 0.10 3.86 606 1589 
516 1859 3.16 23283753 6168 2.66 0.10 3.86 606 1617 
539 1860 3.16 23676609 6168 2.62 0.09 3.86 606 1644 
562 1861 3.16 24062917 6168 2.58 0.09 3.86 606 1671 
586 1862 3.16 24448203 6168 2.54 0.09 3.86 606 1698 
609 1863 3.16 24838060 6168 2.50 0.08 3.86 606 1725 
633 1864 3.16 25238014 6168 2.46 0.08 3.86 606 1753 
656 1865 3.16 25653660 6168 2.42 0.08 3.86 606 1782 
680 1866 3.16 26090541 6168 2.39 0.07 3.86 606 1812 
703 1867 3.16 26554195 6168 2.35 0.07 3.86 606 1844 
726 1868 3.16 27050224 6168 2.32 0.07 3.86 606 1878 
750 1869 3.16 27584142 6168 2.29 0.07 3.86 606 1916 
773 1870 3.16 28161558 6168 2.26 0.07 3.86 606 1956 
797 1872 3.16 28787979 6168 2.23 0.06 3.86 606 1999 
820 1873 3.16 29469021 6168 2.20 0.06 3.86 606 2046 
844 1874 3.16 30210216 6168 2.17 0.06 3.86 606 2098 
867 1876 3.16 31017090 6168 2.14 0.06 3.86 606 2154 
891 1877 3.16 31895271 6168 2.12 0.06 3.86 606 2215 
914 1878 3.16 32850244 6168 2.09 0.06 3.86 606 2281 
937 1880 3.16 33887650 6168 2.07 0.05 3.86 606 2353 
 
Figure 6.22 shows drawdown pressure per lateral length corresponding to 200 microns grain 
size.  
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Figure 6.22: Measured drawdown pressure and model generated profile 
Field measurements of drawdown pressure were carried out at 234 ft of the horizontal pay 
zone in the SDD-36(a) well. Drawdown pressures affected by 200μm particles (Δp@200µm) at 
each lateral length from that depth onwards were calculated using the corresponding relevant 
particle-damage equation of the model given above. Results can be seen in figure 6.23.  
The permeability corresponding to each of those model determined drawdown pressures for 
each horizontal length was calculated as follows: 
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Figure 6.23 shows the corresponding particle-damaged permeability distribution. Comparing 
the model‘s average permeability result with the survey‘s single permeability, a difference of 
about 20% was revealed. One reason for this being the assumption that the vertical well data 
may be the same for the entire horizontal sidetrack; in other words, vertical well data was 
used to analyse a horizontal well.   
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Figure 6.23: Field measured permeability vs. model’s distribution of permeabilities 
 
6.2.11 Tenth Model Validation Using Field Vertical Well (SDD-36 (b))  
To demonstrate vertical productivity, the conventional equations used was: 
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This equation is used as part of field practice in determining reservoir vertical productivity. 
The terms are: 
k =  Permeability (md) 
h  = Reservoir height (ft ) 
pi = Initial reservoir pressure (psi) 
pwf = Flowing bottom hole pressure (psi) 
μo = Viscosity (cP ) 
Bo = Oil formation volume factor (res. bbl/STB) 
rw = Wellbore radius size (inches) 
qv = Vertical flow rate (bbl/d) 
Lx=Ly = Reservoir lateral length (ft). 
Ca = Dietz factor 
γ = Constant =1.78 
Because this well is located just near the horizontal SDD-36(a) well, some of the reservoir 
properties were similar as given in table 6.27 
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Table 6.27: SDD-36(b) data 
 
Parameter Value Units 
k 900 mD 
h 16 ft 
pi 1218 psia 
pwf 116 psia 
μ 42 Cp 
Bo 1.04 bbl/STB 
rw 0.2552 ft 
γ 1.78 Constant 
Ca 30.9 Dietz factor 
Lx 1320 ft 
Ly 1320 ft 
 
Dietz factor is a number used in calculating average reservoir pressure based on the pressure 
boundary shape of the drainage area in which the well is located. For example if the well is 
located in the middle of a square shaped drainage area, then the Dietz factor is 30.9 as in this 
case. In the average pressure equation, the relevant factor should be used. 
When data from table 6.27 were substituted into equation 6.10, it resulted in qv = 355 STB/d, 
from which a corresponding vertical productivity index (Jv) was calculated as follows: 
322.0
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wfi
v
pp
q
J STB/d/psi-------------------------------------------------------------(6.11) 
Productivity index is the measure of how productive the reservoir is. The index is a ratio of 
flow rate and pressure drawdown as shown in equation 6.11. It is used to compare well 
performance with another well or after a treatment has been done to check post-treatment 
performance of the same well. The bigger the ratio the more productive the well is. 
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Using the model for fines-affected permeability in multiphase flow mobilising 200m 
particle size, particle-damaged drawdown pressure data was used to calculate the 
corresponding permeability by substituting the pressure data in the following equation: 
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Corresponding particle-damaged permeabilities were then mapped as per figure 6.24. It is to 
be noted that the well is vertical but calculations are for lateral (or horizontal) distributions of 
damaged permeabilities which may be encountered if the well was to be drilled horizontally 
to the reservoir. This uncertainty is likely to be the reason for the 21% difference  between 
the single permeability value from the drawdown pressure survey analysis and the average 
permeability value from the model. The model generated permeability profile across Sadad 
36 (b) reservoir as shown in figure 6.24. In order to compare productivity of a vertical well 
with a horizontal well, productivity improvement factor (PIF) which is the ratio of horizontal 
production rate over vertical production rate is used.  
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Figure 6.24: Field measured permeability vs. model’s distribution of permeabilities 
Also to justify an economic decision to go for a horizontal sidetrack or not, impacts of lateral 
length, and of kv/kh ratio on PIF at each Lh were analysed. It was decided that unless the PIF 
value was about 2, sidetracking a vertical well would not be considered economical. Since 
the lateral length Lh as well as kv/kh values are directly proportional to the horizontal 
production rate then for each lateral length and kv/kh ratio corresponding PIF was calculated 
to decide on economic length Lh. Table 6.28 shows calculated PIF values. Based on the 
results shown in table 6.28, it was decided that for the horizontal sidetrack to be economical, 
a minimum lateral length of 328 ft or more should be drilled. This length corresponded with 
PIF ≈ 2.  
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Table 6.28: Sensitivities of kv/kh and Lh on Production Improvement Factor (PIF) 
 
Lateral 
length (ft) 
PIF  
if kv/kh =0.3 
PIF  
if kv/kh =0.2 
PIF  
if kv/kh =0.1 
33 0.833269 0.762282 0.638701 
66 1.138831 1.070695 0.942608 
164 1.620288 1.563325 1.447728 
328 2.10122 2.052722 1.950475 
656 2.797813 2.754487 2.660899 
 
Table 6.28 clearly shows that the longer the horizontal length, Lh, the greater the PIF value. 
In other words, using such an analysis, the economic lateral length can be directly 
determined.  In this case, 328ft which corresponds to PIF = 2 almost in all 3 kv/kh scenarios. 
Hence 328ft was the minimum lateral length to be drilled in order to justify sidetracking the 
vertical well, since that meant the horizontal well production expectation fulfilled the 
minimum production requirement over and above the vertical well productivity expectation.  
Table 6.29 summarizes all percentage errors observed when field practise analysis results 
were compared to the developed model results.  
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Table 6.29: Error Percentages: Developed Model Results vs. Field Practice Results 
 
Validation  
No. 
Analysis  
Used 
Well type Producer / 
Injector 
Error  % 
1 Pressure build-up 
survey 
Any, horizontal 
or vertical 
Oil producer 17.5 
2 Pressure build-up 
survey 
Any, horizontal 
or vertical 
Oil producer 4.32 
3 Pressure build-up 
survey 
Any, horizontal 
or vertical 
Oil producer 13.19 
4 Pressure 
drawdown 
survey 
Any, horizontal 
or vertical 
Oil producer 20.0 
5 Pressure  fall-off 
survey 
Any, horizontal 
or vertical 
Water injector 3.5 
6 Pressure build-up 
survey 
Any, horizontal 
or vertical 
Gas producer 16.1 
7 Pressure build-up 
survey 
Any, horizontal 
or vertical 
Gas producer 52.9 
8 Pressure build-up 
survey 
Any, horizontal 
or vertical 
Gas producer 42.2 
9 Horizontal 
inflow 
Horizontal Oil producer 20.3 
10 Vertical inflow Vertical Oil producer 21.0 
 
In areas where substantial differences were observed, suggestions for further work to reduce 
the uncertainties are given in chapter 8. 
Research discussions, conclusions and recommendations are given in chapter 7.   
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Chapter 7 
DISCUSSIONS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS  
  
7.1 Discussions 
 
This research work resulted in an overall fulfilment of the main objectives defined at the 
beginning of this thesis (section 1.2), considering the achievements obtained as explained in 
the preceding chapters. Areas where expectations could not be fully achieved for reasons 
outlined in the text are explained in this chapter with recommendations on how to improve 
future investigations of those areas for better results achievements. As far as particle analysis 
is concerned, figure 3.7 demonstrates a unique feature in this study. Despite the simultaneous 
liquid and solid particle mixture flow complexity, instantaneous particle velocities were 
exclusively being measured. This makes the dynamic flow analysis more comprehensive 
compared to today‘s conventional laboratory approaches since in a core laboratory analysis, 
the best that could be achieved are the fines injection velocities before mixing with liquid 
while when a fines-liquid mixture moves, there is no facility to measure separately solid 
velocity from liquid velocity during the motion whereas in this study that was possible. 
Unfortunately the industry has not been successful in properly identifying the true nature, 
magnitude and mechanism of the problem. For example core laboratory experiments which 
are the major particle risk analysis methods, do not involve hydrocarbon gas due to safety 
reasons and also do not incorporate detailed hydrocarbon fluid-and-particle flow studies at 
reservoir conditions. Yet the experimental results are used in reservoir simulators to simulate 
reservoir production prediction. Meanwhile, the reservoir simulators are not designed to 
analyse particles interaction with hydrocarbon rock or fluid. Hence impact of fines particles 
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on pressure or permeability is not possible as far as existing simulation capability is 
concerned. 
This research ended with several important results which are discussed in this section. 
Having carried out hundreds of sensitivities and scenarios in the study of migrating fines 
particles and their impacts on hydrocarbon production determined by permeability 
magnitudes in the reservoirs, all major permeability trends were studied thoroughly. For 
example, pressure drop profiles in a high permeability (2000 mD) scenario due to 10 microns 
(figure 3.31) differ from the pressure drop patterns revealed in a comparatively lower (1000 
mD) scenario (figure 3.17). When fluid type impact particularly on pressure drop was 
analysed for each grain size, different profiles were revealed. Details of pressure drops 
caused by particle sizes 10 m, 50 m, 100 m, 150 m and 200 m, flowing in both 
multiphase and liquid media, through both 1000 mD and 2000 mD absolute permeability 
rocks as shown in figures 3.32, 3.34, 3.36, 3.38 and 3.40 are quite distinct from one another. 
The pressure drop patterns resulted from simulations of those particles also showed that in 
the case of less permeable drainage, the pressure drop ends in lower values while in more 
permeable environment, the draw down ends up with higher magnitudes.  Current laboratory 
analyses which do not involve true multiphase experiments (which do not use hydrocarbon 
gas), result in pressure drop predictions that are different from the pressure drop results in 
presence of gas in the liquid. Hence high uncertainty exists in the production prediction. This 
in turn might end up with erroneous reservoir production prediction whose impact may affect 
field development projects. As such errors associated with pressure drop predictions such as 
those resulted in gas-free analysis may affect investment and may jeopardize proper reservoir 
management. 
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To minimise uncertainties and to have a better understanding of fines particles impact on 
production, in this research pressure drops in high permeability sands were thoroughly 
studied and eventually comprehensive particle-damaged permeability models were developed 
for multiphase and liquid flow as explained in chapter 5. The models were tested and 
validated using several real field practices and field data with reasonable accuracy as 
demonstrated in chapter 6.  As shown in the chapter, testing was done using non simulated 
data whereas validations were carried out using field data and field practices explained in 
sections 6.1.2 to 6.2.11. Ten conventional field practices using actual field well data were 
used to validate the developed models. The field practices involved standard oil field 
―pressure build-up‖, ―pressure drawdown‖ and ―pressure fall-off‖ surveys whose theories are 
explained in chapter 2. The testing and validation outcomes as demonstrated in chapter 6 
suggest that the developed models are robust and are with acceptable accuracy. In few areas 
where large error margins were revealed, the models are not relevant e.g. when the 
multiphase model was compared with dry gas analysis. In this case the validation was 
verified as to investigate how far off the model will be. The fact that these particle-damaged 
permeability models do not exist; this research work contributed new additions to 
permeability knowledge. In addition incorporation of the models into a reservoir simulator to 
further minimise existing uncertainties in dynamic reservoir studies is another contribution to 
the current knowledge.   
The oil and gas industry suffers significant production losses due to impairment of 
unconsolidated sandstone reservoirs caused by fine particles in multiphase flow within the 
reservoir as well as particles injected through the wellbore into the reservoir pore structures. 
As a result, reductions in oil and gas production as well as loss of well integrity due to 
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particle erosion occur. As such, with an objective of further reduction of particle migration 
risks on production, this research demonstrated the following:   
The ability to carry out hydrocarbon simulation in a complex mixture of multiphase fluid 
and fines particles flowing together through porous media. Hence a better way to study 
hydrocarbon and fines flow and thus better production and prediction performances can 
be achieved.  
Step-wise analysis of quantifying fines damage mechanisms were demonstrated in this 
research covering multiple sensitivities of rock and fluid properties to hydrocarbon 
reservoir scale. Today, neither experimental work nor numerical reservoir simulators 
have such unique capabilities.  
Procedures and methodologies of how to create an integrated particle analyzing software 
package which incorporates fines grains flow simulator into hydrocarbon reservoir 
performance prediction simulator are among the research‘s major outcomes. So far no 
evidence exists on such attempts elsewhere.   
While core laboratory analyses are limited to small core sample plugs with limited 
particle sensitivities analysis, this research work resulted in reservoir-wide study of 
particles, gas, liquid and major rock and fluids properties. Unfortunately, despite the fact 
that laboratory core samples are too small to represent the entire reservoir extent, their 
results are nevertheless scaled-up to the entire reservoir span. This renders core-based 
reservoir analysis results uncertain as far as risk assessment is concerned. More 
explanations on the limitations of reservoir simulators and core laboratory experiments 
are given in chapters 2, 3 and 5.  
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Therefore this research was carried out beyond the limitations currently faced by 
conventional laboratory analyses of core-flood experiments and reservoir simulations.  
The study ended up with two developed fines particle-damaged permeability models. One 
model for multiphase granular flow and the other model for liquid granular flow. These are 
outlined in section 7.2 along with results comparisons between field practice and the model 
outcomes.  
More importantly, the research outcomes helped in minimising existing uncertainties in 
quantifying the impact of fines particles on oil, water and gas production and prediction.  
The research is concluded with several important outcomes. The following are conclusions 
highlighting  the major achievements. 
7.2 Conclusions 
7.2.1 Damaged Permeability Models Development for 1000 mD Rock 
Particle-damaged permeability models for liquid and multiphase were developed, tested and 
validated using field data. The following is the developed model for liquid conditions whose 
details are given in chapter 5 section 5.3.1: 
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This model‘s outputs and their comparisons to the CFD simulation results are shown in 
figure 7.1. The model can be used to calculate particle-damaged permeability in a porous 
medium in which various particle grain sizes flow in the hydrocarbon liquid including sizes 
beyond those simulated by the CFD as explained in section 5.3.1 and as shown in figure 7.2. 
The model was a result of studies of so many sensitivities and scenarios as explained in the 
preceding chapters whose outcomes were then combined, evaluated, tested and validated 
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using ten different well data and actual field analyses. The model‘s output revealed 
comparable output during validations using real data from several wells in various fields 
covering oil producers, water injectors and gas producers.    
Distributions of damaged permeability curves per reservoir lateral length per particle size, 
were plotted as shown in figure 7.1.  
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Figure 7.1: Model matching CFD Damaged Permeability profiles in a 1000 mD liquid scenario  
Figure 7.2 shows the model‘s output of damaged permeability profiles across the simulated 
reservoir showing impacts of various non-simulated fines grain sizes on the initial absolute 
permeabilities. The grain sizes on the figure were not simulated, but the results reflect similar 
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profiles when grain size very close to the simulated ones were compared e.g. 55μm profile 
vs. 50 μm, 5 μm vs. 10 μm and so forth.  
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Figure 7.2: Model generated damaged permeability profiles of non-simulated grain sizes  
The CFD drawdown pressure profiles were used in the Darcy equation (chapter 2, section 
2.91) to calculate the corresponding absolute permeability (kabs) as a function of grain size.  
The second developed model was for the scenario which involved multiphase sensitivities 
where gas fluid was added into the liquid keeping the rest of the parameters unchanged. In 
this case the developed damaged permeability per lateral reservoir length as a function of 
fines grain size in multiphase conditions as explained in chapter 5 section 5.4 is as follows: 
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Figure 7.3 shows model results matching the CFD simulation results of particle-damaged 
permeabilities. Various particles grain sizes ranging between 10 and 200μm flowing in a 
multiphase scenario were simulated. 
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Figure 7.3: Matching CFD damaged permeability profiles in a 1000mD multiphase scenario  
When the developed model was tested using grain sizes other than those simulated by the 
CFD, it revealed acceptable results.  
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Figure 7.4 shows the model output of damaged permeability profiles across the simulated 
reservoir model showing impacts of various fines grain sizes on the initial absolute 
permeabilities. The grain sizes in the figure were never simulated, but the results reflected 
similar profiles to the simulated ones. For details refer to section 5.4.   
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Figure 7.4: Multiphase model generated damaged permeabilities of un-simulated grain sizes  
Model validations using ten different well pressure survey analyses were carried out as 
explained in chapter 6 sections 6.2.3 to 6.2.11. Figures 7.5 and 7.6 summarize results and 
comparisons of model‘s output with ten actual field analyses. While each survey resulted in a 
single permeability value according to field practice, the model calculated an array of 
permeabilities for each survey using the same pressure survey data. 
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Figure 7.5: Model validation results using real field pressure survey data 
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Figure 7.6: Model validation results using real field pressure survey data 
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As shown in table 6.29, reasonable % errors were revealed when results of ten different 
field‘s pressure build-up surveys,  pressure drawdown surveys and fall-off survey were 
compared to the model‘s pressure and permeability results. However, of the three gas wells 
survey results compared, two of them revealed quite different results compared to the 
developed model results, reason being the multiphase conditions used in developing the 
model included a mixture of oil, water and gas while the field surveys compared were from a 
purely dry gas fluid analysis. It is very difficult to separate gas from condensate oil and water 
mixture at high pressure when flowing inside the reservoir. Another reason for the large 
difference between the multiphase model‘s result and the gas well survey result is given 
below in the model‘s assumption number six. 
For the oil wells and water injection well, differences between the model results and field 
results could be due to assumptions used in the CFD which are summarised as follows:  
1. The CFD modelling includes grain shape roundness of all   
sizes whereas in the field, various shape sizes exist.  
2. While in the field combinations of grain sizes flow together, in the CFD, it is 
assumed that one uniform particle size and shape flow at a time.  
3. Temperature variations are assumed negligible in the CFD due to vertical depths 
being similar along the horizontal reservoir span hence similar geothermal gradient, 
while in the field temperature variations may occur even along the same reservoir 
horizon.  
4. Fluid viscosity as a function of temperature may change in the field while in the 
simulation the viscosity variations may not occur since geothermal gradient is 
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considered the same at constant horizontal reservoir level having same corresponding 
vertical depth.   
5. Assumptions related to the chemistry of the fluids may differ from the actual 
reservoir chemical reactions. For example water chloride content (salinity) changes 
may happen in the field whereas is constant in the model. Also chemical precipitates 
such as Ca2CO3, BaSO4, FeSO4, are possible in hydrocarbon reservoirs but are too 
complex to model. 
6. Since this research focussed on high permeability reservoir which is usually 
associated with high production hence high reservoir pressures, in such reservoir 
conditions, gas is normally disolved in liquid solution where the pressure is above the 
bubble point. Only when the pressure reduces below the bubble point then gas is 
released out of solution and that can be away from the reservoir above the well. 
Bubble point pressure is the pressure at which the first bubble breaks out of solution. 
Based on that, CFD pressure simulations were carried out as part of multiphase flow 
as a mixture of oil, water, gas and particles. Since the presence of liquids inhibits dry 
gas effects on pressure drawdown and on permeability, that is why the three gas well 
validations revealed large error margins as shown in table 6.29. Hence one of the 
research suggestions for further work is to carryout simulations of dry gas migrated 
particles and their impacts on permeabilities at reservoir levels.  
To further minimise errors caused by other factors, suggestions for further work are given in 
chapter 8. Overall research recommendations are proposed in section 7.3. 
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7.3 Recommendations  
Having analysed particle impacts on pore structures and how to model resultant particle-
damaged permeabilities, it is recommended to incorporate the resultant models into the 3D 
reservoir simulators substituting core sample permeability inputs and comparing results of 
this method with ongoing methods in terms of measured field production data. Hence, as far 
as reservoir performance prediction simulation is concerned, it is recommended not to use 
fixed constant permeability inputs or linear profiles in the reservoir simulator as that can 
cause unrealistic reservoir performance predictions. This is due to the fact that reservoirs are 
very heterogeneous with complex flow of multiphase fluid and fines particle mixtures. 
Despite the fact that presence of fines particles do affect permeability, today‘s reservoir 
simulators do not analyse particle impact on production prediction. Hence, it is time to stop 
the ongoing use of well-bore determined permeability which not only is assumed to represent 
the entire reservoir but also assumed to remain constant during the production phase 
regardless of fines migration effects. Degradation of permeability due to the particles flow 
with reservoir fluids across the porous medium has been demonstrated in this research work, 
hence mapping of such particle-damaged permeability across the reservoir is essential to 
minimise uncertainties. In this respect, it is recommended to incorporate a module which will 
compute fines effects on permeability and provide damaged permeability trends across the 
drainage areas which then become input to reservoir simulators for production performance 
predictions. In addition to these recommendations, chapter 8 focuses on suggestions for 
further work to be done to further improve the understanding of fines migration mechanisms 
in high permeability sands and their impacts on production and injection performances in 
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order to further minimise the uncertainties associated with particles influences occurring in 
the hydrocarbon reservoirs. . 
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Chapter 8 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 
 
It is suggested to carry out dry gas and solid particle CFD simulations to investigate dry gas 
impact on pressure drawdown and hence permeability at reservoir pressures below bubble 
point pressures. Dry gas impact in absence of liquid at reservoir conditions where the 
pressure is above the bubble point, is not easy to analyse since gas is usually disolved in 
liquid at above bubble point reservoir pressures. However, below that pressure gas breaks out 
of solution and moves freely and in the process may flow with particles. 
To further develop this research work, it is suggested to study fines migrations phenomena 
and fines particle impacts to production and injection using a group of real rock pore 
distribution networks from one field as opposed to a single core mesh structure. That can be 
obtained by scanning real core plug samples or thin-sections from the same field then 
transferring the pore structure distributions from several samples into CFD via an irregular 
mesh generator package such as Gambit or others. Meanwhile it is also suggested that the 
same plug samples be analysed in special core lab analyses (SCAL) to determine all 
petrophysical parameters and then to compare the SCAL results with CFD outcomes. Then 
both results can be used separately in reservoir simulations. Outcomes of the simulations 
should be compared with actual well‘s production performance to determine which method 
resulted in a more realistic performance closer to the measured well‘s performance.   
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Also suggested is to carry out simulation sensitivities of multiple particle sizes and to model 
their impacts on production. The reason being various sandstone reservoirs contain multiple 
particle sizes which exist in each well.  
In addition, it is suggested to develop a comprehensive all-in-one granular 3D reservoir 
simulator which can perform all particle and multiphase analyses and simulate all possible 
impacts on reservoir production and prediction performances. So far neither a commercial 
nor an academic simulator of such capability exists.  
It is also suggested to investigate and carry out similar studies in unconventional operations 
such as enhanced oil recovery (EOR) practices involving miscible injected fluids, steam 
injection, very heavy oil (low oAPI grades) extraction, acid stimulation and others. In that 
way the impact of particles on reservoir performance can be quantified in any reservoir fluid 
type, hydrocarbon production, steam injection, as well as other EOR techniques. 
Finally it is suggested to establish more comprehensive fines grain size and pore size 
downhole sensors which can more accurately measure downhole pore and particle sizes 
directly at the reservoir level and reservoir conditions. Sensors to be similar to or better than 
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) or Back-Scattered Electron (BSE) or at least Laser 
Particle Size Analyser (LPSA).  
If the above suggestions are incorporated in further work, significant reductions in 
uncertainties are expected. However, due to the complex nature of the subject, even after 
that, additional investigations will be required  and such a process is suggested to be 
continued.   
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Appendix A-1: Fluent's CFD commercial applications in various industries 
 
 
According to FLUENT Inc., ―Almost every industry that involves advanced engineering uses 
CFD. Its use is rapidly expanding, and more engineers use Fluent's CFD software worldwide 
than any other technology‖.  
A-1.1 Applications in the Oil & Gas industry 
 
Downhole Analysis  
Drilling  
Emission Control  
Gas Dispersion/Accumulation  
Hazard Assessment  
Multiphase Flows  
Pipeline Flow Analysis  
PWFD Performance  
Reaction  
Seals  
Separation  
Sub-sea Safety  
Valves  
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A-1.2 Fluent’s CFD applications in other industries 
 
AEROSPACE  
APPLIANCES  
AUTOMOTIVE  
BIOMEDICAL  
CHEMICAL PROCESS  
HVAC&R  
GLASS  
MIXING  
POWER GENERATION  
SEMICONDUCTOR  
TURBOMACHINERY 
Advances in Fluent CFD 
Special physics are available if one of the fluids is granular such as solid fines particles. In 
many cases, the more economical mixture model can be used for granular and non-granular 
mixtures as well. Three-phase mixtures (liquid, granular, and gas) can be modeled, so 
simulations of slurry bubble columns and trickle bed reactors are now possible. Heat and 
mass transfer between phases can take place, making homogeneous and heterogeneous 
reactions possible. Several other multiphase models are also standard in FLUENT. For some 
multiphase applications, such as spray dryers, coal furnaces, and liquid fuel sprays, the 
discrete phase model (DPM) can be used. Injections of particles, bubbles, or droplets can 
undergo heat, mass, and momentum transfer with the background fluid. The volume of fluid 
model is available for free surface flows, such as ocean waves, where the prediction of the 
interface is of interest. The cavitation model has proven useful for modeling hydrofoils, 
pumps, and fuel injectors. Boiling can be implemented though readily available user-defined 
functions. 
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Appendix A-2: Summary of MoReS features 
 
1. Several types of one, two and three dimensional grids can be defined, or imported from 
―include‖ files such as: GEOCAP, SPIDER, FloGrid, GRID100 or Gridder: 
a) Generalised corner point grids, in which every grid block has eight arbitrary corner 
points. 
b) Top map grids, in which an arbitrary XY-map of the top-horizon is repeated through 
all layers. 
c) Box grids, in which the spacing along each of the X,Y,Z axes independently is 
repeated throughout the grid. 
d) Radial grids, a box grid in which the Y-axis is replaced by an angle around a well bore. 
e) Fully unstructured grids can be imported from FloGrid together with associated 
properties (but does not rigorously support all other MoReS features yet)  
2. Special connections are supported in all grids, allowing for flow between grid blocks 
that are not topologically connected (e.g. for modelling faults, pinch out layers)  
3. Nested local grid refinements (e.g. for advanced well test simulations)  
4. Void blocks are supported in all grids.  
5. An unlimited number of different regions in the grid for area dependent initialisation, 
modelling of rock and fluid properties, and calculating of aggregate data.  
6. Two- and three-phase relative permeability, capillary pressure and surface tension 
modelling with hysteresis.  
7. Segregated and diffuse flow.  
8. Several PVT modelling options: 
- single phase 
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- two-phase water-oil, water-gas and gas-oil 
- three phase black oil, volatile oil, MoReS-PX 
- multi-phase polymer floods, slug flows 
- multi-phase equation of state (Peng-Robinson, … ) 
- multi-phase thermal and iso-thermal 
- K-values 
- single-tracer PVT-tracking 
Data can be imported from Libra and in Eclipse format.  
9. Dual porosity modelling with gravity drainage, gravity imbibition, incorporating a 
forward discretisation of the flow equations.  
10. Pressure/Saturation initialisation, hydro-static initialisation, composition vs. height.  
11. Region based total fluids and mobile fluids in place computations.  
12. Static and dynamic pseudos calculation and application.  
13. Chemical reactions (e.g. for reservoir souring)  
14. Passive dye tracers on components and phases (e.g. for underground storage studies, 
gas cycling)  
15. Pressure and flux boundary conditions for sector modelling.  
16. Vertical, inclined, horizontal and multi-lateral wells, with per interval 
production/injection reporting. Symmetry wells.  
17. Peaceman inflow modelling as well as K,dH from PI 
Skin friction, well-bore storage modelling, cross-interval flow, down-hole chokes, smart 
well functions.  
18. Various types of lift tables, which can be imported from WePS and VFP.  
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19. Pressure and rate constraints on wells, advanced well control depending on flow 
ratios.  
20. History matching option honouring well status or interpolating cumulative rates.  
21. Lumping and de-lumping well rates at the tubing head, allowing multiple reservoirs 
with different fluid characterisations to deliver in a single network of surface facilities.  
22. Surface network facilities with gathering stations, separators, distributors, under-
water manifolds, trunk lines.  
23. Heuristic and Simplex linear programming optimisation of surface networks, 
automatically driving well control.  
24. Advanced time-step control and recurrent data handling with the use of monitors.  
25. Fully implicit solver with CG and ORTHOMIN preconditioning. Multi-grid option, 
domain decomposition, parallel option. Adaptive Implicit solver planned for 2002.  
26. Powerful and flexible FrontEnd data management, data processing and Graphical 
User Interface.  
27. Intimate link with IMath providing advanced control over multiple scenario 
management, well test simulation, history matching, integrated static and dynamic 
modelling and corporate field management.  
28. Bi-directional link with Reduce++, providing dynamic up scaling.  
29. Link with the PDS data store through TIES, for import of well deviation data, 
production data etc.  
30. Eclipse models can be imported, converting automatically reservoir architecture, 
initialisation data and PVT data.  
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Appendix A-3: Collaboration establishment 
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Appendix A-4: MATLAB software used in trends matching  
 
In order to closely study the trends of the particle-damage permeability profiles, a software 
called MATLAB (100) described in chapter 3 was used. Hence the CFD-generated pressure 
drops from which permeability profiles were calculated, were analysed using MATLAB as 
explained below. MATLAB is often used in the studies of graphical curve trends in order to 
extrapolate future predictions. 
MATLAB software was employed to match and predict simulation output curves generated 
by the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) package. It was used due to its comprehensive 
data analysis capability which can be used for building custom graphical user interfaces as 
well as functions for integrating MATLAB based algorithms with other applications for 
trends analyses. In addition, MATLAB software can be used to provide detailed mechanistic 
and predictive models from complex trends using analyses such as 1) Linear Regression 
Line, 2) Power Equation, 3) Saturation Growth, and 4) Fitting Multiple Regression.  
Simple forms of corresponding MATLAB correlations are as follows:  
 
3201.10012937.0  XY  Fitting Linear Regression Line ………………………… (1) 
 
3262.0374.6084  XY  Fitting Power Equation ……………………………………………(2) 
 








X
X
Y
6828.95
5759.551  Fitting Saturation Growth ……………………………(3) 
 
20001.04506.09786.1062 XXY   Fitting Multiple (Parabola) Regression….(4) 
 
These equations are from the CFD data and were used to draw graphs shown below in figures 
1 and 2.  As shown in figures, the best correlation was the ―Fitting Multiple Regression‖ 
which was used to determine matching trends for various grain sizes (10 – 200 µm) and 
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permeabilities of 1000 mD and 2000 mD. From the matching correlation, universal model 
was developed. Below are examples of the scenarios analysed. This page and the next one 
are not well presented – whole pages are muddled.  
The last matching technique (equation 4) as shown in figure A.1 provided almost a perfect 
fit. In figure 1, the blue curves are the simulation results data for a 10 microns grain diameter 
flowing in a liquid medium through a 1000 mD sand-face absolute permeability rock. Red 
plots are MATLAB matching trends (100).  
Impact of 10 μm fines particles on permeability: 1000 mD scenario 
 
 
Figure A.1: Fitting 10 µm, 1000 mD liquid scenario CFD results using MATLAB  
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Based on matching performance, parabola regression was selected and was the basis for 
sensitivity profile matching. From the resultant matching correlation which was further 
analyzed, and per the analysis explained in chapter 5,  a model was developed The 
correlation was further analysed to studying impact of all fines particle sizes (10 – 200 μm) 
on permeability. As shown in chapter 5, several analyses were carried out in the process of 
developing the particle-damaged permeability model in the liquid scenario. Each grain size 
revealed its own distinct permeability curve along the reservoir model.  
Figure A.2 shows profile matching for a 10 µm fines grain size sensitivity in a multiphase 
medium as well as in a liquid medium for both 1000 mD and 2000 mD rock scenarios. In the 
figure, the y axis represents permeability in mD and the x axis represents reservoir length in 
feet. 
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Figure A.2: Parabola regression matching of 10 µm fines grain and various sensitivities  
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1000 mD scenario liquid only 
1000 mD scenario multiphase  
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Appendix A-5: Simulation results of crude and fines flow at each water cut 
Parameter 
 
Average 
Velocity (m/s) 
Std deviation No of cells in the 
grid penetrated  
Water 
cut (%) 
Crude  0.210753 0.312263 1204 20 
Fines particles 0.066384 0.217451 1797  
Crude  0.210827 0.312308 1204 30 
Fines particles 0.071069 0.221385 1784  
Crude  0.2108015 0.3122935 1204 31 
Fines particles 0.0690604 0.2195275 1791  
Crude  0.2107096 0.3122256 1204 33 
Fines particles 0.0645439 0.2155885 1801  
Crude  0.2106664 0.3121862 1204 34 
Fines particles 0.0628911 0.2134588 1806  
Crude  0.2080938 0.3136346 1204 40 
Fines particles 0.0732604 0.2233658 1767  
Crude  0.2094555 0.3129885 1204 41 
Fines particles 0.0733215 0.2234972 1767  
Crude  0.2122985 0.3116246 1204 42 
Fines particles 0.0734428 0.2237285 1767  
Crude  0.2137662 0.3109141 1193 43 
Fines particles 0.0735035 0.2238435 1767  
Crude  0.2145085 0.3105539 1024 44 
Fines particles 0.0735333 0.2239085 1767  
Crude  0.103126 0.1539326 1203 50 
Fines particles 0.0299547 0.1039625 1829  
Crude  0.0509811 0.0764658 1203 51 
Fines particles 0.0123294 0.0484899 1862  
Crude  0.0250237 0.0382822 1203 52 
Fines particles 0.0052655 0.0228178 1891  
Crude  0.0124576 0.0191439 1202 53 
Fines particles 0.0022011 0.0109192 1921  
Crude  0.0062609 0.0096217 1204 54 
Fines particles 0.0009461 0.0048914 1921  
Crude  0.2368296 0.2995866 1153 60 
Fines particles 0.0675055 0.2194006 1797  
Crude  0.2310065 0.3023753 1132 61 
Fines particles 0.0680367 0.2195758 1794  
Crude  0.2282462 0.3037118 1136 62 
Fines particles 0.0683715 0.2197148 1793  
Crude  0.2251216 0.3052355 1114 63 
Fines particles 0.0688214 0.2199295 1792  
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Appendix A-5…continues     
Crude  0.221558 0.3069871 1134 64 
Fines particles 0.0694642 0.2203087 1791  
Crude  0.2108545 0.3123305 1203 80 
Fines particles 0.0733862 0.2236168 1767  
Crude  0.2108525 0.3123302 1203 81 
Fines particles 0.0733856 0.223616 1767  
Crude  0.2108521 0.3123295 1203 82 
Fines particles 0.0733851 0.2236154 1767  
Crude  0.2108529 0.3123281 1203 83 
Fines particles 0.0733848 0.2236149 1767  
Crude  0.2108534 0.3123268 1203 84 
Fines particles 0.0733845 0.2236145 1767  
Crude  0.2109316 0.3127686 1204 90 
Fines particles 0.0735521 0.2240859 1767  
Crude  0.210893 0.3125584 1204 91 
Fines particles 0.0734723 0.2238691 1767  
Crude  0.2108603 0.3123553 1204 92 
Fines particles 0.0733959 0.2236456 1767  
Crude  0.2108328 0.312158 1203 93 
Fines particles 0.0733216 0.2234451 1767  
Crude  0.2108105 0.3119672 1203 94 
Fines particles 0.0732499 0.2232369 1767  
Crude  0.2107934 0.3117812 1203 95 
Fines particles 0.0731843 0.2230507 1767  
Crude  0.2107804 0.3116017 1203 96 
Fines particles 0.0731172 0.222869 1767  
Crude  0.2107722 0.3114259 1203 97 
Fines particles 0.0730551 0.2226936 1767  
Crude  0.2107679 0.3112547 1203 98 
Fines particles 0.0729939 0.2225104 1767  
Crude  0.2107683 0.3110876 1203 99 
Fines particles 0.0729367 0.222347 1767  
Crude  0.2107721 0.3109243 1203 100 
Fines particles 0.0728822 0.2221885 1767  
 
 
Appendix A-6: Pressures in multiphase and liquid due to fines flowing through 1000mD rock      
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Reservoir 
Pressure 
(psi) 
Pressure 
(psi) 
Pressure 
(psi) 
Pressure 
(psi) 
Pressure 
(psi) 
Pressure 
(psi) 
Pressure 
(psi) 
Pressure 
(psi) 
Pressure 
(psi) 
Pressure 
(psi) 
Length (ft) 
Multiphase 
10μm 
Liquid 
 10μm 
Multiphase 
 50μm 
Liquid  
50μm 
Multiphase 
100μm 
Liquid  
100μm 
Multiphase 
150μm 
Liquid  
150μm 
Multiphase 
200μm Liquid 200μm 
113.0 -1153.5 -1212.5 -1036.5 -1088.2 -1026.4 -1077.2 -1024.4 -1075.1 -1023.7 -1074.3 
140.6 -1172.2 -1251.4 -1056.0 -1126.9 -1046.1 -1116.0 -1044.1 -1113.9 -1043.4 -1113.1 
164.0 -1162.6 -1252.5 -1049.4 -1130.6 -1039.7 -1120.1 -1037.8 -1118.0 -1037.2 -1117.3 
187.5 -1147.0 -1243.3 -1037.0 -1124.6 -1027.7 -1114.4 -1025.9 -1112.4 -1025.2 -1111.7 
210.9 -1130.8 -1231.9 -1024.1 -1116.4 -1015.1 -1106.5 -1013.3 -1104.6 -1012.7 -1103.9 
234.3 -1115.2 -1220.6 -1011.7 -1108.3 -1003.0 -1098.7 -1001.3 -1096.9 -1000.7 -1096.2 
257.8 -1100.4 -1210.0 -1000.0 -1100.7 -991.6 -1091.5 -989.9 -1089.7 -989.4 -1089.0 
281.2 -1086.5 -1200.1 -989.1 -1093.9 -981.0 -1084.9 -979.4 -1083.2 -978.8 -1082.5 
: : : : : : : : : : : 
: : : : : : : : : : : 
468.7 -1005.9 -1150.0 -929.7 -1065.4 -923.6 -1058.5 -922.4 -1057.2 -922.0 -1056.7 
492.1 -999.6 -1147.4 -925.8 -1065.2 -919.9 -1058.5 -918.7 -1057.2 -918.3 -1056.8 
515.6 -994.2 -1145.7 -922.6 -1065.8 -916.9 -1059.3 -915.8 -1058.1 -915.4 -1057.6 
539.0 -989.6 -1144.7 -920.3 -1067.1 -914.8 -1060.9 -913.7 -1059.6 -913.3 -1059.2 
562.4 -985.9 -1144.6 -918.7 -1069.2 -913.4 -1063.2 -912.3 -1062.0 -911.9 -1061.6 
585.9 -983.0 -1145.3 -917.9 -1072.1 -912.7 -1066.2 -911.7 -1065.1 -911.3 -1064.7 
: : : : : : : : : : : 
: : : : : : : : : : : 
937.4 -1043.4 -1260.5 -1003.3 -1213.9 -1000.4 -1210.4 -999.7 -1209.6 -999.5 -1209.4 
960.8 -1054.7 -1275.6 -1015.9 -1230.4 -1013.1 -1227.0 -1012.4 -1226.3 -1012.2 -1226.0 
984.3 -1066.9 -1291.6 -1029.4 -1247.9 -1026.6 -1244.5 -1026.1 -1243.8 -1025.8 -1243.6 
1007.7 -1080.1 -1308.6 -1043.8 -1266.2 -1041.2 -1263.0 -1040.6 -1262.4 -1040.4 -1262.2 
: : : : : : : : : : : 
: : : : : : : : : : : 
1710.7 -2017.8 -2379.3 -2006.8 -2365.9 -2006.2 -2364.8 -2005.8 -2364.5 -2005.8 -2364.5 
1734.2 -2071.4 -2437.9 -2061.0 -2425.2 -2060.4 -2424.1 -2060.0 -2423.8 -2060.0 -2423.8 
1757.6 -2126.8 -2498.3 -2117.0 -2486.3 -2116.4 -2485.2 -2116.0 -2484.9 -2116.0 -2484.9 
: : : : : : : : : : : 
: : : : : : : : : : : 
1921.6 -2569.2 -2975.7 -2563.0 -2968.2 -2562.7 -2967.3 -2562.3 -2967.1 -2562.3 -2967.1 
1945.1 -2640.7 -3052.2 -2635.0 -3045.3 -2634.8 -3044.5 -2634.3 -3044.3 -2634.4 -3044.3 
1968.5 -2714.5 -3131.0 -2709.3 -3124.7 -2709.1 -3123.9 -2708.6 -3123.7 -2708.7 -3123.7 
1991.9 -2790.6 -3212.0 -2785.8 -3206.3 -2785.7 -3205.6 -2785.2 -3205.4 -2785.3 -3205.4 
2015.4 -2869.0 -3295.4 -2864.7 -3290.3 -2864.6 -3289.6 -2864.2 -3289.4 -2864.3 -3289.5 
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Appendix A-6.1: Multiphase-liquid pressure drops due to particles through 2D rock 
Reservoir 
Pressure 
(psi) 
Pressure 
(psi) 
Pressure 
(psi) 
Pressure 
(psi) 
Pressure 
(psi) 
Pressure 
(psi) 
Pressure 
(psi) 
Pressure 
(psi) 
Pressure 
(psi) 
Pressure 
(psi) 
Length 
(ft) 
Multiphase 
10μm 
Liquid 
10μm 
Multiphase 
50μm 
Liquid 
50μm 
Multiphase 
100μm 
Liquid 
100μm 
Multiphase 
150μm 
Liquid 
150μm 
Multiphase 
200μm 
Liquid 
200μm 
117.2 -770.1 -788.7 -708.6 -733.1 -702.1 -726.8 -700.8 -725.6 -700.4 -725.2 
140.6 -874.6 -907.0 -814.6 -854.5 -808.1 -848.4 -806.9 -847.1 -806.4 -846.7 
164.0 -945.8 -992.0 -888.3 -943.4 -882.1 -937.6 -880.9 -936.4 -880.4 -936.0 
187.5 -999.0 -1058.6 -943.8 -1013.3 -937.8 -1007.7 -936.6 -1006.6 -936.1 -1006.2 
210.9 -1041.3 -1113.7 -988.0 -1070.8 -982.1 -1065.4 -980.9 -1064.3 -980.5 -1064.0 
: : : : : : : : : : : 
281.2 -1136.9 -1242.4 -1087.3 -1203.8 -1081.8 -1198.8 -1080.7 -1197.8 -1080.3 -1197.4 
304.6 -1164.2 -1279.0 -1115.4 -1241.2 -1110.1 -1236.3 -1109.0 -1235.3 -1108.6 -1235.0 
328.1 -1190.5 -1314.1 -1142.6 -1277.0 -1137.4 -1272.2 -1136.3 -1271.3 -1135.9 -1270.9 
351.5 -1216.5 -1348.3 -1169.4 -1311.8 -1164.3 -1307.2 -1163.2 -1306.2 -1162.8 -1305.9 
375.0 -1242.4 -1382.1 -1196.0 -1346.1 -1191.0 -1341.5 -1190.0 -1340.6 -1189.6 -1340.3 
398.4 -1268.3 -1415.6 -1222.7 -1380.1 -1217.8 -1375.7 -1216.8 -1374.8 -1216.4 -1374.4 
421.8 -1294.4 -1449.0 -1249.6 -1414.1 -1244.7 -1409.7 -1243.7 -1408.8 -1243.4 -1408.5 
: : : : : : : : : : : 
890.5 -1890.9 -2181.8 -1859.8 -2156.5 -1856.7 -2153.6 -1856.0 -2153.0 -1855.7 -2152.7 
913.9 -1925.2 -2222.7 -1894.8 -2197.8 -1891.8 -2195.0 -1891.1 -2194.5 -1890.8 -2194.2 
937.4 -1960.1 -2264.0 -1930.3 -2239.7 -1927.4 -2236.9 -1926.6 -2236.4 -1926.4 -2236.1 
960.8 -1995.5 -2305.9 -1966.3 -2282.0 -1963.4 -2279.3 -1962.7 -2278.8 -1962.5 -2278.5 
984.3 -2031.4 -2348.2 -2002.9 -2324.8 -2000.1 -2322.2 -1999.3 -2321.7 -1999.1 -2321.4 
1007.7 -2067.8 -2391.1 -2039.9 -2368.1 -2037.2 -2365.6 -2036.5 -2365.1 -2036.3 -2364.8 
: : : : : : : : : : : 
1171.7 -2338.7 -2706.1 -2314.9 -2686.3 -2312.6 -2684.2 -2312.0 -2683.8 -2311.8 -2683.5 
1195.2 -2379.8 -2753.3 -2356.6 -2734.0 -2354.4 -2732.0 -2353.7 -2731.5 -2353.6 -2731.3 
1218.6 -2421.4 -2801.2 -2398.8 -2782.3 -2396.7 -2780.3 -2396.1 -2779.9 -2395.9 -2779.6 
1242.0 -2463.8 -2849.6 -2441.7 -2831.2 -2439.6 -2829.3 -2439.0 -2828.9 -2438.9 -2828.6 
1265.5 -2506.8 -2898.7 -2485.3 -2880.7 -2483.2 -2878.9 -2482.6 -2878.5 -2482.5 -2878.2 
1288.9 -2550.4 -2948.4 -2529.5 -2930.8 -2527.5 -2929.1 -2526.9 -2928.7 -2526.7 -2928.4 
1312.3 -2594.7 -2998.7 -2574.3 -2981.6 -2572.4 -2979.9 -2571.8 -2979.5 -2571.7 -2979.2 
: : : : : : : : : : : 
1499.8 -2974.7 -3425.5 -2958.6 -3411.9 -2957.2 -3410.6 -2956.6 -3410.3 -2956.5 -3410.1 
1523.3 -3025.5 -3482.1 -3010.0 -3468.9 -3008.6 -3467.6 -3008.1 -3467.4 -3008.0 -3467.1 
1546.7 -3077.2 -3539.4 -3062.2 -3526.6 -3060.9 -3525.4 -3060.3 -3525.2 -3060.2 -3524.9 
1570.1 -3129.7 -3597.4 -3115.2 -3585.1 -3113.9 -3584.0 -3113.4 -3583.7 -3113.3 -3583.4 
1593.6 -3182.9 -3656.2 -3169.0 -3644.3 -3167.8 -3643.2 -3167.2 -3643.0 -3167.1 -3642.7 
1617.0 -3237.1 -3715.8 -3223.6 -3704.3 -3222.5 -3703.3 -3221.9 -3703.1 -3221.8 -3702.8 
: : : : : : : : : : : 
1804.5 -3701.2 -4221.0 -3691.9 -4212.9 -3691.1 -4212.3 -3690.6 -4212.2 -3690.5 -4211.8 
1827.9 -3763.2 -4287.2 -3754.3 -4279.5 -3753.6 -4279.0 -3753.1 -4278.9 -3753.1 -4278.5 
1851.3 -3826.0 -4353.7 -3817.6 -4346.4 -3817.0 -4345.9 -3816.4 -4345.8 -3816.4 -4345.5 
1874.8 -3889.3 -4419.9 -3881.5 -4413.0 -3880.9 -4412.6 -3880.3 -4412.5 -3880.3 -4412.1 
1898.2 -3953.0 -4485.1 -3945.6 -4478.7 -3945.1 -4478.3 -3944.5 -4478.2 -3944.5 -4477.9 
: : : : : : : : : : : 
2015.4 -4237.7 -4729.9 -4232.7 -4725.5 -4232.4 -4725.4 -4231.9 -4725.4 -4231.9 -4725.0 
2038.8 -4267.0 -4732.9 -4262.5 -4728.9 -4262.3 -4728.8 -4261.8 -4728.8 -4261.7 -4728.4 
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Appendix A-7: Particle-damaged permeability model in liquid flow 
 
 
 
 
Reservoir 10 µm 50 µm 100 µm 150 µm 200 µm 
Length Permeability Permeability Permeability Permeability Permeability 
(ft) (mD) (mD) (mD) (mD) (mD) 
70 999 997 992 988 972 
94 998 860 645 441 397 
117 809 647 485 345 307 
141 694 555 417 307 271 
164 622 498 374 285 252 
187 570 456 342 270 239 
211 529 423 317 259 230 
234 494 395 297 249 222 
258 465 372 279 241 216 
281 440 352 264 234 211 
305 417 334 251 228 207 
328 398 318 239 222 203 
352 380 304 228 217 199 
375 364 291 218 211 195 
398 349 279 209 206 191 
422 335 268 201 202 188 
445 323 258 194 197 184 
469 311 249 187 193 181 
492 301 241 181 188 178 
516 291 233 175 184 175 
539 282 225 169 180 172 
562 273 218 164 176 169 
586 265 212 159 173 166 
609 257 206 154 169 163 
633 250 200 150 166 160 
656 243 195 146 162 157 
680 237 190 142 159 155 
703 231 185 139 156 152 
726 225 180 135 153 149 
750 220 176 132 150 147 
773 214 172 129 147 144 
797 209 168 126 144 142 
820 205 164 123 141 140 
844 200 160 120 139 137 
867 196 157 118 136 135 
891 192 153 115 133 133 
914 188 150 113 131 131 
937 184 147 110 129 128 
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Appendix A-7.1: Damaged permeability model in multiphase, 1000 mD rock 
 
Reservoir            10 µm 50 µm 100 µm 150 µm 200 µm 
length Permeability Permeability Permeability Permeability Permeability 
(ft) (mD) (mD) (mD) (mD) (mD) 
70 999 995 986 978 964 
94 998 874 655 464 397 
117 810 648 486 362 309 
141 691 553 415 322 275 
164 620 496 372 298 256 
187 569 455 342 282 243 
211 530 424 318 270 234 
234 498 399 299 260 226 
258 471 377 283 251 220 
281 448 359 269 244 215 
305 428 343 257 237 210 
328 410 328 246 230 206 
352 394 315 236 225 202 
375 379 303 228 219 198 
398 366 293 219 214 194 
422 353 283 212 208 191 
445 342 273 205 204 187 
469 331 265 199 199 184 
492 321 257 193 194 180 
516 312 249 187 190 177 
539 303 242 182 186 174 
562 294 236 177 182 171 
586 287 229 172 178 168 
609 279 224 168 174 165 
633 272 218 164 170 162 
656 266 213 160 167 159 
680 259 208 156 163 156 
703 253 203 152 160 154 
726 248 198 149 157 151 
750 242 194 145 154 148 
773 237 190 142 151 146 
797 232 186 139 148 143 
820 227 182 137 145 141 
844 223 178 134 142 139 
867 218 175 131 140 136 
891 214 171 129 137 134 
914 210 168 126 134 132 
937 206 165 124 132 130 
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